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FOREWORD

Earthquakes are potentially devastating natural events which
threaten lives, destroy property, and disrupt life-sustaining services and
societal functions. In 1986, the National Science Foundation established
the National Center for Earthquake Engineering Research to carry out
systems integrated research to mitigate earthquake hazards in vulner
able communities and to enhance implementation efforts through tech
nology transfer, outreach, and education. Since that time, our Center
has engaged in a wide variety of multidisciplinary studies to develop
solutions to the complex array of problems associated with the develop
ment of earthquake-resistant communities.

Our series of monographs is a step toward meeting this formi
dable challenge. Over the past 12 years, we have investigated how
buildings and their nonstructural components, lifelines, and highway
structures behave and are affected by earthquakes, how damage to these
structures impacts society, and how these damages can be mitigated
through innovative means. Our researchers have joined together to share
their expertise in seismology, geotechnical engineering, structural engi
neering, risk and reliability, protective systems, and social and eco
nomic systems to begin to define and delineate the best methods to
mitigate the losses caused by these natural events.

Each monograph describes these research efforts in detail. Each
is meant to be read by a wide variety of stakeholders, including acade
micians, engineers, government officials, insurance and financial ex
perts, and others who are involved in developing earthquake loss miti
gation measures. They supplement the Center's technical report series
by broadening the topics studied.

As we begin our next phase of research as the Multidisciplinary
Center for Earthquake Engineering Research, we intend to focus our ef
forts on applying advanced technologies to quantifying building and
lifeline performance through the estimation of expected losses; devel
oping cost-effective, performance-based rehabilitation technologies; and
improving response and recovery through strategic planning and crisis
management. These subjects are expected to result in a new monograph
series in the future.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the National Sci
ence Foundation, the State of New York, the State University of New



York at Buffalo, and our institutional and industrial affiliates for their
continued support and involvement with the Center. I thank all the au
thors who contributed their time and talents to conducting the research
portrayed in the monograph series and for their commitment to further
ing our common goals. I would also like to thank the peer reviewers of
each monograph for their comments and constructive advice.

It is my hope that this monograph series will serve as an impor
tant tool toward making research results more accessible to those who
are in a position to implement them, thus furthering our goal to reduce
loss of life and protect property from the damage caused by earthquakes.

GEORGE C. LEE

DIRECTOR, MULTIDISCIPLINARY CENTER
j

FOR EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING RESEARCH
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PREFACE

Historically, aseismic design has been based upon a combina
tion of strength and ductility. For small, frequent seismic disturbances,
the structure is expected to remain in the elastic range, with all stresses
well below yield levels. However, it is not reasonable to expect that a
traditional structure will respond elastically when subjected to a major
earthquake. Instead, the design engineer relies upon the inherent duc
tility of buildings to prevent catastrophic failure, while accepting a cer
tain level of structural and nonstructural damage. This philosophy has
led to the development of aseismic design codes featuring lateral force
methods and, more recently, inelastic design response spectra. Ulti
mately, with these approaches, the structure is designed to resist an
'equivalent' static load. Results have been reasonably successful. Even
an approximate accounting for lateral effects will almost certainly im
prove building survivability.

However, by considering the actual dynamic nature of environ
mental disturbances, more dramatic improvements can be realized. As
a result of this dynamical point of view, new and innovative concepts of
structural protection have been advanced and are at various stages of
development. Modern structural protective systems can be divided into
three major groups:

• Seismic Isolation
Elastomeric Bearings
Lead Rubber Bearings
Combined Elastomeric and Sliding Bearings
Sliding Friction Pendulum Systems
Sliding Bearings with Restoring Force

• Passive Energy Dissipation
Metallic Dampers
Friction Dampers
Viscoelastic Solid Dampers
Viscoelastic or Viscous Fluid Dampers
Tuned Mass Dampers
Tuned Liquid Dampers

XIII



• Semi-active and Active Systems
Active Bracing Systems
Active Mass Dampers
Variable Stiffness and Damping Systems
Smart Materials

These groups can be distinguished by examining the approaches em
ployed to manage the energy associated with transient environmental
events.

The technique of seismic isolation is now widely used in many
parts of the world. A seismic isolation system is typically placed at the
foundation of a structure. By means of its flexibility and energy absorp
tion capability, the isolation system partially reflects and partially ab
sorbs some of the earthquake input energy before this energy can be
transmitted to the structure. The net effect is a reduction of energy
dissipation demand on the structural system, resulting in an increase in
its survivability.

On the other end of the spectrum are semi-active and active
control systems. Semi-active and active structural control is an area of
structural protection in which the motion of a structure is controlled or
modified by means of the action of a control system through some exter
nal energy supply. However, semi-active systems require only nominal
amounts of energy to adjust their mechanical properties and, unlike
fully active systems, they cannot add energy to the structure. Consider
able attention has been paid to semi-active and active structural control
research in recent years, with particular emphasis on the alleviation of
wind and seismic response. The technology is now at the stage where
actual systems have been designed, fabricated and installed in full-scale
structures.

While all these technologies are likely to have an increasingly
important role in structural design, the scope of the present monograph
is limited to a discussion of passive energy dissipation systems, and, to a
limited extent, semi-active devices. Research and development of pas
sive energy dissipation devices for structural applications have roughly
a 25-year history. The basic function of passive energy dissipation de
vices when incorporated into the superstructure of a building is to absorb
or consume a portion of the input energy, thereby reducing energy dissi
pation demand on primary structural members and minimizing possible
structural damage. Unlike seismic isolation, however, these devices
can be effective against wind induced motions as well as those due to
earthquakes. Contrary to active control systems, there is no need for an
external supply of power.

In recent years, serious efforts have been undertaken to develop
the concept of energy dissipation or supplemental damping into a work
able technology, and a number of these devices have been installed in
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structures throughout the world. This monograph introduces the basic
concepts of passive energy dissipation, and discusses current research,
development, design and code-related activities in this exciting and fast
expanding field. At the same time, it should be emphasized that this
entire technology is still evolving. Significant improvements in both
hardware and design procedures will certainly continue for a number of
years to come.
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INTRODUCTION

Il

DESIGN

In conventional seismic design, acceptable performance
of a structure during earthquake shaking is based on the lateral
force resisting system being able to absorb and dissipate energy in
a stable manner for a large number of cycles. Energy dissipation
occurs in specially detailed ductile plastic hinge regions of beams
and column bases, which also form part of the gravity load carry
ing system. Plastic hinges are regions of concentrated damage to
the gravity frame, which often is irreparable. Nevertheless, this
design approach is acceptable because of economic considerations
provided, of course, that structural collapse is prevented and life
safety is ensured.

Situations exist in which the conventional design approach
is not applicable. When a structure must remain functional after
an earthquake, as is the case of important structures (hospitals,
police stations, etc.), the conventional design approach is inap
propriate. For such cases, the structure may be designed with
sufficient strength so that inelastic action is either prevented or is
minimal; an approach that is very costly. Moreover, in such struc
tures, special precautions need to be taken in safeguarding against
damage or failure of important secondary systems, which are
needed for continuing serviceability. The recent experience with
two of the newest hospital facilities in the Northridge earthquake
(Earthquake Engineering Research Institute, 1995) demonstrates
problems that may occur with such a design approach.

Moreover, a large number of older structures have insuffi
cient lateral strength and lack the detailing required for ductile
behavior. Seismic retrofitting of these structures is necessary and
may be achieved by conventional seismic design, although often



at significant cost and with undesirable disruption of architectural
features. The latter is a significant consideration in the seismic
retrofit of historic structures with important architectural features.

Alternate design procedures have been developed which
incorporate earthquake protective systems in the structure. These
systems may take the form of seismic isolation systems or supple
mental energy dissipation devices. An examination of the behav
ior and effects of these systems may begin with the consideration
of the distribution of energy within a structure. During a seismic
event, a finite quantity of energy is input into a structure. This
input energy is transformed into both kinetic and potential (strain)
energy which must be either absorbed or dissipated through heat.
If there were no damping, vibrations would exist for all time.
However, there is always some level of inherent damping which
withdraws energy from the system and therefore reduces the am
plitude of vibration until the motion ceases. The structural perfor
mance can be improved if a portion of the input energy can be
absorbed, not by the structure itself, but by some type of supple
mental "device". This is made clear by considering the conserva
tion of energy relationship (Uang and Bertero, 1988):

(1 -1)

where E is the absolute energy input from the earthquake motion,

Ek is the absolute kinetic energy, Es is the recoverable elastic strain

energy, Eh is the irrecoverable energy dissipated by the structural
system through inelastic or other forms of action, and Ed is the
energy dissipated by supplemental damping devices. The abso
lute energy input E, represents the work done by the total base
shear force at the foundation on the ground (foundation) displace
ment. It, thus, contains the effect of the inertia forces of the struc
ture.

In the conventional design approach, acceptable structural
performance is accomplished by the occurrence of inelastic de
formations. This has the direct effect of increasing energy Eh . It
also has an indirect effect. The occurrence of inelastic deforma
tions results in softening of the structural system which itself modi
fies the absolute input energy. In effect, the increased flexibility
acts as a filter which reflects a portion of the earthquake energy.

2 CHAPTER 1



The significant result is that it leads to reduced accelerations and
reduced strains in regions away from the plastic hinges.

The technique of seismic isolation accomplishes the same
task by the introduction, at the foundation of a structure, of a sys
tem which is characterized by flexibility and energy absorption
capability. The flexibility alone, typically expressed by a period of
the order of 2 seconds, is sufficient to reflect a major portion of
the earthquake energy so that inelastic action does not occur.
Energy dissipation in the isolation system is then useful in limiting
the displacement response and in avoiding resonances. How
ever, in earthquakes rich in long period components, it is not pos
sible to provide sufficient flexibility for the reflection of the earth
quake energy. In this case, energy absorption plays an important
role.

Modern seismic isolation systems incorporate energy dis
sipating mechanisms. Examples are high damping elastomeric
bearings, lead plugs in elastomeric bearings, mild steel dampers,
fluid viscous dampers, and friction in sliding bearings.

Another approach to improving earthquake response per
formance and damage control is that of supplemental energy dis
sipation systems. In these systems, mechanical devices are incor
porated into the frame of the structure and dissipate energy through
out the height of the structure. The means by which energy is
dissipated is either yielding of mild steel, sliding friction, motion
of a piston or a plate within a viscous fluid, orificing of fluid, or
viscoelastic action in polymeric materials.

In addition to increasing the energy dissipation capacity
per unit drift of a structure, some energy dissipation systems also
increase the strength and stiffness. Such systems include the fol
lowing types of energy dissipation devices: metallic-yielding, fric
tion, and viscoelastic. Energy dissipation systems utilizing fluid
viscous dampers will not generally increase the strength or stiff
ness of a structure unless the excitation frequency is high. For
example, Figure 1.1 shows force-deformation curves of a simple
one-story structure with and without energy dissipation systems
(EDS). The curves are shown to extend well into the inelastic
range, as expected to be the case in applications of seismic haz
ard mitigation. The addition of energy dissipation systems increases
the strength and/or stiffness of the structure. In general, the addi
tion of an energy dissipation system will result in a reduction in
drift and, therefore, reduction of damage (due to energy dissipa-
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• Figure 1.1 Effect of Energy Dissipation Systems on Force-Deformation Curves of
a Structure

tion) and an increase in the total lateral force exerted on the struc
ture (due to increased strength and/or stiffness). Reduction of both
drift and total lateral force may be achieved only when deforma
tions are reduced to levels below the elastic limit.

TMOTION CONTROL SYSTEMS

Seismic isolation and energy dissipation systems are clas
sified as earthquake protection systems since their function is to
mitigate earthquake hazard. Mitigation is defined as the action
taken to reduce the consequences of earthquakes, such as seismic
strengthening or upgrading, installation of a seismic isolation or
energy dissipation system, etc. However, energy dissipation sys
tems are also useful in reducing dynamic response under wind
and other types of service loads. Thus in general, seismic isolation
and energy dissipation systems may be termed motion control sys
tems.

4 CHAPTER 1



The subject of this monograph is passive and, to a lesser
extent, semi-active control systems. The term control systems de
notes what was previously termed energy dissipation systems,
whereas the terms passive and semi-active denote, respectively,
systems that require no externally supplied power and systems
that require minimal externally supplied power to operate. The
latter may be considered as rather natural modifications of certain
passive systems. Moreover, this monograph briefly describes dy
namic vibration absorbers which are motion control systems, whose
application is restricted to certain elastic structures under service
and wind loading.

Dynamic vibration absorbers are oscillators which, when
attached to a structure and tuned to a frequency close to that of a
vibrating mode, cause an increase in damping of this mode as a
result of transfer of kinetic energy among vibrating modes. Dy
namic vibration absorbers may take the form of tuned mass damp
ers, tuned liquid dampers, tuned liquid column dampers as well
as the form of arrays of such devices, each one tuned at a different
frequency (Den Hartog, 1956; International Association for Struc
tural Control, 1994; Sakai, 1989; Kareem, 1994; Soong and Con
stantinou, 1994).

Dynamic vibration absorbers have been used for the re
duction of response of structures subjected to wind excitation,
occupant activity and machine vibration. Typically, the applica
tion is restricted to structures which remain in the elastic range.
Many of the applications are in tall modern buildings with very
small inherent damping. In these cases, dynamic vibration ab
sorbers can enhance damping by a small amount (typically, less
than about 5% of critical), which is sufficient to suppress wind
induced motion for the comfort of occupants. The effectiveness of
dynamic vibration absorbers is significantly reduced when the
structural system undergoes inelastic action. The reasons for this
reduction in effectiveness are (a) de-tuning of the absorbers when
inelastic action occurs, and (b) the enhancement of damping is
insignificant in comparison to that generated by inelastic action.

The distinction between passive and active control sys
tems is shown in Figures 1.2 and 1.3, which depict the elements
of these systems. A passive control system, whether an energy
dissipation system or a dynamic vibration absorber (or even a seis
micisolation system), develops motion control forces at the points
of attachment of the system. The power needed to generate these



Excitation

Symans and Constantinou, 1995

• Figure 1.2 Elements of a Passive Control System

Response

forces is provided by the motion of the points of attachment dur
ing dynamic excitation. The relative motion of these points of
attachment determine the amplitude and direction of the control
forces. For example, the seismic isolation system of the San Ber
nardino County Medical Center (Soong and Constantinou, 1994)
includes 184 passive fluid viscous dampers, each capable of de
livering 1400 kN force at velocity of 1.5 m/s and stroke of ±0.6 m.
The power needed to operate each of these devices is 21 00 kWor
about 2800 hp. This power is provided by the relative motion of
the isolation basemat and foundation to which these devices are
attached.

Excitation Structure Response

Symans and Constantinou, 1995

• Figure 1.3 Elements of an Active ContrQI System

An active control system also develops motion control
forces as shown in Figure 1.3. However, the magnitude and di
rection of these forces are determined by a controller based on
information from sensors and a control strategy (algorithm), and
supplied by the active control system. For an active system, the
forces may be developed by electro-hydraulic actuators (Soong,
1990; Reinhorn et aI., 1992; International Association for Struc-



tural Control, 1994), which need to be fully powered by a hydrau
lic power source. Depending on the application, the power de
mand may be large. However, an active control system should, in
principle, provide for better or more versatile response control.

Semi-active control systems generally originate from pas
sive control systems which have been modified to allow for ad
justment of their mechanical properties. Specifically, energy dis
sipation devices which operate through shearing of viscous fluid,
orificing of fluid, or sliding friction have been modified to behave
in a semi-active manner (International Association for Structural
Control, 1994; also Symans and Constantinou, 1995 for a review).

The mechanical properties of semi-active control systems
may be adjusted by a controller in the manner depicted in Figure
1.3 (per active control systems). However, the control forces are
developed as a result of motion of the points of attachment of the
semi-active devices (per passive control systems). Semi-active
control systems require a power source for the adjustment of the
mechanical properties of the system. The power demand is typi
cally very small and remotely related to the power output of the
system. For example, direct-drive servovalves have been used by
Symans and Constantinou, 1995 in semi-active fluid dampers.
These servovalves could adjust the flow characteristics of devices
capable of delivering an output force of about 150 kN at veloci
ties of about 3.50 mm/s (power of 52 kW or 70 hp). The servovalves
only required 3.5 W power to operate, which could be supplied
by a battery. An introduction to semi-active control is provided in
Chapter 7.

The primary focus of this monograph, however, is on pas
sive energy dissipation systems. Th8 material spans basic prin
ciples and methods of analysis (Chapter 2), mathematical model
ing of these systems together with analysis of structures equipped
with passive energy dissipation systems (Chapter 3), recent ana
lytical and experimental developments (Chapter 4), a review of
recent applications (Chapter 5), and code development (Chapter
6). The objective is to provide the reader with a sound working
knowledge of passive energy dissipation systems and their struc
tural applications, in terms of both new design and retrofit. The
reader is referred to Soong and Dargush (1997) for a more in
depth treatment of the theory and applications of passive energy
dissipation.





BASIC PRINCIPLES

This chapter presents the principles of operation of passive
energy dissipation systems. The presentation starts with illustra
tive examples of appl ication of these systems on a structural frame.
Through qualitative arguments, some general conclusions are es
tablished for the range of applicability of these systems and for the
effects they have on the response of the frame. Subsequently, a
treatment of linear viscoelastically damped structures (that is, lin
ear elastic structures with viscoelastic energy dissipation systems)
is presented. The lack of nonlinearity in these structures allows for
a formal treatment of the problem and prepares the ground for
presentation of simplified nonlinear methods of analysis, which
are presented next.

Finally, the use of energy dissipating devices as elements
of seismic isolation systems and the use of seismic isolation bear
ings to primarily absorb seismic energy rather than to lengthen
the period are briefly discussed.

TCLASSIFICATION

Passive energy dissipation systems are classified herein as
hysteretic, viscoelastic and others. Examples of hysteretic systems
include devices based on yielding of metals or through sliding
friction. Figure 2.1 shows typical force-displacement loops of
hysteretic energy dissipation systems. The simplest models of hys
teretic behavior involve algebraic relations between force and dis
placement. Hence, hysteretic systems are often called displace
ment-dependent (e.g. FEMA, 1997). In this respect, shape memory
alloy devices are also classified as hysteretic (or displacement
dependent) systems despite the fact that their force-displacement
loops resemble those of Figure 2.3 for other systems, rather than
those of Figure 2.1 for hysteretic systems.
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• Figure 2.1 Idealized Force-Displacement Loops of Hysteretic Energy Dissipation Devices

Viscoelastic energy dissipation systems include devices
consisting of viscoelastic solid materials, devices operating on the
principle of fluid orificing (e.g. viscous fluid dampers) and de
vices operating by deformation of viscoelastic fluids. Figure 2.2
shows force-displacement loops of these devices. Typically, these
devices exhibit stiffness and damping coefficients which are fre
quency dependent. Moreover, the damping force in these devices
is proportional to velocity, that is, the behavior is viscous. Ac
cordingly, they are classified as viscoelastic systems. A purely
viscous device is a special case of a viscoelastic device with zero
stiffness and frequency independent properties.

Xo

Displacement

Viscoelastic Solid
or Fluid Device

Viscous Fluid
Device

• Figure 2.2 Idealized Force-Displacement Loops of Viscoelastic Energy Dissipation Devices

Energy dissipation systems which cannot be classified by
one of the basic types depicted in Figure 2.1 and 2.2 are classified
as other systems. Examples are friction-spring devices with re-
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centering capability and fluid restoring force and damping de
vices. Figure 2.3 illustrates the behavior of these devices. While
the illustrated loops appear very different from those of Figures
2.1 and 2.2, in reality these devices originate from either hyster
etic devices (a friction device with an innovative re-centering
mechanism) or fluid viscous devices (a pressurized device to de
velop preload and re-centering capability, together with fluid
orificing for energy dissipation).

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
OF ApPLICATION

2.2. 1 ELASTIC STRUCTURES

The frame of Figure 2.4 has been designed to remain elas
tic for the design earthquake. The so-called pushover (or capac
ity) curve of the frame is essentially linear. This curve is a plot of
the sum of inertia forces on the structure (or base shear force)
versus the top floor displacement (e.g., FEMA, 1997). Similarly,
the corresponding force-displacement hysteresis loop depicts lin
ear behavior and limited ability to absorb energy.

Consider the case when energy dissipating devices are
added to the frame as shown in Figure 2.4. It is assumed that the
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• Figure 2.4 Pushover Curves and Force-Displacement Hysteresis Loops of an Elastic
Structure Without and With Energy Dissipation Systems

connection details of the devices are such that neither inelastic
action nor damage occurs in the frame at the points of attachment
during seismic excitation. It is also assumed that the design of the
energy dissipation system is such that it functions properly and
dissipates energy throughout the height of the frame. This is par
ticularly important in hysteretic energy dissipation systems, where
an improper distribution of strength may result in concentration of
inelastic action at a specific story level rather than over the entire
height.

The ability of the frame to dissipate energy is substantially
increased as demonstrated in the force-displacement hysteresis
loops of the frame which are shown in Figure 2.4. Accordingly,
the frame undergoes a considerably reduced amplitude of vibra
tion in comparison to the frame without the energy dissipation
system under the same earthquake motion.



While the energy dissipation system can achieve a con
siderable reduction in displacement response, it can also achieve
a reduction in the total force exerted on the structure. In general,
reduction in force will not be as much as reduction in displace
ment. This is due to the increased strength or increased stiffness
provided by the energy dissipation system. Comparable reduc
tions in displacement and force can be achieved with systems that
do not increase the strength or stiffness of the structure to which
they are attached. It should also be recognized that it is possible
to have increases in force when the energy dissipation system
causes substantial increases in either the strength or stiffness of
the frame.

Most of the experimental work on energy dissipation sys
tems has so far been performed with structures remaining in the
elastic range (Lin et aI., 1988; Whittaker et aI., 1989; Aiken and
Kelly, 1990; Chang et aI., 1991; Constantinou and Symans, 1992;
Seleemah and Constantinou, 1997). In general, these studies con
firm the qualitative predictions of the illustrative example.

2.2.2 YIELDING

PROPER PLASTIC

STRUCTURES WITH

HINGE FORMATION

Consider the frame of Figure 2.5 to have been designed for
ductile behavior following the capacity design approach (e.g.,
Paulay and Priestley, 1992). As shown in Figure 2.5, plastic hinges
develop in all the beams, a situation that results in stable hyster
esis loops which resemble ideal hysteresis loops. Moreover, the
frame undergoes substantial inelastic action under the design earth
quake, which, as illustrated in the pushover curve of Figure 2.5,
corresponds to global ductility of about 3.

The yielding frame has substantial ability to dissipate en
ergy. Approximately, one can determine an effective damping ra
tio of at least 30% of critical for this frame. With such ability to
dissipate energy, an increase in this ability due to the added en
ergy dissipation system will not be very effective in further reduc
ing the displacement of the frame. To approximately quantify this
further response reduction, Figure 2.6 was prepared from data in
FEMA, 1997. The figure presents plots of the displacement re
sponse ratio of a structure in which an energy dissipating system
caused an increase in the damping ratio by either 10 or 20 or 30%
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• Figure 2.5 Pushover Curves and Force-Displacement Hysteresis Loops of aYielding Structure
Having Proper Plastic Hinge Formation Without and With Energy Dissipation Systems

of critical. The damping ratio of the structure without the energy
dissipation system is shown to be in the range of 1 to 30% of
critical. The response ratio shown here is valid for the so-called
velocity domain of the response spectrum (long period range).

As shown in Figure 2.6, a structure with a damping ratio of
1 to 3% of critical (this has been the case in the experimental
studies of Lin et aI., 1988; Whittaker et aI., 1989; Aiken and Kelly
1990; Chang et aI., 1991; and Constantinou and Symans, 1992)
will have its response reduced to approximately one half (reduc
tion by 50%) when an energy dissipating system enhances damp
ing by 20 to 30% of critical. However, when the structure has a
damping ratio of 30%, an increase of damping by 20 to 30% of
critical will cause a reduction of response to approximately 0.85
of the value without the energy dissipation system (reduction by
15%).
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• Figure 2.6 Response Reduction of Structure with Added Damping of 10, 20 or 30% of
Critical

Actually, the reduction in response will be larger due to
the increased effective stiffness of the structure, which is caused
(a) by the reduction in drift, and (b) by the addition of stiffness in
certain energy dissipation systems.

It should be noted that, as shown in Figure 2.5, the base
shear force response of the structure with energy dissipation sys
tems is larger than that of the structure without these systems. This
would be the case when the pushover curve of the structure with
out an energy dissipation system exhibits essentially elastoplastic
behavior. It is possible to have reduction in base shear force when
the pushover curve exhibits significant post-yielding stiffness. This
issue will be further discussed later in this chapter when examples
of analysis are presented.

2.2.3 YIELDING STRUCTURES WITH

IMPROPER PLASTIC HINGE FORMATION

Structures designed for low lateral forces without proper
distribution of stiffness and detailing for ductility typically develop
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• Figure 2.7 Pushover Curves and Force-Displacement Hysteresis Loops of a Yielding
Structure Having Improper Plastic Hinge Formation Without and With Energy Dissipation
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improper plastic hinge mechanisms and undesirable modes of
deformation. Figure 2.7 shows a frame with such characteristics,
where plastic hinges can form in the columns and lead to hyster
esis loops with low energy absorption capability. Such a mecha
nism may lead to excessive hinge rotations which cannot be ac
commodated, resulting in deterioration of strength and stiffness
and eventually failure. Figure 2.7 depicts a case in which neither
significant deterioration nor failure has occurred.

The addition of an energy dissipation system to this frame
results in significant improvement in energy absorption capability
and large reduction in displacement. This reduction in displace
ment is associated with reduction in plastic hinge rotation and
possible elimination of some plastic hinges. However, the total
force on the frame may be increased as a result of the increase in
stiffness and/or strength provided by the energy dissipation sys-



tern. As discussed in Section 2.2.2, this is generally the case for
structures with nearly elastoplastic pushover curves.

Experimental studies of seismic retrofit of a reinforced con
crete frame with energy dissipation systems (Lobo et aI., 1993a;
Reinhorn et aI., 1995) demonstrated behavior similar to that de- .
picted in Figure 2.7. It is apparent that energy dissipation systems
are most useful in applications of seismic retrofit.

ANALYSIS OF LINEAR
VISCOELASTIC STRUCTURES

This section presents some readily obtained results on the
dynamic properties of linear viscoelastically damped structures,
that is, linear elastic structures with viscoelastic energy dissipa
tion systems. The results are useful in quantifying the effect that
these systems have on the structure to which they are attached
and provide a basis for simplified methods of analysis for inelastic
structures.

Viscoelastic energy dissipation systems may take the form
of viscoelastic solid, viscoelastic fluid and viscous devices. In
general, such devices exhibit mechanical properties which are fre
quency and temperature dependent, and under certain conditions
strain (or deformation) dependent. Mathematical models capable
of describing the frequency and temperature dependency of the
properties of these devices are described in Chapter 3. Herein the
analysis is restricted to the simplest possible model for these de
vices, that is, the Kelvin model. The force in each of these devices
is described as a function of relative displacement, x, and relative
velocity

F =k'(O))x + c'(O))x (2-1 )

where k' and c' are, respectively, the storage stiffness and damp
ing coefficient of the device. These quantities are, in general, fre
quency dependent. However, it is assumed that a representative
frequency has been selected so that in the following analysis k'
and c' are constants. For example, frequency 0) should be the
frequency of free vibration when modal properties of the damped
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structure are determined. Application of this simplified modeling
approach to structures with viscoelastic fluid devices (Makris and
Constantinou, 1990 and 1991) produced results in very good agree
ment with exact analytical results.

Of interest is the determination of the frequencies of free
vibration, mode shapes and damping ratios of the damped struc
ture. While the structure is linear elastic and added stiffness and
damping are provided by elements obeying the simple constitu
tive relation of Eq. (2.1), the resulting structural system is not ame
nable to easy solution of its eigenvalue problem. The problem is
that of a nonclassically damped structure (the interested reader is
referred to Liang and Lee, 1991, for a general exposition of non
classical damping and to Constantinou and Symans, 1992 for ap
plication of exact methods of analysis to structures with viscous
energy dissipation systems).

Herein, an approximate method, which is based on en
ergy considerations, is utilized. The method starts with the as
sumption that the frequencies and mode shapes of the
nonclassically damped structure are identical to those of the origi
nal structure with the added effect of storage stiffness but not damp
ing (i.e., C in Eq. (2.1) is zero) from the energy dissipation system.
Thus, the frequencies and mode shapes can be determined by
standard eigenvalue analysis.

The damping ratio in the kth mode of vibration may be
expressed as (Chopra 1995)

WkSk =-- (2-2)
41tLk

where Wk is the energy dissipated in a single cycle of motion and
Lk is the maximum strain energy. To evaluate Wk and Lk , it is
assumed that the structure undergoes vibration in the kth mode
with frequency (J)k and mode shape vector <1>. Concentrating
only on the energy dissipated by the viscoelastic devices, Wk can
be expressed (Constantinou and Symans, 1992; FEMA, 1997) as

Wk =1t(J)kLC;COS2ejcl>~
j



where cj is the damping coefficient of device j, OJ is angle of
inclination and <Prj is the device relative modal displacement as
depicted in Figure 2.8.

Energy
Dissipation
Devicej

• Figure 2.8 Definition of Relative Displacementand Angle of Inclination ofEnergy Dissipation
Device

Energy Lk may be expressed either as the maximum strain
energy or as the maximum kinetic energy (Chang et aI., 1991;
Constantinou and Symans, 1992)

1 T 1 2~ 2
Lk =2"eI> KeI> =2"rok~mi<l>i (2-4)

I

where K is the stiffness matrix of the structure including the effect
of storage stiffness of the viscoelastic devices, m i is ith lumped
mass of the structure and q> i is the modal displacement of mass
mi' The damping ratio is

(2-5)

where summation j extends over the energy dissipation devices
and summation i extends over lumped masses.

Evaluation of frequencies and damping ratios requires an
iterative procedure. First the storage stiffness of the energy dissi-
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pation devices is determined at an assumed frequency (i.e. an
estimate of the frequency of free vibration in the selected vibra
tion mode). An eigenvalue analysis of the structure with the effect
of added storage stiffness is performed. Calculated and assumed
frequencies are then compared and the process is repeated until
the two frequencies are sufficiently close. With the frequency and
mode shape established, the damping coefficient is determined
and direct application of Eq. (2.5) gives the damping ratio. The
entire calculation process needs to be repeated for each mode of
vibration which is of interest. This iterative procedure would ap
proximately account for the effect of the frequency dependency
of properties of the viscoelastic devices. To account for the effects
of temperature and strain (or deformation) dependencies, analysis
should be performed with the applicable mechanical properties.
The procedure described is simplified (iteration is avoided) when
the energy dissipation system exhibits linear viscous behavior, that
is, k/ =a and c/ is independent of frequency.

An alternative form of Eq. (2.5), which is applicable only
to systems with non-zero storage stiffness, exploits the relation
between damping coefficient and storage stiffness:

k'
c' = .:!L-

ID

where 11 is the loss factor. The result is

(2-7)

The significance of Eq. (2.7) is that the loss factor for typical vis
coelastic solid materials (e.g. Chang et aI., 1991) is only margin
ally dependent on frequency, temperature or strain, whereas the
storage stiffness and damping coefficient exhibit significant de
pendence on these parameters. Typically, the loss factor for these
materials has a value close to unity. The quantity in parenthesis in
Eq. (2.7) is recognized as the contribution to the strain energy
from the energy dissipation system divided by the total strain en
ergy of the structure.



An example is presented to demonstrate the procedure. A
single-story structure has a frequency of 2 Hz and a lumped weight
of 27000 N. Two energy dissipation devices are diagonally at
tached through rigid braces at an angle of 36'. First consider that
these devices are linear viscous fluid dampers with damping coef
ficient c' = 15.5 Ns/mm (this is the case of the devices tested by
Constantinou and Symans, 1992 at a temperature of about 20°C).
When modeling the structure as a single-degree-of-freedom sys
tem, C/Jj =1 and ¢rj =1 (i=1,j=1). Moreover,sincethedevices
lack storage stiffness, the frequency of the damped frame is un
changed. Direct application of Eq. (2.5) result in ~ = 0.29.

Consider now that two viscoelastic solid energy dissipa
tion devices are attached to the frame. The devices are made of
the material tested by Chang et aI., 1991, of which the mechani
cal properties are shown in Figure 2.9. These properties are nor
malized so as to represent the mechanical properties of the mate
rial rather than the device. The presented properties are the shear
storage (Gj and loss moduli (Gil), and loss factor 'YJ, which are
related to the storage stiffness and damping coefficient through
the bonded area Ab and total thickness h of the material (see
Chapter 3 for a detailed presentation):

k'=G' Ab

h '

G" Ac' =_---.E...
co h

(2-8)

Figure 2.9 shows the dependency of properties on frequency, tem
perature and strain amplitude Yo' which is defined as the shear
deformation amplitude divided by the thickness of each layer of
material. For each device, temperature of about 20'C and strain
of about 0.2 and dimensional properties Ab = 2600 mm2 and h =
28 mm is considered. For a frequency of 2Hz, Gil = 2.1 MPa so
that c' at this frequency is 15.5 Ns/mm, thus identical to that of
the viscous fluid damper. However, the storage stiffness of the
devices will cause an increase in frequency so that the effective c'
will be less. For the calculation, it is assumed that the frequency
increased to a value between 2.25 and 2.50 Hz. Approximately
then, G' = 1.74 MPa, Gil = 2.20 MPa and 'YJ = 1.27. The added
stiffness is 2k' cos2(J = 211.5 N/mm and the total stiffness is 646 N/
mm (the stiffness of the undamped structure is 434.5 N/mm). For
this total stiffness, the frequency is 2.44 Hz, thus the assumed
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• Figure 2.9 Properties of aViscoelastic Solid Energy Dissipation Device

values of properties are valid. It follows that at a frequency of
2.44 Hz, c' =13.3 Ns/mm and from Eq. (2.5) the damping ratio is
determined to be 0.21. Alternatively, (2-7) yields ~ = (1.27/2)
(211.5/646) =0.21.

With the modal properties of the viscoelastically damped
structure determined, analysis of seismic response can be per
formed by the response spectrum approach. In this approach, the
peak dynamic response is determined for each significant mode
of vibration. The structure is represented in mode k as a single
degree of freedom system with frequency OJk' damping ratio Sk
and modal mass equal to

22 OHAPTER 2



(2-9)

where <I>ik is the amplitude of the kth mode shape at lumped mass
mi' The peak acceleration and displacement response of the
single-degree-of-freedom system, Sak and Sdk' respectively, are
determined from response spectra which have been modified to
account for the increased damping ratio Sk . The base shear Vk

and displacement of degree of freedom i, 8ik ' are then obtained
from

where r k is the kth modal participation factor:

Imi<l>ikSi
rk = i 2

Imi<l>ik

(2-10)

(2-11)

where Si in Eg. (2.11) is the horizontal displacement of lumped
mass i corresponding to unit horizontal ground displacement. Si =1
for a two-dimensional model of the structure.

MODIFICATION OF
RESPONSE SPECTRUM
FOR HIGHER DAMPING

The SOlo-damped response spectra represents the usual seis
mic loading specification. For structures with enhanced damping
provided by an energy dissipation system, the SOlo-damped spec
tra needs to be modified.

The 1994 NEHRP Recommended Provisions (Federal Emer
gency ManagementAgency, 1995) and FEMA, 1997 describe pro
cedures for constructing smooth, elastic, free-field and SOlo-damped
response spectra. These spectra are based on site coefficients Ca
and Cv ' which are related to the effective peak acceleration and
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• Figure 2.10 Modification of Elastic Response Spectrum for Damping Different than 5% of
Critical

effective peak velocity coefficients (which describe the ground
shaking hazard), and the soil profile type. Figure 2.10 shows the
form of the response spectrum.

A number of studies determined spectral amplification fac
tors that can be used for response modification due to increased
damping (Le., Newmark and Hall, 1982). Herein, modification
factors from FEMA, 1997 are presented which are in general agree
ment with the aforementioned studies. Table 2.1 lists these factors
and Figure 2.10 demonstrates their application .

• Table 2.1 Factor for Modification of Response

Damping Factor Bsfor Factor B, for
Ratio Short-period Long-period
(% of Range Range

Critical)

~2 0.8 0.8
5 1.0 1.0

10 1.3 1.2
20 1.8 1.5
30 2.3 1.7
40 2.7 1.9

.<::50 3.0 2.0
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It should be noted that the spectral acceleration shown in
Figure 2.10 is actually the so-called pseudo acceleration Spa,
which is exactly the acceleration at maximum displacement. Fig
ure 2.11 compares pseudo acceleration and maximum accelera
tion response spectra for the 1940 EI Centro earthquake (SaOE)
where it is demonstrated that, for large values of damping (Le,
30% of critical and larger), the pseudo acceleration is typically
less than the maximum acceleration.

It is possible to obtain an approximate relation between
maximum and pseudo accelerations by assuming that during the
cycle of maximum response, the analyzed single-degree-of-free-
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• Figure 2.11 Response Spectra of Maximum and Pseudo Acceleration

dom system undergoes harmonic motion of frequency w (w =2.Tr/
T, T being the period). It is easily shown that

(2-12)

where

II = cos [tan -1 (21;)J, 12 = sin [tan -1 (21;)J (2-13)

and ~ is the damping ratio.



It should be noted that the maximum acceleration occurs
at a time in which the displacement is less than the maximum
displacement. Moreover, the pseudo acceleration is the accelera
tion response at maximum displacement. It may be easily shown
that, approximately, the displacement at maximum acceleration
is equal to f1 times the maximum displacement. Also, factors
f 1 and f2 represent useful combination factors for obtaining

member forces for design. That is, at the instant of maximum
acceleration, member forces may be obtained as the linear com
bination of forces at the instant of maximum drift times f1 and of
forces at the instant of maximum velocity (equal to maximum drift
multiplied by frequency 00) times f2 .

CONSIDERATIONS IN DESIGN
AND ANALYSIS

2.5. 1 DISSIPATION OF ENERGY

The amount of energy dissipated in a cycle of motion of an
energy dissipation device is needed in the calculation of effective
damping ratios for simplified analysis. Consider that the device is
subjected to sinusoidal motion

(2-14)

and the device resists this motion with force F. For hysteretic de
vices, the force-displacement loops will be of the form shown in
Figure 2.1. The loops are characterized by the force at zero dis
placement, Fa' which is often called the characteristic strength.
The energy dissipated per cycle is

Wd =4Fo xof (2-15)

where f =1 for friction devices and f <1 for metallic yielding de
vices. The actual value of factor f depends on the characteristics
of the device.

For viscoelastic solid or fluid devices, the force-displace
ment loops will be of the form shown in Figure 2.2. Force F can
be described by equation Eq. (2.1) where parameters k' and
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c' have the physical interpretation depicted in Figure 2.2. The
energy dissipated per cycle is

Wd =nc' cox; (2-16)

Viscous fluid dampers can be designed to produce an out
put force in the form (see Chapter 3)

F =Cv Ixlasgn(x) (2-17)

where C v is a generalized damping coefficient and a may take
values in the range of about 0.25 to 2. That is, the damper may
exhibit nonlinear viscous behavior (the case a = 1 is that of a
linear device). The energy dissipated per cycle (see Soong and
Constantinou, 1994 for more information) is

(2-18)

where

(2-19)

In the above, Fa is the force at zero displacement and r is the
gamma function. Note that for a = 1, A = nand Eq. (2.18) is
identical to Eq. (2.16).

2.5.2 EFFECT OF BRACING

Energy dissipating devices are typically attached to a struc
ture through bracing, which may take the form of a diagonal or a
chevron brace. For example, Figure 2.12 illustrates the installa
tion of a fluid viscous damper on top of a chevron brace. The
energy dissipation assembly of this story and bay of the structure
consists of the chevron brace and fluid viscous damper installed
in series. When the brace has infinite stiffness, the force exerted
by the damper on the top girder is related to the relative velocity
between the top and bottom girders, x , that is, F =cvx (for
linear viscous behavior). In this case, analysis of the damped struc
ture may be performed by the procedures of Section 2.3.
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• Figure 2.12 Viscous Fluid Damper Installed on Top of Chevron Brace in a
Structure

In general, bracing has finite stiffness so that the behavior
of the energy dissipation assembly is that of a spring in series with
a viscous damper. The behavior of this assembly is best described
by the Maxwell model (see Chapter 3) for which the force, F, ex
erted on the top girder is described by

F
Cv dF .+- - =c u
k dt v

b

where k b is the stiffness of the bracing (= 2AE cos2 Oil for the
bracing of Figure 2.12). The force may also be described by the
familiar form of Eq. (2.1) with storage stiffness k'(w) and damping
coefficient c/(w):

, () Cv
,CO)= 22

1+'t 0)
(2-21)

where 't =Cv I kb is the so-called relaxation time.

Eqs. (2.21) are valid for harmonic motion offrequency w.
When w is the natural frequency of the structure, (2-21) reveals
the effect of bracing on the damped structure. For infinitely stiff
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bracing, t =0, k' =0 and which describes the case of linear vis
cous damper with c ' =C v (see Section 2.3). For any other case,
the energy dissipation assembly exhibits viscoelastic behavior. For
the particular case of Figure 2-12, k' =136 kN/mm, C v =4 kNs/
mm and w = 14 rad/s. It follows that c' =0.855 Cv = 3.42 kNs/
mm. Thus, the effect of bracing is to reduce the added damping
by approximately 15%. Note that the natural frequency was cal
culated with the added effect of storage stiffness k', as described
in Section 2.3.

2.5.3 AXIAL FORCES IN COLUMNS

Energy dissipation devices will typically be attached to
moment frames in configurations similar to that depicted in Fig
ure 2.12. While the energy dissipation system can result in sig
nificant reduction in drift (and, thus, reduction in column bending
moment and/or reduction in inelastic deformation), it also affects
load paths. Specifically, the change from a moment frame to a
braced configuration can result in substantial increase in column
axial forces.

For example, Figure 2.13 shows a frame with a friction
energy dissipation system which was tested on a shake table (Aiken
and Kelly, 1990). The friction devices were installed on top of
chevron braces (configuration of Figure 2.12) and, on sliding, they
could develop the forces depicted in Figure 2.13. Assuming that
all friction devices slide, the resulting additional column axial forces
were calculated and are shown in the figure. It may be seen that
the interior column carries 56.9 kN (12.75 kips) gravity axial load
and a combined gravity and seismic axial load of 131.4 kN (29.46
kips) (the latter figure does not include the effect of lateral inertia
load, which was assumed to be negligible for interior columns in
this simplified calculation).

The preceding example demonstrates that substantial ad
ditional axial loads can develop in the columns of the energy dis
sipation assembly. In hysteretic energy dissipation systems, the
peak column axial force occurs simultaneously (in-phase) with
the peak column drift. However, in viscoelastic energy dissipa
tion systems, the peak column axial force occurs at a time in which
the drift is less than maximum. Particularly, for linear viscous
energy dissipation systems, the additional column axial force is
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• Figure 2.13 Gravityand Additional Axial Load in Interior Column of9-Story Model Structure
with Friction Energy Dissipation Devices

out-of-phase with the column drift. That is, peak column axial
forces occur when the drift is zero.

SIMPLIFIED NONLINEAR ANALYSIS
OF STRUCTURES WITH PASSIVE
ENERGY DISSIPATION SYSTEMS

Nonlinear response time history analyses of structures with
energy dissipation systems will, in general, provide the most real
istic indication of global structural response and of demands on
individual structural components. However, the results of such
analysis tend to be highly sensitive to small changes in the as-
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sumptions regarding the behavior of components and in the ground
motion histories used in the analysis. The FEMA, 1997 guidelines
recognize this problem and recommend the use of nonlinear re
sponse time history analysis with a multitude of ground motions
(independent review provided by qualified experts should also be
used).

Simplified nonlinear methods of analysis permit a direct
evaluation of inelastic response by utilizing design demand spec
tra, which are established from the SOlo-damped pseudo-accelera
tion response spectra after adjustment for the effective damping in
the structure. However, the results are approximate since these
methods are based on a representation of the nonlinear global
characteristics of the structure by effective linear and viscous rep
resentations. A significant difference between these methods of
analysis and linear methods of analysis is that the latter make use
of the elastic properties of the structure, whereas the former make
use of the effective properties at the calculated displacements.

Simplified nonlinear methods of analysis have been uti
lized in the development of the static lateral response procedure
for seismic-isolated structures (e.g., leBO, 1994) and one such
method is explicitly described in FEMA, 1997. In this section,
simplified nonlinear methods of analysis are presented that are
largely based on the FEMA, 1997 approach, although alternative
approaches will be highlighted.

Simplified nonlinear methods of analysis usually follow
the approach of replacing the nonlinear system by an "equiva
lent" linear system utilizing modal analysis procedures. Since
these procedures are valid for elastic structures, their use for in
elastic or nonlinear structures represent an approximation. More
over, simplified nonlinear methods of analysis require the use of
response spectra that are constructed from the SOlo-damped re
sponse spectra based on the level of inelastic action and added
damping in the structural system. The construction of these spec
tra also represents an approximation. That is, simplified nonlinear
methods of analysis involve several approximations such that their
application requires understanding of structural behavior, knowl
edge of structural dynamics and prudent use of engineering judg
ment.



2.6.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF

SIMPLIFIED NONLINEAR METHODS

OF ANALYSIS

Simplified nonlinear methods of analysis contain a num
ber of steps or procedures as explained below and illustrated in
Figure 2.14.

1. A mathematical representation of the structure, including
all important characteristics of the seismic framing system
and energy dissipation system, is incrementally pushed by
laterally applied loads. The pushover curve, that is, the base
shear-roof displacement relation, is established. There are a
number of important considerations in the pushover analy
sis:

a. The pattern of lateral loads must be consistent with the
distribution of inertia forces on the yielding structure.
The most appropriate distribution is one in which the
loads are related to story resistances, that is, the pat
tern of loads changes with increasing displacements
(Reinhorn et aL, 1995;Valles et aL, 1997; Bracci et aL,
1997). For example, the pattern may start as an in
verted triangle (modal pattern) and progressively
change towards a uniform load pattern (Le., propor
tional to mass). In any case, modal and uniform load
patterns may give upper and lower bound pushover
curves and it is a good practice to perform calcula
tions with both.

b. Since the analysis is static, the velocity dependent char
acteristics of energy dissipation devices
(e.g.,viscoelastic and viscous devices) cannot be ac
counted for. It is assumed that these characteristics
affect only the effective damping of the system, which
will be accounted for in the modification of the re
sponse spectrum.

c. Certain characteristics of energy dissipation devices
(e.g., stiffness of viscoelastic devices) are frequency
dependent. They should be determined for the effec
tive frequency of the structure at the actual displace
ments and accounted for in the pushover analysis.
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• Figure 2.14 Illustration of Simplified Nonlinear Method of Analysis



2. An eigenvalue analysis of the structure using the effective
stiffness of the members at an assumed roof displacement is
performed to determine effective frequencies (periods) and
mode shapes.

3. For the fundamental mode of vibration, the effective damp
ing at the assumed displacement is determined. This is used
in the construction of the so-called design demand spec
trum, that is, a graph of spectral acceleration versus spectral
displacement as modified for the level of effective damping
in the structure. The approach of FEMA, 1997 utilizes the
effective damping (Le., combined contribution by the en
ergy dissipation system and yielding action in the structural
frame) to construct the design demand spectrum. Other ap
proaches have been proposed (e.g.,Valles et aI., 1997; Bracci
et aI., 1997) that construct the design demand spectrum by
utilizing information on yielding action and viscous damp
ing contributed by the viscous force component of the en
ergy dissipation system (Le., the two components are not
combined but are used separately).

4. The pushover curve is converted to a spectral capacity curve,
that is, a plot of spectral acceleration versus spectral dis
placement, using Eqs. (2.9) to (2.11) and the fundamental
mode shape established in step (2).

5. The design demand spectrum is overlain on the spectral ca
pacity curve to determine the spectral acceleration and spec
tral displacement response of the structure in its fundamen
tal mode. Displacements and base shear at maximum dis
placement are then determined by use of Eqs. (2.9) to (2.11).

6. Steps (2) to (5) are repeated if the calculated and assumed
roof displacements are not equal.

7. Response in higher modes is determined by means similar
to those used for the response in the fundamental mode.

2.6.2 ESTIMATING RESPONSE OF

YIELDING SIMPLE SYSTEMS WITH

ENERGY DISSIPATING DEVICES

Important steps in the simplified nonlinear method of analy
sis is the establishment of the design demand spectrum (step 3)
and the determination of response by overlaying this spectrum on
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the spectral capacity curve (step 5). In essence, this approach is
one of replacing the nonlinear system by an "equivalent" linear
system. There are several methods of establishing equivalent lin
ear systems (e.g., see Iwan and Gates, 1979). Of these systems,
the one used in FEMA, 1997 and herein is the one based on the
geometric stiffness approximation. That is, the effective period is
determined from the secant (or effective) stiffness Ks at maximum
displacementu, whereas the effective damping is determined from
(2-3) with Lk =1Kp2. The validity of this approximation is inves
tigated in this section.

In this study, a single-degree-of-freedom system with the
characteristics shown in Figure 2.15 is analyzed. Note that the
system is characterized by (a) elastic period Tel' (b) strength to
elastic demand ratio e, (c) added linear viscous damping ratio f3v
representing the energy dissipation devices, and (d) post-yielding
to elastic stiffness ratio a. Moreover, the system is characterized
by inherent viscous damping ratio f3i equal to 0.05 in both the
elastic and inelastic ranges of displacement. This damping ratio is
used to account for energy dissipation under elastic conditions
and without the viscous energy dissipation system. Note that the
structural framing system exhibits ideal bilinear hysteretic behav
ior.

m .£..
m

Elastic Period

Added Viscous Damping

Strength to Elastic Demand Ratio e=~
Sae

(Sae =Spectral Acceleration of Elastic System of Period
Tel and 5% Damping)

• Figure 2.15 Analyzed SDOF Inelastic System with Linear Viscous Energy Dissipation
System



The system was excited with the 20 horizontal compo
nents of the ten scaled earthquake motions of Table 2.2. Each of
these earthquakes was selected to have a magnitude larger than
6.5, epicentral distance between 10 and 20 km and site condi
tions of soft rock to stiff soil. In accordance with the 1994 NEHRP
Recommended Provisions, the Soil Type Profile is between C and
D. The motions were scaled by the following procedure:

a. Each pair of ground accelerations was normalized by
the SRSS (square root of sum of squares) of the peak
ground velocities of the two components.

b. The SRSS spectra of each normalized pair were con
structed.

c. The average of the ten SRSS spectra was constructed
and raised by factor f to match at period of 1 second
the 1.4 times the target response spectrum.

d. The scale factor of each pair was then determined as f
times the SRSS of peak ground velocities of the pair
(from step (a)) .

• Table 2.2 Motions Used in Analysis and Scale Factors

Earthquake Station Components Scale
Factor

1949 W. Washington 325 (USGS) N04W, N86E 2.74

1954 Eureka 022 (USGS) NllW, N79E 1.74

1971 San Fernando 241 (USGS) NOOW, S90W 1.96

1971 San Fernando 458 (USGS) SOO\tY,S90W 2.22

1989 Lorna Prieta Gilroy 2 (CDMG) 90,0 1.07

1989 Lorna Prieta Hollister (CDMG) 90,0 1.46

1992 Landers Yermo (CDMG) 360,270 1.28

1992 Landers Joshua (CDMG) 90,0 1.48

1994 Northridge Moorpark CDMG) 180,90 2.61

1994 Northridge Century (CDMG) 90,360 2.27

The target spectrum was the one for Soil Type Profile of C
to D per the 1994 NEHRP Recommended Provisions. That is,
Ca = 0.4 and Cv = 0.6 (see Figure 2.10). The scale factors are
given in Table 2.2. Moreover, Figure 2.16 shows the average SRSS
response spectra of the ten scaled pairs and the average response
spectra of the 20 scaled components. It may be seen that the 20
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scaled components represent well, on the average, the target spec
trum to periods of about 3 seconds. Also, Figure 2.1 7 shows aver
age damped response spectra of these 20 scaled components. Note
that the spectra present the spectral acceleration, that is, spectral
displacement times frequency squared. They are useful in directly
obtaining the maximum displacement and acceleration at maxi
mum displacement, but not the maximum acceleration.
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• Figure 2.16 Response Spectra of Scaled Motions used in Analysis
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The spectra of Figure 2.17 may be used to obtain response
modification factors (85 and 8] per Figure 2.1 0). This was done for
the long.period range of the spectra of Figure 2.17 to obtain the
following 8] factors: for damping of 10% 8] =1.2, for 20% 8] =
1.7, for 30% 8] =2.0, for 40% 8] =2.5 and for 50% 8] = 3.0.
Comparing these response modification factors to those of FEMA,
1997 (see Table 2.1), it is seen that the latter are generally conser
vative. Moreover, the response modification factors of FEMA, 1997
are limited to a damping ratio of 50%, so that when damping
exceeds 50%, the factors are highly conservative.

In general, the use of the response modification factors of
Table 2.1 (per FEMA, 1997) will lead to conservative estimation of
maximum displacements in the long-period range (presumably,
the range of effective period of most buildings). However, in vis
cous and viscoelastic energy dissipation systems, predictions of
maximum velocities are of significance in determining forces in
the energy dissipation devices. The maximum velocity in a sim
plified method of analysis is typically determined (e.g., FEMA,
1997) as pseudo-velocity. That is, it is determined as spectral ac
celeration divided by frequency. For example, the maximum ve
locity would be calculated for the NEHRP spectra of Figure 2.10
as Cvg /2n8] in the long-period range.

Figure 2.18 presents maximum velocity spectra (average
of 20 scaled motions) for damping ratio in the range of 0.05 to
0.50 that correspond to the spectral acceleration spectra of Figure
2.17. Directly on Figure 2.18 are shown dashed lines that repre
sent pseudo-velocity spectra for damping ratio of 0.1 0, 0.20 and
0.50 (calculated for Cv =0.6). It is seen that the pseudo-velocity
represents a good approximation to maximum velocity in the long
period range.

Dynamic response time history analyses of the system of
Figure 2.15 were conducted for the followi ng range of param
eters: Tel =0.5 and 1.0 s, e =0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3 and
0.5, a =1 (elastic), 0.5, 0.25, 0.15 and 0.05, f3v =0.15 and 0.25
and f3i = 0.05. Note that spectral acceleration Sae (see Figure
2.15) is taken as 1 g for systems with Tel =0.5 s and as 0.6 g for
systems with Tel equal to 1.0 s. Tables 2.3 to 2.6 present results
on the average peak displacement (for 20 scaled earthquake com
ponents) for each analyzed system. The tables also present values
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of effective period Teff and effective damping f3eff for each sys
tem. These quantities were determined from the calculated aver
age peak displacement 0 and the corresponding acceleration re
sponse A (see Figure 2.15). Based on the geometric stiffness ap
proach for approximating the system by an equivalent linear one
and use of Eq. (2.3), expressions for Teff and f3eff are

1

Teff = 21t (~)2 (2-22)

(2-23)

Note that in Eq. (2.23), the first term represents the contri
bution from yielding ofthe framing system (assumed to be perfect
bilinear hysteretic), the second term represents the contribution of
viscous damping force associated with the energy dissipation de
vices and the third represents the inherent damping (f3i = 0.05).

.Of interest is to note that the contribution of viscous damping
force increases with increases in inelastic action (i.e., when Teff
increases).



• Table 2.3 Results of Analysis on Peak Displacements for System with TeJ = 0.5 sec
and f3v =0.15

Strength Stiffness Average of Prediction by
Ratio Ratio Response History Simplified Method

Analysis of Analysis
e IX

Tell ~eII Displ. Tell ~eII Displ.
(sec) (mm) (sec) (mm)

Elastic 1.00 0.50 0.20 32.6 0.50 0.20 32.6
0.025 0.50 0.70 0.28 43.7 0.70 0.28 44.8
0.025 0.25 0.96 0.39 54.9 0.96 0.39 56.1
0.025 0.15 1.21 0.49 63.6 1.21 0.49 65.9
0.025 0.05 1.88 0.80 71.2 1.89 0.80 73.1

0.05 0.50 0.68 0.30 41.7 0.68 0.30 42.6
0.05 0.25 0.92 0.42 50.3 0.92 0.42 50.8
0.05 0.15 1.13 0.53 56.5 1.13 0.53 57.9
0.05 0.05 1.59 0.83 61.0 1.59 0.83 60.4

0.1 0.50 0.66 0.32 38.2 0.66 0.32 39.0
0.1 0.25 0.84 0.47 43.5 0.83 0.47 42.0
0.1 0.15 0.97 0.58 46.1 0.97 0.58 45.4
0.1 0.05 1.23 0.81 51.5 1.19 0.80 46.5

0.15 0.50 0.63 0.34 36.1 0.63 0.34 35.5
0.15 0.25 0.76 0.48 38.9 0.75 0.48 37.2
0.15 0.15 0.85 0.58 40.7 0.83 0.58 37.3
0.15 0.05 1.00 0.75 44.6 0.95 0.73 38.7

0.2 0.50 0.61 0.34 34.9 0.61 0.34 34.0
0.2 0.25 0.70 0.47 36.3 0.69 0.47 33.3
0.2 0.15 0.76 0.56 37.6 0.73 0.54 33.1
0.2 0.05 0.86 0.68 40.6 0.79 0.64 33.2

0.3 0.50 0.57 0.32 33.3 0.56 0.32 31.5
0.3 0.25 0.62 0.42 34.3 0.60 0.39 30.9
0.3 0.15 0.64 0.47 34.9 0.61 0.42 30.3
0.3 0.05 0.68 0.54 36.3 0.62 0.45 29.8

0.5 0.50 0.51 0.22 32.6 0.50 0.21 32.0
0.5 0.25 0.51 0.23 32.7 0.51 0.22 32.3
0.5 0.15 0.51 0.23 32.7 0.51 0.23 31.6
0.5 0.05 0.51 0.24 32.7 0.50 0.24 30.1



• Table 2.4 Results of Analysis on Peak Displacements for System with Tel =1.0 sec
andf3v =0.15

Strength Stiffness Average of Prediction by
Ratio Ratio Response History Simplified Method

Analysis of Analysis
e IX

T", p.., Displ. T.., p", Displ.
(sec) (mm) (sec) (mm)

Elastic 1.00 1.00 0.20 85.4 1.00 0.20 85.5
0.025 0.50 1.39 0.28 106.3 1.39 0.28 109.0
0.025 0.25 1.91 0.39 114.8 1.91 0.39 118.0
0.025 0.15 2.38 0.50 122.0 2.39 0.50 125.0
0.025 0.05 3.58 0.81 126.8 3.58 0.81 126.0

0.05 0.50 1.37 0.30 100.9 1.37 0.29 105.0
0.05 0.25 1.82 0.43 106.6 1.82 0.42 109.0
0.05 0.15 2.20 0.54 111.1 2.20 0.54 110.0
0.05 0.05 3.00 0.83 115.4 2.93 0.83 107.0

0.1 0.50 1.31 0.32 92.7 1.31 0.32 93.8
0.1 0.25 1.65 0.47 95.6 1.64 0.47 92.4
0.1 0.15 1.89 0.58 97.9 1.85 0.59 88.6
0.1 0.05 2.33 0.80 105.1 2.15 0.78 84.7

0.15 0.50 1.26 0.34 86.9 1.26 0.34 86.5
0.15 0.25 1.51 0.48 89.0 1.49 0.48 83.1
0.15 0.15 1.67 0.58 91.0 1.60 0.57 79.2
0.15 0.05 1.95 0.74 99.1 1.73 0.69 74.6

0.2 0.50 1.21 0.34 83.3 1.21 0.34 82.3
0.2 0.25 1.39 0.47 84.1 1.37 0.47 78.0
0.2 0.15 1.50 0.55 86.0 1.43 0.53 74.6
0.2 0.05 1.67 0.67 91.9 1.50 0.60 71.9

0.3 0.50 1.13 0.32 80.7 1.13 0.32 78.4
0.3 0.25 1.23 0.41 80.6 1.19 0.39 74.4
0.3 0.15 1.28 0.46 82.1 1.22 0.42 73.3
0.3 0.05 1.35 0.53 85.5 1.24 0.46 71.5

0.5 0.50 1.02 0.23 82.3 1.04 0.23 82.1
0.5 0.25 1.03 0.24 81.4 1.03 0.24 81.4
0.5 0.15 1.04 0.25 81.7 1.03 0.24 81.4
0.5 0.05 1.05 0.26 82.3 1.02 0.26 76.8

Note: Prediction by simplified method is not reported when f3eff exceeds 0.9



• Table 2.5 Results of Analysis on Peak Displacements for System with Tel =0.5 sec
and f3v =0.25

Strength Stiffness Average of Prediction by
Ratio Ratio Response History Simplified Method

Analysis of Analysis
e a

Toll ~011 Displ. T., ~011 Displ.
(sec) (mm) (sec) (mm)

Elastic 1.00 0.50 0.30 27.1 0.50 0.30 27.1
0.025 0.50 0.69 0.42 35.1 0.69 0.42 35.4
0.025 0.25 0.95 0.59 43.5 0.95 0.58 44.2
0.025 0.15 1.19 0.74 47.9 1.19 0.74 49.2
0.025 0.05 1.78 1.17 51.5 -- - -

0.05 0.50 0.68 0.44 33.5 0.68 0.44 33.9
0.05 0.25 0.90 0.61 40.0 0.90 0.61 40.2
0.05 0.15 1.09 0.77 43.0 1.09 0.77 44.0
0.05 0.05 1.48 1.12 45.5 -- -- --
0.1 0.50 0.65 0.46 31.1 0.65 0.46 31.2
0.1 0.25 0.81 0.64 34.9 0.80 0.64 33.7
0.1 0.15 0.92 0.77 36.8 0.92 0.77 36.0
0.1 0.05 1.13 1.02 40.1 - -- -

0.15 0.50 0.62 0.46 29.6 0.62 0.46 29.4
0.15 0.25 0.73 0.63 31.7 0.72 0.62 30.0
0.15 0.15 0.80 0.73 33.0 0.78 0.72 30.5
0.15 0.05 0.92 0.90 36.2 -- - --

0.2 0.50 0.59 0.45 28.5 0.59 0.45 27.9
0.2 0.25 0.67 0.59 29.8 0.65 0.58 27.3
0.2 0.15 0.71 0.67 30.7 0.69 0.65 27.9
0.2 0.05 0.78 0.79 33.0 - -- -

0.3 0.50 0.55 0.41 27.5 0.54 0.40 26.2
0.3 0.25 0.58 0.48 28.1 0.56 0.45 25.9
0.3 0.15 0.60 0.52 28.4 0.57 0.48 25.6
0.3 0.05 0.62 0.58 29.4 0.58 0.50 25.6

0.5 0.50 0.50 0.30 27.2 0.50 0.30 27.1
0.5 0.25 0.50 0.30 27.2 0.50 0.30 27.1
0.5 0.15 0.50 0.30 27.2 0.50 0.30 27.1
0.5 0.05 0.50 0.30 27.2 0.50 0.30 27.1

Note: Prediction by simplified method is not reported when f3eff exceeds 0.9



.Table 2.6 Results of Analysis on Peak Displacements for System with Tel =1.0 sec
and f3v =0.25

Strength Stiffness Average of Prediction by
Ratio Ratio Response History Simplified Method

Analysis of Analysis
e <X

T", ~." Displ. T", ~." Displ.
(sec) (mm) (sec) (mm)

Elastic 1.00 1.00 0.30 68.9 1.00 0.30 68.9
0.025 0.50 1.38 0.42 82.8 1.38 0.42 84.0
0.025 0.25 1.89 0.59 89.2 1.89 0.59 90.3
0.025 0.15 2.33 0.75 94.1 2.33 0.75 94.0
0.025 0.05 3.40 1.16 96.8 -- -- --

0.05 0.50 1.35 0.44 79.4 1.35 0.44 79.7
0.05 0.25 1.78 0.62 83.6 1.77 0.62 82.2
0.05 0.15 2.12 0.77 86.0 2.11 0.77 83.8
0.05 0.05 2.78 1.10 89.1 -- -- --

0.1 0.50 1.29 0.46 74.1 1.29 0.46 73.8
0.1 0.25 1.59 0.64 75.6 1.57 0.64 71.8
0.1 0.15 1.78 0.76 76.6 1.74 0.76 69.9
0.1 0.05 2.14 0.99 83.6 -- - --
0.15 0.50 1.23 0.46 70.3 1.23 0.46 69.9
0.15 0.25 1.44 0.62 71.5 1.41 0.61 66.8
0.15 0.15 1.56 0.72 72.7 1.50 0.70 64.6
0.15 0.05 1.77 0.88 78.9 -- -- --

0.2 0.50 1.18 0.45 67.9 1.18 0.45 67.4
0.2 0.25 1.32 0.58 68.8 1.29 0.57 64.0
0.2 0.15 1.40 0.66 70.1 1.34 0.63 52.0
0.2 0.05 1.52 0.77 74.4 -- -- --

0.3 0.50 1.09 0.41 66.8 1.09 0.40 65.3
0.3 0.25 1.16 0.48 67.6 1.13 0.46 63.0
0.3 0.15 1.19 0.52 68.5 1.15 0.48 62.8
0.3 0.05 1.24 0.58 70.8 1.16 0.51 61.1

0.5 0.50 1.00 0.30 67.9 1.00 0.30 68.9
0.5 0.25 1.00 0.30 67.9 1.00 0.30 68.9
0.5 0.15 1.00 0.30 68.0 1.00 0.30 68.9
0.5 0.05 1.00 0.30 68.3 1.00 0.30 68.9



Tables 2.3 to 2.6 also include predictions of displacement,
effective period and effective damping by the simplified method
of analysis. In this analysis, the displacement 0 was assumed,
acceleration A was calculated from the characteristics of the sys
tem (see Figure 2.15) and Eqs. (2.22) and (2.23) were used to ob
tain the effective period and damping. These values were then
used to obtain the response directly from the damped spectra of
Figure 2.17. Iteration was required to achieve convergence of as
sumed and calculated response.

The results of Tables 2.3 to 2.6 demonstrate that the sim
plified method of analysis predicts well the average of peak dis
placement response, although it occasionally under predicts the
response by as much as 20%. Under prediction of displacement
response typically occurs in situations where the contribution of
hysteretic damping (Le., first term in Eq. (2.23)) is significant.

Note that predictions based on the simplified method used
the actual spectra of Figure 2.17. Generally, such spectra are not
available, nor is common in practice to generate them. FEMA,
1997 recommends the use of response modification factors to ac
count for higher damping as demonstrated in Figure 2.10. This
method was applied in the prediction of response of some of the
analyzed systems and results are presented in Table 2.7. The table
includes average and average plus one standard derivation (10)
results of dynamic analysis for the displacement and the average
of peak acceleration. The displacement prediction of the simpli
fied method is typically conservative and in most cases in be
tween the average and average +10 results of dynamic analysis.
Predictions on peak acceleration were based on Eqs. (2.12) and
(2.13) where Spa is the acceleration at maximum displacement
and ~ is the viscous damping component of effective damping
(Le., second and third terms in Eq. (2.23)). It is seen that the pre
diction for peak acceleration is good.

2.6.3 ESTIMATING RESPONSE IN

HIGHER MODES

In a simplified nonlinear method of analysis, response in
the higher modes may be determined by application of the re
sponse spectrum method using the effective stiffness properties of
the structure at the actual displacements of the structure. Under



IITable 2.7 Results of Analysis and Prediction of Simplified Method, Case of
System with Tel =1.0 sec and f3v =0.15

Strength Stiffness Average Average Average Simplified Method
Ratio Ratio Pk. +1Q' Pk.

e a Displ. Pk. Displ. Accel.
(mm) (mm) (g)

DispJ. Peak
(mm) Accel.

(2)

Elastic 1.00 85.45 109.29 0.37 99.40 0.43
0.1 0.50 92.73 120.82 0.27 114.91 0.29
0.1 0.25 96.62 128.67 0.21 132.01 0.21
0.1 0.15 97.86 133.12 0.19 154.82 0.18

0.15 0.50 86.86 111.72 0.27 109.24 0.29
0.15 0.25 88.99 118.36 0.22 121.07 0.22
0.15 0.15 91.00 122.59 0.21 139.28 0.19

0.2 0.50 83.27 105.38 0.27 104.74 0.30
0.2 0.25 84.12 108.98 0.24 112.29 0.23
0.2 0.15 86.00 112.50 0.23 125.72 0.21

0.3 0.50 80.66 99.99 0.30 98.89 0.32
0.3 0.25 80.56 100.53 0.27 100.06 0.26
0.3 0.15 82.09 103.50 0.27 103.73 0.24
0.3 0.05 85.47 109.70 0.26 115.18 0.22

0.5 0.50 82.27 102.47 0.34 96.29 0.37
0.5 0.25 81.42 101.19 0.33 94.69 0.35
0.5 0.15 81.69 101.74 0.32 94.06 0.34
0.5 0.05 82.31 103.07 0.32 93.44 0.33

Note: Effective damping in all cases is about equal to or less than 0.5

certain conditions, which may exist in buildings having a com
plete vertical distribution of viscous energy dissipation devices,
the damping ratio in higher modes may be very large and can
reach critical or over critical values. The origin of this interesting
phenomenon may be found in Eq. (2.5) where for higher modes,
the device relative modal displacements cP rj assume large values.
It should be noted that this phenomenon cannot, generally, occur
in structures having viscoelastic energy dissipation devices since
such devices contribute stiffness and, therefore, cause an increase
in the strain energy (see Eq. (2.7) which has the strain energy in
the denominator of the equation describing modal damping).

The existence of highly damped, and particularly over criti
cally damped modes, represents a theoretical complexity since
modal analysis procedures are invalid. Under these conditions, it
is known that a single-degree-of-freedom structure behaves as a
"rigid body" with maximum acceleration approximately equal to



the peak ground acceleration. For example, Figure 2.19 presents
spectra of peak response quantities of a single-degree-of-freedom
viscously damped system subjected to the 20 scaled motions of
Table 2.2. The spectra demonstrate that despite the high damping
(concentrating on the case of the critically damped system, that is,
damping ratio of 1.0) the system responds with a non-zero maxi
mum velocity, which is of significance in determining forces in
the viscous energy dissipation devices.

The typical approach for determining the maximum ve
locity (e.g., FEMA, 1997) is to calculate the maximum velocity as
the maximum displacement times frequency (= 2n/period), where
the maximum displacement is determined from the spectral ac
celeration of the SOlo-damped spectrum at the relevant period di
vided by factor B ofTable 2.3 (that is, maximum velocity is calcu
lated as pseudo-velocity). For the short-period range, this factor is
limited to 3.0 for damping ratio equal to or more than 0.50. Fig
ure 2.19 shows, in dashed Iines, predictions of acceleration at
maximum displacement, pseudo-velocity and maximum displace
ment by the FEMA, 1997 procedure for this particular case. Evi
dently, the procedure results in conservative estimates of maxi
mum velocity for damping ratio larger than or equal to 0.50.

2.6.4 EXAMPLE OF ApPLICATION

OF SIMPLIFIED NONLINEAR METHOD

OF ANALYSIS

Building and Energy Dissipation System
The example structure consists of several three-story, three

bay frames as shown in Figure 2.20. It is assumed that diaphragms
are flexible at each floor level so that analysis of a single frame
without regard for torsion is appropriate. Each frame has a com
plete vertical distribution of fluid viscous dampers. All dampers
have identical properties, which are described by the simple dash
pot model, that is, damper force F=cvx where Cv is the damp
ing coefficient and x is the damper axial velocity. The frame is
modeled as a shear-type structure with story shear-story drift rela
tions as shown in Figure 2.20. Floor seismic weights, determined
on the basis of tributary area, are shown in Figure 2.20.
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for High Damping

The seismic shaking is described by the 1994 NEHRP Rec
ommended Provisions, SOlo-damped spectrum of Figure 2.10 with
Ca =0.4, Cv = 0.6 and Ts =0.6 sec.

The properties of the dampers are selected on the basis of
providing added damping ratio in the fundamental mode and un
der elastic conditions equal to 0.20. That is, using Eq. (2.5) with
8j =33.7", ifJ3 =1, ifJ2 =0.6440, ifJ1 =0.2894 and 001= 8.378 r/s
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• Figure 2.20 Example Building

(period =0.75 sec) , the result for~7 =0.20 is C; =cv =4.28 k-sec/
in (j = 1, 2 and 3). .

Analysis of the structure is performed without consider
ation to dependencies, if any, of the properties of the dampers on
excitation frequency, temperature, bi-Iateral load, and other ef
fects. These effects should be considered by performing multiple
analyses.

Dampers in this analysis are assumed to have linear vis
cous behavior. However, when connected to braces, they effec
tively behave as spring-dashpot systems in series. The effect of
bracing has been discussed in Section 2.5.2, where Eqs. (2.21) are
provided for evaluating the significance of brace flexibility. In this
example, braces are selected to be square tubing, Fy =46 ksi, 6 x
6 x 5/16. This section can safely carry a compressive force of over
70 kips for length L =21.6 feet. The stiffness of this brace kb=AE/
Lis 768 klin. Using Eqs. (2.21), the storage stiffness and damping
coefficient of the brace-damper assembly are 1.7 klin and 4.27 k
s/in, respectively. Thus, the brace-damper assembly behaves es
sentially as purely viscous (note that damping coefficient of 4.27
k-s/in is essentially identical to the damper coefficient). Accord
ingly in this case, the brace flexibility is neglected as being insig
nificant.

Pushover Curves
Pushover curves for the example structure are established

for two patterns of lateral loads, one for uniform pattern (that is,
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• Figure 2.21 Pushover Curves of Example Building

lateral loads proportional to floor seismic weight) and one for modal
pattern. The latter follows the approach of FEMA, 1997 in which
the loads are proportional to the vertical distribution factors of the
linear static procedure (Cv3 =0.4129, Cv2 =0.4025, C v1 =
0.1846).

Figure 2.21 shows the pushover curves in the two cases of
lateral load patterns. The two pushover curves are different and,
as it will be seen in the sequel, the modal properties of the struc
ture at various stages of pushover by the two patterns are also
different. This demonstrates the significance of the assumed lat
eral load pattern. It is believed, but not confirmed with a suffi
cient number of studies, that both patterns (uniform and modal)
should be used in obtaining bounds of response. Other studies
(e.g., Reinhorn, et aI., 1995; Bracci et aI., 1997; Valles et aI.,
1997) favor the use of patterns in which the lateral loads do not
monotonically increase but rather depend on the structural mem
ber resistances as the members progressively yield during push
over.



• Table 2.8 Modal Properties of Example Building in Various
Stages of Pushover Analysis by the Modal Pattern

Roof Displ Model Mode 2 Mode 3
(in) k=l k=2 k=3

Tk(sec) 1.189 0.542 0.345
CI\ (rls) 5.284 11.593 18.212

1 1 1
4.2 {CI>k} 0.6011 -0.9198 -3.7502

0.1937 -0.4945 8.2873

W.k(kips) 199.0 33.7 32.3
rk 1.3775 0.4391 0.0622

Tk(sec) 1.258 0.573 0.368
CI\ (rls) 4.995 10.965 17.074

1 1 1
5.1 {CI>k} 0.6086 -0.8858 -3.5782

0.2095 -0.5231 7.2985

W'k(kips) 202.5 33.8 28.7
rk 1.3794 0.4442 0.0655

~
0.388 1.210 0.970

(+0.055)

Tk(sec) 1.322 0.602 0.389
CI\ (rls) 4.753 10.437 16.152

1 1 1
6.1 {CI>k} 0.6151 -0.8571 -3.4544

0.2228 -0.5449 6.6240

W'k 205.4 33.7 25.9
rk 1.3803 0.4472 0.0677

Notes: W'k = M,g, M k determined by Eq. (2.9)
rk is determined by Eq. (2.11)
~k is determined by Eq. (2.5)

Modal Properties at Various Stages of Pushover
Modal properties of the structure were determined at vari

ous stages of pushover and are presented in Tables 2.8 and 2.9 for
the two patterns of lateral loads. These properties were deter
mined by eigenvalue analysis of the building using the effective
story stiffnesses at various stages of roof displacement. One should
note the significant differences in mode shapes among the two
load patterns for the same roof displacement. This indicates that
calculations of story drifts and damper forces can be significantly
affected by the assumed lateral load pattern.



Tables 2.8 and 2.9 contain also, for the case of roof dis
placement of 5.1 inch (this is approximately the roof displace
ment calculated in the simplified nonlinear method of analysis),
calculations of damping ratios in each mode. The damping ratio
was calculated by Eq. (2.5) using the mode shapes and frequen
cies calculated on the basis of effective story stiffness at roof dis
placement of 5.1 inch. Note that higher modes are near critically
or over critically damped.

The damping ratio shown in Tables 2.8 and 2.9 is the one
provided by the energy dissipation system. Additional effective
damping is provided by inelastic action in the structural frame

• Table 2.9 Modal Properties of Example Building in Various Stages
of Pushover Analysis by the Uniform Pattern

Roof Displ Model Mode 2 Mode 3
(in) k=l k=2 k=3

Tk(sec) 1.223 0.478 0.359
CI\ (r/s) 5.138 13.145 17.502

1 1 1
4.2 {c!\} 0.7781 -004549 -1.5804

0.3538 -0.8327 1.6424

W'k(kips) 230.0 26.3 8.7

rk 1.2907 004113 0.1216

Tk(sec) 1.304 0.527 0.386
O)k (r/s) 4.820 11.932 16.295

1 1 1
5.1 {«Ilk} 0.7512 -0.5243 -1.8431

0.3407 -0.7477 2.1599

W.. (kips) 228.1 26.1 10.8

rk 1.3093 0.4192 0.1110

~k
0.309 0.948 1.160

(+0.056)

Tk(sec) 1.390 0.568 00408
CI\ (r/s) 4.522 11.056 15.392

1 1 1
6.1 {«Ilk} 0.7463 -0.5168 -1.9403

0.3568 -0.7370 2.2410

W'k 23004 25.0 9.6

r, 1.3139 004135 0.1007



exclusive of the dampers.This portion of damping has been calcu
lated by the following procedure (per FEMA, 1997). The pushover
curve has been approximated by a bilinear representation (see
Figure 2.21) and converted to spectral capacity curve. Spectral
acceleration and displacement at yield, A y and 0 y respectively,
and spectral acceleration and displacement at roof displacement
of 5.1 inch, A and 0 respectively, were calculated. The effective
damping ratio provided by the frame exclusive of the dampers
was calculated as

2q(AyD- ADy)

~eff = nAD (2-24)

where q is an efficiency factor that is equal to the actual area
enclosed by the loop divided by the loop area of a perfect bilinear
hysteretic system. Note that for q =1 (perfect hysteresis loop), Eq.
(2.24) is identical to the first term in Eq. (2.23). Also note that Eq.
(2.24) is based on the geometric stiffness approach for approxi
mating the system by an equivalent linear one (see Section 2.6.2).
A factor q =0.2 was assumed that would represent a system with
small ability to dissipate energy during inelastic action. Calcu
lated values of effective damping ratio (accounted for only in the
fundamental mode) were approximately equal to 0.055 (included
in Tables 2.8 and 2.9 in parenthesis).

Response Calculations
Response calculations are presented in detail for the case

of modal pattern of lateral loads. Calculation of response in the
fundamental mode starts with an assumption on the roof displace
ment. In this case, the assumption 83 =4.2 inch was made and
calculations as illustrated in Figure 2.14 resulted in a roof dis
placement of 5.1 inch. Calculations were then repeated for an
assumed roof displacement of 5.1 inch. These calculations are
presented now in some detail.

The pushover curve for modal pattern of Figure 2.21 is
converted to spectral capacity curve by use of Eqs. (2-10) and
using the modal properties for roof displacement of 5.1 inch of
Table 2.8 (note that ~k= Mk g). This curve is shown in Figure
2.22 overlying the spectral capacity curve which was determined
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from the response spectrum of Figure 2.10 for damping ratio of
0.443 (0.388 + 0.055 perTable 2.8). Since the period of the struc
ture is 1.258 sec (see Table 2.8), that is in the long-period range,
the spectral capacity curve was established for a response modifi
cation factor B = B I =1.943 per Section 2.4 and Table 2.1. The
calculated spectral response isA = 0.25 g and 0 = 3.7 inch, which
upon conversion to base shear and roof displacement (Eqs. (2.10))
give VI = 50.6 kips and 83 = 5.1 inch. That is, convergence of
assumed and calculated roof displacements is achieved.

Floor displacements and story drifts in the fundamental
mode are then obtained from the results of pushover analysis at
the calculated roof displacement of 5.1 inch. They are presented
in Table 2.10 together with results on damper axial displacements
( = story drift times cos ej) and damper axial force ( = damper
displacement times (0/, where (0/ =4.995 r/s is the frequency of
the structure in the fundamental msode at roof displacement of
5.1 inch - see Table 2.8).

Calculation of response in the higher modes follows stan
dard modal analysis procedures using the effective modal proper
ties of the structure establ ished at roof displacement of 5.1 inch.
Since both modes have periods in the short-period range and damp
ing exceeds 0.50, a response modification factor B= Bs = 3.0 (per



• Table 2.10 Response of Example Structure for Modal Pattern of Lateral Loads

Response Floor or Model Mode 2 Mode 3 SRSS
Quantity Story

Lateral 3 20.9 9.6 1.4
Loads 2 20.4 -13.1 -7.8
(kips) 1 9.3 -7.8 15.9

Floor 3 5.110 0.476 0.029 5.132
Displacement 2 3.137 -0.421 -0.104 3.167

(in) 1 1.114 -0.249 0.211 1.161

Story 3 1.973 0.897 0.133 2.171
Drift 2 2.023 0.172 0.315 2.055
(in) 1 1.114 0.249 0.211 1.161

Damper Axial 3 1.641 0.746 0.110 1.806
Displacement 2 1.683 0.143 0.262 1.709

(in) 1 0.927 0.207 0.176 0.966

Damper Axial 3 35.1 35.0 8.1 50.2
Force 2 36.0 6.7 19.1 41.3
(kips) 1 19.8 9.7 12.8 25.5

Max. P=13.6 P=O p=o P=13.6
Drift M=76.0 M=17.0 M=14.3 M=79.2

Actions in
1· Story Max. P=50.4 P=10.3 P=1.0 P=51.5

Column 3 Veloc.
(P:kips, M:k-ft)

Max. P=41.6 P=10.3 P=1.0 P=42.9
Accel. M=60.1 M=17.0 M=14.3 M=64.1

Table 2.1) is used. Results are presented inTable 2.1 O. Combined
responses by the SRSS rule are also presented in the same table. It
should be noted that the calculation of response in the higher
modes presents complexities when the energy dissipation devices
have nonlinear behavior. The interested reader is referred to
Seleemah and Constantinou (1997) for details.

Table 2.10 also presents results on actions in a selected
member (first story column 3). These actions are calculated at
three stages: (a) at maximum drift, (b) at maximum velocity (i.e.,
when drift is zero), and (c) at maximum acceleration. The latter is
determined as a linear combination of actions for stage (a) times
factor f1 and for stage (b) times factor f2 , where factors f1 and
f2 are given by Eq. (2.13). Note that Eq. (2.13) is used with ~

equal to the viscous component of damping ratio (Eq. (2.5)).
Moreover, for high values of damping, as those of the higher modes,
factors f1 and f2 are conservatively assumed to be equal to
unity. Figure 2.23 illustrates loads and member actions on the
structure at the various considered stages.
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• Figure 2.23 Illustration of Forces Acting on Example Structure for Modal Pattern of Lateral Loads and Actions in selected Member



Calculations were repeated for the uniform pattern of loads
and results are presented in Table 2.11. A comparison of Tables
2.10 and 2.11 reveals differences in the calculated responses
among the two assumed patterns of lateral loads. It is believed
that the use for design of the maximum calculated response quan
tities among the two assumed patterns of loads is appropriate and
it is required in FEMA, 1997.

• Table 2.11 Response of Example Structure for Uniform Pattern of Lateral
I.oads

Response Floor Model Mode 2 Mode 3 SRSS
Quantity or

Story

lateral 3 15.7 9.1 2.4
loads 2 24.2 -7.3 -6.8
(kips) 1 24.2 -10.5 8.0

Floor 3 4.835 0.379 0.054 4.850
Displacement 2 3.902 -0.199 -0.099 3.908

(in) 1 2.020 -0.284 0.116 2.043

Story 3 0.933 0.578 0.153 1.108
Drift 2 1.882 0.085 0.216 1.896
(in) 1 2.020 0.284 0.116 2.043

Damper Axial 3 0.776 0.481 0.127 0.922
Displacement 2 1.566 0.071 0.179 1.578

(in) 1 1.681 0.236 0.097 1.700

Damper Axial 3 16.0 24.6 8.9 30.7
Force 2 32.3 3.6 12.5 34.8
(kips) 1 34.7 12.1 6.7 37.4

Max. P=13.5 P=l P..Q P=13.6
Drift M=96.2 M=13.1 M=5.4 M=97.2

Actions in
1" Story Max. P=46.1 P=8.9 P=l.7 P=47.0

Column 3 Veloc.
(P:kips, M:k-ft)

Max. P=35.7 P=9.9 P=1.7 P=37.1
Accel. M=81.8 M=13.1 M=5.4 M=83.0

2.6.5 NONLINEAR DYNAMIC

ANALYSIS OF EXAMPLE BUILDING

Nonlinear dynamic analysis of the example building of
Section 2.6.4 has been performed using the 20 scaled motions of
Table 2.2. Note that this group of motions is compatible with the
response spectrum used in the simplified analysis of the building
(see Section 2.6.2).
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The building was modeled as shear-type with bilinear hys
teretic characteristics consistent with the story-shear-story drift
relations of Figure 2.20 and the assumed inherent damping capa
bility of the frame in the simplified analysis. For example, Figure
2.24 shows calculated story shear-story drift loops of the first story
for one of the scaled motions ofTable 2.2. The figure includes the

1stSlory
Scaled 1992 Landers,Joshua Tree,90
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• Figure 2.24 Calculated First Story Shear-Drift Loops in Nonlinear Dynamic Analysis of Example
Building

loop for the total story shear (shear in columns plus horizontal
component of damper force) and the portion of that loop contrib
uted by the columns alone). Of interest is to note in Figure 2.24
that the maximum story (base) shear is 1.24 times larger than the
shear at maximum displacement (that is, the shear contributed by
the columns alone). Considering harmonic response in the maxi
mum drift cycle, Eq. (2.12) may be used to estimate the ratio of
maximum shear force to shear at maximum drift (as ~ + 2ti2 ).
Since 1; is, approximately, in the range 0.31 to 0.39 (see Tables
2.8 and 2.9), the shear force ratio is predicted to be in the range
1.18 to 1.27, thus in good agreement with dynamic analysis re
sults.



Table 2.12 presents a summary of the results of dynamic
analysis and a comparison to the results of the simplified method
of analysis. Results of the nonlinear dynamic analysis are pre
sented in terms of minimum, maximum, average, and average plus
one standard deviation (1 a) responses of the 20 sets of results.

Table 2.12 demonstrates a significant scatter in results ob
tained by the nonlinear dynamic analysis method. Moreover, the
maximum among modal and uniform pattern results of the sim
plified nonlinear method compare well with the average plus one
standard deviation results of dynamic analysis for displacements,
and with the average results of dynamic analysis for damper forces.
That is, the displacement prediction is conservative in compari
son to the average, whereas the damper force prediction is about
at the average of dynamic analysis results. This represents a con
firmation of the usefulness of simplified nonlinear methods of analy
sis, however, limited to a single example. More studies are cer
tainly needed with a variety of structural system properties and
configurations, and energy dissipation systems in order to validate
simplified nonlinear methods of analysis.

• Table 2.12 Comparison of Results of Nonlinear Dynamic and Simplified Nonlinear
Methods of Analysis

Response
Simplified
Nonlinear Nonlinear Dynamic Method

Quantity Method

Modal Uniform Avg.
Pattern Pattern Min. Avg. +10- Max.

Roof Displ. (in) 5.132 4.850 1.235 3.562 4.947 6.658

Story Drift 3 2.171 1.108 0.332 0.679 0.930 1.289
(in) 2 2.055 1.896 0.513 1.452 2.001 2.664

1 1.161 2.043 0.466 1.514 2.129 2.824

Damper 3 1.806 0.922 0.276 0.565 0.774 1.073
Axial 2 1.709 1.578 0.427 1.208 1.665 2.216
Displ. (in) 1 0.966 1.700 0.388 1.259 1.771 2.350

Damper 3 50.2 30.7 11.5 21.8 28.4 37.7
Axial 2 41.3 34.8 17.2 44.1 58.3 70.3
Force (kip) 1 25.5 37.4 15.1 39.4 53.5 60.7
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ENERGY DISSIPATION
DEVICES AS ELEMENTS OF
SEISMIC ISOLATION SYSTEMS

Seismic isolation systems typically contain a mechanism
for energy dissipation, such as specially compounded rubber for
high damping, lead-plugs in rubber bearings and friction in slid
ing isolation systems (Kelly, 1993; Skinner et aL, 1993, Soong
and Constantinou, 1994). Moreover, a number of devices have
been developed for enhancing energy dissipation in isolation sys
tems. These include yielding steel devices and lead extrusion
dampers used in a number of bridges and one building in New
Zealand (Skinnner et aL, 1993), and a variety of yielding steel,
lead, friction and viscoelastic fluid dampers used in a large num
ber of buildings in Japan (Kelly, 1988; Skinner et aL, 1993). Appli
cation of these hybrid (seismic isolation and energy dissipation)
systems was discontinued in Japan and New Zealand since ap
proximately 1990 in favor of the use of lead-rubber and high damp
ing rubber bearings.

More recently, considerations for the effects of near fault,
high velocity seismic pulses and the recordings of such motions in
the 1994 Northridge and 1995 Kobe earthquakes prompted engi
neers in the United States to return to hybrid systems in an attempt
to mitigate their effects. Since expected displacements and re
quired damper force output in this type of earthquake are large,
the energy dissipation devices of choice are fluid viscous damp
ers. Moreover, the use of viscous devices in the isolation system
provides benefits in the distribution of story shear forces as com
pared to comparable hysteretic devices. For example, Figure 2.25
compares the distribution of story shear over height in an 8-story
building with an isolation system consisting of either hysteretic
isolators or essentially linear isolators (such as low damping rub
ber bearings) and linear viscous dampers. Both systems are de
signed to have the same isolation period, T, , and effective damp
ing, {3, per definition of the Uniform Building Code (International
Conference of Building Officials, 1994). The seismic input con
sists of nine pairs of actual earthquakes scaled to be representa
tive of Seismic Zone 4, soil type 52 in accordance with the Uni
form Building Code. Presented results are mean values of story
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• Figure 2.25 Comparison of Distribution of Shear Force with Height in a-story Structure with
Hysteretic and Linear Viscous Isolation Systems. Seismic Input Representative of Seismic Zone
4, Soil type S2 per 1994 UBC

shear forces (each pair of earthquakes resulted in maximum shears
in two orthogonal directions; the maximum shear among the two
was used in the calculation of the mean). The two isolation sys
tems resulted in nearly the same isolation system displacement
and base shear. However, the distribution of story shear with height
of the viscous system is more favorable than that of the hysteretic
system. The results clearly indicate significant higher mode par
ticipation and large upper floor accelerations in the hysteretic sys
tem.

An important recent appl ication of viscous dampers within
an isolation system is in the new San Bernardino County Medical
Center Replacement Project in Colton, California (see Chapter 5
for further details). Scheduled to be completed in 1998, this roughly
80,000 square meters complex consists of five interconnected
buildings supported on 392 high damping rubber bearings with
184 fluid dampers used for enhanced energy dissipation (Hussain
et aI., 1993; Engineering News-Record, 1995). The complex is
situated nine miles from the San Andreas and two miles from the
San Jacinto faults. It has been designed for a maximum consid
ered earthquake having spectral acceleration of 0.66 g and 0.44 g
at periods of 2.0 and 3.0 seconds, respectively.

The viscous dampers have an installed length of 3.75 m,
stroke of ±0.6 m and output force of 1400 kN at velocity of 1.5 m/
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sec. The behavior of these dampers is nonlinear viscous as de
scribed by Eq. (2.17) with exponent a equal to approximately 004.
Cyclic testing of these devices at full scale was not possible. Rather,
full scale drop hammer testing was conducted (Taylor and Con
stantinou, 1995) based on comparative drop hammer and cyclic
testing conducted on reduced-scale prototypes. Figure 2.26 shows
the force-velocity relation established by cyclic testing of a re
duced-scale prototype device at three different ambient tempera
tures. Drop hammer test data were within ±5% of the cyclic test
data. The insensitivity of properties of the device to ambient tem
perature, which was a requirement for this project, was accom
plished by proper selection of materials and material volumes so
that changes in the physical and mechanical properties of the fluid
were compensated by volume changes so that fluid pressures were
practically unaffected.

The nonlinear viscous behavior of the dampers for this
project was desirable for the following reasons: (a) force output
increments are small at large velocities, (b) energy dissipation per
cycle is more than that of comparable linear viscous dampers (see
eq. (2.18) and (2.19)), and (c) such devices are suitable for attenu
ating the effects of high velocity pulses and have been used in the
military for attenuating weapon's grade shock and blast effects.
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• Figure 2.26 Force-Velocity Relation of Reduced-Scale Prototype Fluid Damper of San Bernardino
County Medical Center Replacement Project



TMENSH,N DESIGN

Menshin is a design strategy used in Japan for bridges. The
strategy utilizes seismic isolation bearings as elements to dissi
pate energy and to distribute the lateral forces to elements of the
substructure, rather than as elements to primarily lengthen the
period and reflect, thus, seismic energy.

The reason for using this design approach is related to the
particular design criteria for bridges utilized in Japan (Kawashima
and Unjoh, 1994; Civil Engineering Research Center, 1992). Fig
ure 2.27 presents the level 2 bridge design spectra for Japan. They
are characterized by a constant spectral acceleration region that
extends up to between 1.4 sec and 2.0 sec period, depending on
the ground conditions. Evidently, for effective seismic isolation, it
is necessary to lengthen the period to values beyond 3.0 sec, which
is very difficult, if at all possible, to achieve with elastomeric iso
lation systems given that bearing loads are light for typical high
way bridges. Moreover, such an isolation system would have re
sulted in large bearing displacements, which are undesirable due
to concerns for safety and requirements for large expansion joints,
with their related problems of cost, maintenance, driving discom
fort and noise pollution.
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• Figure 2.27 Level 2 Bridge Design Spectra for Japan (Ground Condition 1=Stiff Soil; Ground
Condition 3=Deep Alluvium Soil)
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Given these constraints, Japanese engineers opted for the
use of stiff elastomeric bearing systems (period of the order of 1.0
sec) and utilization of the energy dissipation capability of the bear
ings for further, though limited in comparison to seismic isolation,
reduction of displacement and acceleration response. Moreover,
by proper selection of stiffness characteristics and strength (for
lead-rubber bearings) they could achieve a desirable distribution
of lateral forces to elements of the substructure. It may be viewed
as a conservative application of seismic isolation bearings, in which
the element of flexibility is not fully utilized. Rather, Menshin
design appears to be the use of seismic isolation bearings as ele
ments of an energy dissipation system.

Recently, isolation systems characterized by considerable
flexibility have been developed and tested for application in Ja
pan (Tsopelas et aI., 1996). These systems utilize flexible isolation
bearings and fluid viscous dampers for significant enhancement
of energy dissipation capability, so that bearing displacements for
all ground conditions in Japan can be limited to less than 160 mm
and isolation system shear force can be limited to less than 1/3 of
the supported weight. These systems should be classified as hy
brid seismic isolation-energy dissipation systems.





MATHEMATICAL

MODELING

Passive energy dissipation systems utilize a wide range of
materials and technologies as a means to enhance the damping,
stiffness and strength characteristics of structures. The basic prin
ciples involved in determining the overall performance and design
of these systems were presented in the previous chapter. In this
chapter, a more detailed discussion of the behavior of individual
passive devices and systems is provided, with emphasis on the
development of appropriate mathematical models. This informa
tion is needed to better understand the principal assumptions
employed in the simplified design procedures and to better appre
ciate the capabilities and limitations of the various devices.

The performance-based classification scheme, introduced
in Chapter 2 and summarized inTable 3.1, is employed to catego
rize passive energy dissipation systems. Broadly speaking,
dissipation may be achieved either by the conversion of kinetic
energy to heat or by the transferring of energy among vibrating
modes. The first mechanism incorporates both hysteretic devices
that dissipate energy with no significant rate dependence, and
viscoelastic devices that exhibit considerable rate (or frequency)
dependence. Included in the former group are devices that oper
ate on principles such as yielding of metals and frictional sliding,
while the latter group consists of devices involving deformation of
viscoelastic solids or fluids and those employing fluid orificing. A
third classification consists of re-centering devices that utilize ei
ther a preload generated by fluid pressurization or internal springs,
or a phase transformation to produce a modified force-displace
ment response that includes a natural re-centering component.
An idealized single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) structure is shown
in Figure 3.1 a with a passive hysteretic, viscoelastic or re-center
ing device operating in parallel. A macroscopic model defining
the stiffness and damping characteristics of the device is needed
in order to determine the overall structural response.



.Table 3.1 Passive Energy Dissipation Systems

Classification Principles Materials and Performance
of Operation Technologies Objectives

Hysteretic Yielding of metals Steel or lead Energy dissipation,
Devices strength

Friction Metal-to-metal or enhancement
non-metal contact

Viscoelastic Deformation of Viscoelastic Energy dissipation,
Devices viscoelastic solids polymers stiffness

enhancement
Deformation of Highly viscous

viscoelastic fluids fluids

Fluid orificing Fluids; advanced
orifice designs and

fluid sealing

Re-centering Fluid Compressible Energy dissipation,
Devices pressurization fluids, strength

and orificing high pressure enhancement,
sealing re-centering

capability
Friction-spring Metal-to-metal or

action non-metal contact

Pha$e Shape memory
transformation in alloys,

metals superelastic
behavior

Dynamic Tuned mass Mass-spri ng- Damping
Vibration oscillators fluid damper enhancement
Absorbers

Tuned liquid Water tanks,
oscillators U-shaped liquid

containers

The second mechanism mentioned above, pertaining to
the transfer of energy between modes, is utilized in dynamic vi
bration absorbers. In these systems, supplemental oscillators
involving mass, stiffness and damping are introduced, as illus
trated in Figure 3.1 b. In order to significantly enhance performance,
the dynamic characteristics of the supplemental oscillators must
be tuned to those of the primary structure. Tuned mass dampers
and tuned liquid dampers are included in this category.

In the following sections, each major type of passive sys
tem will be examined in some detail. Emphasis will be placed on
the physical basis for their behavior and on the mathematical
models appropriate for characterization of their response. In many
cases, models with varying levels of sophistication will be pro
vided. For preliminary design and analysis, rather simple
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approximations are often desirable, while for final detailed de
sign, more precise representations may be required.

THYSTERET,C SYSTEMS

Hysteretic systems, by definition, dissipate energy through
a mechanism that is independent of the rate of load application.
Included in this group are metallic dampers that utilize the yield
ing of metals as the dissipative mechanism, and friction dampers
that generate heat through dry, sliding friction. Typical force-dis
placement responses for these devices obtained under constant
amplitude, displacement-controlled cyclic conditions are displayed
in Figure 3.2. The quantities F and x represent the overall device
force and displacement, respectively. For cyclic loading at dis
placement amplitude Xo and circular frequency co, the
displacement at time t can be written

(3.1 )

Notice from Figure 3.2 that for both metallic and friction
devices, the response remains essentially unchanged at various
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• Figure 3.2 Idealized Force-displacement Response of Hysteretic Devices

excitation frequencies, thus demonstrating rate independence.
However, the devices are inherently nonlinear. The force output
clearly does not scale with the displacement, and significant path
dependence is apparent. This nonlinearity of hysteretic devices
must be considered in both structural analysis and design. It should
also be noted that in all cases, energy dissipation occurs only after
a certain threshold force is exceeded. Consequently, hysteretic
dampers are intended primarily for seismic applications.

3 . 1 . 1 METALLIC DAMPERS

One of the most effective mechanisms available for the
dissipation of energy, input to a structure during an earthquake, is
through the inelastic deformation of metallic substances. In tradi
tional steel structures, aseismic design relies upon the post-yield
ductility of structural members to provide the required dissipa
tion. However, the idea of utilizing supplemental metallic hysteretic
dampers within the superstructure to absorb a large portion of the
seismic energy began with the conceptual and experimental work
by Kelly et aI., (1972) and Skinner et aI., (1975). During the ensu
ing years, considerable progress has been made in the development
of metallic dampers and many new designs have been proposed.

Examples of metallic dampers that have received signifi
cant attention in recent years include the X-shaped and triangular
plate dampers illustrated in Figure 3.3. These parallel plate de
vices are typically installed within a frame bay between a chevron
brace and the overlying beam. As a result, the dampers primarily
resist the horizontal forces associated with interstory drift via flex-
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(a) X-shaped Plate Damper

a. Courtesy of CounterQuake Corp. b. Tsai et aI., 1993
• Figure 3.3 Metallic Damper Geometries

(b) Triangular Plate Damper

ural deformation of the individual plates. Beyond a certain level
of force, the plates yield and thus provide a supplemental amount
of energy dissipation. The tapered shape of the plates promotes
nearly uniform yielding throughout their length.

Despite differences in the geometric configuration of vari
ous metallic devices, the underlying dissipative mechanism in all
cases results from the inelastic deformation of a metal. Usually
that metal is mild steel, although sometimes lead is employed. In
any case, in order to effectively employ a metallic damper for
improved aseismic structural design, one must construct a rea
sonable mathematical model of its relevant force-deformation
characteristics. Since this overall response is intimately linked
with the cyclic stress-strain behavior of the metal, it is beneficial
at this point to briefly review the typical inelastic stress-strain re
sponse of structural steel.

The response of an annealed mild steel specimen, sub
jected to monotonic uniaxial loading, is illustrated in Figure 3.4a.
This is a very familiar picture which includes the appearance of
upper and lower yield stresses, a stress-strain plateau, and then a
strain hardening regime. However, under constant amplitude
strain-controlled cycling, the response depicted in Figure 3.4b re
sults. At any given amplitude, a stabilized curve is eventually
obtained that is independent of the prior loading history (Cofie
and Krawinkler, 1985). Notice in Figure 3.4b that the knee is now
rounded and that the plateau has disappeared. Logically one would
expect that the overall force-displacement response of steel damp-
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ers will have a similar appearance. Indeed, this is generally the
case, as indicated in the experimental results shown in Figure 3.5
for the X-shaped plate damper (Whittaker et aI., 1991).

There are at least two different approaches that can be
taken to construct a force-displacement damper model. The first
approach involves the direct use of experimental data obtained
from component testing of the metallic damper. The basic form of
the force-displacement model is selected, usually based upon an
analogy with plasticity theory, and then the model parameters are
determined via a curve fitting procedure. This experiment-based
modeling is discussed in more detail below. In the second ap
proach, the force-displacement model is instead constructed from
an appropriate constitutive relationship for the metal by applying
the principles of mechanics. This latter approach can often pro
vide additional insight into the behavior of the device, while
reducing the requirements for component testing. Details con
cerning the development of these mechanics-based models, which
are beyond the present scope, can be found inTsai andTsai (1995)
and Dargush and Soong (1995).

The first serious attempt to develop a rational force-dis
placement relationship for a metallic damper can be found in the
work conducted by Ozdemir (1976). The focus in that study was
on torsion beam dampers, however the formulations developed
have more general applicability. The response of any metallic
damper is a function of its geometry and the mechanical charac
teristics of the metal from which it is manufactured. Consequently,
as mentioned above, it is quite logical to utilize force-displace-
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• Figure 3.5 Force-displacement Response of X-shaped Plate Damper

ment models that have a form similar to those employed for con
stitutive modeling of that metal. This is exactly the approach taken
by Ozdemir. The structure of his damper models is based upon
those frequently used in state-variable viscoplasticity.

For example, consider a generic metallic damper deflect
ing under the action of an applied force. The Ozdemir model for
the device can be written:

(3.2a)

(3.2b)

with damper force F, displacement x, and the internal variable B
representing a backforce. The superposed dot represents differen
tiation with respect to time or a pseudotime quantity. Four
parameters ko' Fa, n, and a are required to define the damper
response. The exponent n in Eqs. (3.2) is restricted to odd inte
gers, although the form of the equations can be easily generalized
to permit n as any real number (Graesser and Cozzarelli, 1991 a).

Note that the integration of Eqs. (3.2) in time is required
for determination of damper response. This is most easily accom
plished numerically using, for example, a high order Runge-Kutta
formula with adaptive step size (Press et aI., 1992). As an illustra
tion of the potential behavior encompassed in Eqs. (3.2), consider
the response shown in Figure 3.6 due to a sinusoidal variation of
enforced displacement. Notice from Figure 3.6a that the response
is indeed independent of the displacement rate, as desired. The
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• Figure 3.6 OZdemir Rate-independent Model

parameter ko represents the initial elastic device stiffness. Further
more, it is evident from Figure 3.6b that the parameter n controls
the sharpness of the knee, while a determines the slope in the
inelastic range as indicated in Figure 3.6c. For n --7 00, the re
sponse approaches an elastic-linear strain hardening idealization.
Additionally, with a = 0, the classical elastic-perfectly plastic
model is recovered. It should be noted that the amount of energy
dissipated by the passive device modeled by Eqs. (3.2) can be
determined easily at any instant via numerical integration.

In the original work by Ozdemir (1976), the damper pa
rameters ko' F0' n, and a were selected to provide a best fit with
experimental results for a displacement-controlled sinusoidal load
ing.The model was subsequently verified via comparisons involving



random displacement-controlled excitations, and found to be in
good overall agreement for moderate displacement magnitudes.

Extensions of Eqs. (3.2) are also possible in order to model
more complicated cyclic responses. In particular, Ozdemir ex
amined models that include the deterioration of yield strength,
elastic modulus, and hardening characteristics by introducing ad
ditional internal state variables. These extended versions, with
perhaps slight variations, have direct applicability to many of the
metallic dampers presently in existence. However, some caution
is needed, since the structure of the Ozdemir rate-independent
model is closely related to early versions of endochronic plasticity
theory (Valanis, 1971). As a result, this model suffers from the
same theoretical defects present in the initialValanis formulations
(e.g., Rivlin, 1981). Although stable results are typically obtained,
careful control of the numerics is advised to ensure that accurate
solutions are obtained for rate-independent applications.

Alternatively, one can develop a model based upon an
analogy with the popular two-surface plasticity models (Dafalias
and Popov, 1975; Krieg, 1975). Consider, for example, the fol
lowing uniaxial version written in force-displacement space. Two
distinct, but nested, yield surfaces are defined in force space, as
illustrated in Figure 3.7. The inner or loading surface, which sepa
rates the elastic and inelastic response regimes, is characterized
by its center and radius represented by the backforce B and inner
yield force F~ , respectively. On the other hand, the outer or bound
ing surface, which completely contains the smaller inner surface,
is always centered at the origin of force space with radius equal to
a variable outer yield F:. Translation of the inner surface corre
sponds to kinematic hardening, while expansion of the outer
surface produces isotropic hardening of the device.
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• Figure 3.7 Two Surface Force-Displacement Model
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• Table 3.2 Uniaxial Two-Surface Device Model

If IF - BI < F: or (F - B)X $ 0, then
Elastic loading or unloading
;:=kX
13=0
;:: =0

Else if I~ < F: ' then

Inelastic loading inside outer surface
;: = [kP/ (k+kP)]kX

13=;:
;:: =0

where
kP =hB(~/y)"

hB =hg +h~F:

~=F: +Fsgn(x)

y = 2F:
Inelastic loading on outer surface
;:={kP /(k+kP)JkX

13=;:
;::=1;:1

where
kP =hB

hB =hg +~F:

Else

End if

The yield criteria,
flow rules, and hardening
rule are established to en
sure that the current force
Falways lies on orwithin
both surfaces, that all
transitions during loading
are smooth, and that in
finitesimal deformation
cycles do not cause
anomalous behavior. The
model, which requires
the determination of six
devicefarameters (k, F;,
F:o, ho, hf, and n) is
defined in Table 3.2.
Note that F:o corre
sponds to the initial value
of F:. Parameter values
can be obtained from cy
clic force-displacement
damper response data by
using the Marquardt
(1963) algorithm for non

linear least-squares curve fitting. A similar approach, based upon
a two surface model, is described in Pong et aI., (1994).

Most of the recent metallic damper modeling efforts re
ported in the literature have employed more simplistic
representations. For example, one finds numerous applications of
elastic-perfectly plastic or Ramberg-Osgood idealizations (e.g., Su
and Hanson, 1990; Xia and Hanson, 1992). The Ramberg-Osgood
model essentially establishes a power law relationship between
stress and inelastic strain, and consequently is effective in model
ing the response of a variety of metals under monotonic loading.
Another approach that has appeared involves formulations in which
the inelastic behavior is converted into equivalent linear viscous
damping on the basis of energy dissipation per cycle (e.g., Hanson,
1993; Scholl, 1993). These simplified approaches may be appro
priate for preliminary design.



3. 1 .2 FRICTION DAM PER S

The mechanism involved in energy dissipation in metallic
dampers can be categorized as one form of internal friction. On
the other hand, attention will now shift to dampers that utilize the
mechanism of friction between two solid bodies sliding relative to
one another to provide the desired energy dissipation. An exami
nation of the effects of frictional damping on the response of
building structures was conducted by Mayes and Mowbray (1975),
however it appears that Keightley (1977) was the first to consider
frictional devices for building applications. Subsequently, based
primarily upon an analogy to the automotive brake, Pall et aI.,
(1980) then continued the development of passive frictional damp
ers to improve the seismic response of structures. The objective is
to slow down the motion of buildings "by braking rather than break
ing" (pall and Marsh, 1982).

There has been considerable progress during the interven
ing years, and a number of devices have been developed. Two
representative types of friction dampers are illustrated in Figure
3.8. Figure 3.8a displays a design proposed by Pall and Marsh

~

(a) X-braced Friction Damper

(b) Uniaxial Friction Damper

a. Fall and Marsh, 1982 b. Aiken and Kelly, 1990

_Figure 3.8 Representative Friction Dampers



(1982) for application in conjunction with cross-bracing in framed
structures. Brake lining pads are utilized for the sliding surfaces.
Another friction device, based upon an industrial damper, is shown
in Figure 3.8b. In this uniaxial device, which was recently tested
by Aiken and Kelly (1990), copper alloy friction pads slide along
the inner surface of the cylindrical steel casing. The required nor
mal force is provided through the action of the spring against the
inner and outer wedges.

While there are numerous forms of friction that can be
effectively used to mitigate damage to structures during environ
mental disturbances, all of the devices to be discussed in this section
employ solid sliding friction as their basic dissipative mechanism.
Thus, in friction dampers, irrecoverable work is done by the tan
gential force required to slide one solid body across the surface of
another. It is naturally of paramount importance that a consistent,
predictable frictional response be maintained throughout the life
of the damper. However, this response depends to a considerable
extent on surface conditions, which may in turn be affected by
environmental factors.

The scientific study of dry friction has a long history dating
to the illustrious work of daVinci, Amontons, and Coulomb. The
basic theory is founded upon the following hypotheses, which
were initially inferred from physical experiments involving planar
sliding of rectilinear blocks:

1. The total frictional force that can be developed is inde
pendent of the apparent surface area of contact.

2. The total frictional force that can be developed is propor
tional to the total normal force acting across the interface.

3. For the case of sliding with low relative velocities, the to
tal frictional force is independent of that velocity.

As a result of these assumptions, at the instant of impending slip
page or during sliding itself, one can write

(3.3)

where F
t
and F

n
represent the frictional and normal forces, respec

tively, and Il is the coefficient of friction. Since it is frequently
observed that the coefficient of friction is somewhat higher when
slippage is imminent than it is during sliding, separate static (Ils)
and kinetic (Ilk) coefficients are often introduced. In either case,



the frictional force Ft acts tangentially within the interfacial plane
in the direction opposing the motion or impending motion.

In order to extend the theory to more general conditions,
involving non-uniform distributions or non-planar surfaces, these
basic assumptions are often abstracted to the infinitesimal limit.
Thus, total forces are replaced by surface tractions, and the gener
alization of Eq. (3.3) becomes

(3.4)

in terms of the tangential 'tt and normal 'tn tractions. This form is
also useful for determining the nominal contact stresses that are
often required for proper design. Note that an integration of Eq.
(3.4) over a planar contact area recovers Eq. (3.3).

The concept of Coulomb friction, as described above, pro
vides the theoretical basis for most of the work that has appeared
concerning friction dampers. However, it should be emphasized
that frictional processes are seldom all that simple. In practice,
the Coulomb theory is only approximately true. Furthermore, the
coefficient of friction Jl, which appears in Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4),
must not be viewed as a constant. Instead, Jl is a variable param
eter that depends not only upon the selection of sliding materials,
but also on the present condition of the sliding interface. This
latter dependency greatly increases the complexity of the model
ing problem, since surfaces are often the site of numerous ongoing
physical and chemical processes. These processes may change the
physical and chemical character of the surfaces, and consequently
produce a significant impact on the frictional response through a
change in the true area of contact. In particular, the use of gal
vanic couples (e.g., mild steel and brass) must be avoided, and
additional protective measures must be employed in aggressive
environments to prevent corrosion.

Considerable effort has been directed toward the develop
ment of a modern mechanistic approach to solid friction, which
has led to an improved qualitative understanding of the process,
however a quantitative assessment of frictional response from first
principles is not yet possible. More importantly, since there is still
no theory for sliding friction comparable to the well-established
theory of metal plasticity, there is a need for much more reliance
on physical testing. With that in mind, Pall et aI., (1980) began



their development of friction dampers by conducting static and
dynamic tests on a variety of simple sliding elements having dif
ferent surface treatments. The goal was not necessarily to obtain
maximum energy dissipation, but rather to identify a system that
possesses a consistent, predictable response. For these tests, con
tact was maintained between the faying surfaces by pretensioning
high strength bolts. The resulting load-displacement curves ob
tained under constant amplitude displacement-controlled cyclic
loading are displayed in Figure 3.9.
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• Figure 3.9 Hysteresis Loops of Limited Slip Bolted Joints

Of the surfaces considered by Pall et aI., (1980), the sys
tems containing heavy duty brake lining pads inserted between
steel plates did provide a consistent, predictable response. Based
upon the behavior obtained by Pall et aI., (1980) and illustrated in
Figure 3.ge, characterization of their simple brake lining frictional



system in terms of an elastic-perfectly plastic model is quite ap
propriate. Either a limiting form of the Ozdemir model can be
utilized as explained above or the simple single-surface plasticity
model defined inTable 3.3 can be adopted, where koand F

s
repre

sent the elastic stiffness and slip load, respectively.

• Table 3.3 Elastic·Perfectly Plastic Device Model

If IFI < F, or FX ~ 0 then

Elastic

F=kox
Else

Slippage

F=O

End if

.Table 3.4 Hysteric Device Model with Symmetric
Bearing Stops

If IFI < F, or (Fie ~ 0 and Ixl ~ xb ) then

Elastic

F=kox
Else if Ixl <xb then

Slippage

F=O
Else

Bearing

F=k2x
End if

In some friction dampers, however, a stiff bearing stage
occurs for displacements beyond a given slip length. A suitable
hysteretic model for that case is defined in Table 3.4, where the
additional parameters x

b
and k

2
represent the total displacement

at first contact with the bearing surface and the bearing stiffness,
respectively. The model, which assumes zero stiffness during slip
page (Le., k, = 0), is specified in rate form in order to properly
address arbitrary loading-unloading histories. A typical result for
displacement controlled cycling at two different amplitudes is dis
played in Figure 3.10, where all of the model parameters are
detailed.
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TV,SCOELASTIC SYSTEMS

A range of passive systems that dissipate energy in a rate
dependent manner will be discussed in this section. As indicated
in Table 3.1, this grouping includes viscoelastic solid dampers
and viscoelastic fluid dampers, with the latter expanded to incor
porate devices based upon both fluid deformation and orificing.
Typical force-displacement responses obtained for these devices
under constant amplitude, displacement-controlled cyclic condi
tions are provided in Figure 3.11 a. In general, these devices exhibit
both damping and stiffness, although the important case of a purely
viscous damper in which force and displacement are 90° out-of
phase is illustrated in Figure 3.11b. Notice that for viscoelastic
devices, the response is dependent upon frequency. However, in
Figure 3.11 and in many applications, the behavior is confined to
the linear range. This often greatly simplifies the required analysis
procedures as discussed in Chapter 2. Furthermore, since energy
dissipation occurs even for infinitesimal deformations, viscoelas
tic devices have potential application for both wind and seismic
protection.
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• Figure 3.11 Idealized Force-displacement Response of Viscoelastic Devices

3.2.1 VISCOELASTIC SOLID DAMPERS

Viscoelastic solid materials used in civil engineering struc
tural applications are usually copolymers or glassy substances that
dissipate energy when subjected to shear deformation. A typical
viscoelastic (VE) damper, which consists of viscoelastic layers
bonded with steel plates, is shown in Figure 3.12. When mounted
in a structure, shear deformation and hence energy dissipation
takes place when the structural vibration induces relative motion
between the outer steel flanges and the center plate.

The response of these viscoelastic materials under dynamic
loading depends upon the frequency of vibration, the level of strain,
and the ambient temperature. Under infinitesimal harmonic ex
citation with frequency 00, the relationship between shear stress
't(t) and shear strain y(t) can be expressed as (Zhang et aI., 1989)

G" (00)
't(t) =G' (oo)y(t) + 1(t)

00
(3.5)

where G'(oo) and G"(oo) are the shear storage and loss moduli,
respectively. The loss factor is then defined by 11(00) =G"(oo) / G'(oo).
For more general excitation, Boltzmann's superposition principle
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• Figure 3.12 Typical Viscoelastic Solid Damper Configuration

can be invoked to provide the following constitutive relation for
polymeric materials (e.g., Ferry, 1980)

For the usual case of zero initial strain y(O) / this reduces to simply

't( t ) =S; G( ~ JY (t - ~ )d~ (3.7)

In the above, C(t) represents the stress relaxation modu
lus, which is defined as the ratio of stress to strain at constant
deformation. Thus, C(t) can be determined experimentally for a
given material. Results for one particular copolymer are shown in
Figure 3.13. Many different expressions can be assumed for the
stress relaxation modulus, including those associated with the clas
sical Kelvin and Maxwell models. However, in order to capture
the viscoelastic behavior over a sufficiently broad frequency range,
more sophistication is often required. The following four-param
eter model originally developed byWilliams (1964) has proved to
be particularly effective for representing viscoelastic materials in
passive energy dissipation systems (Shen and Soong, 1995):



G -G
G(t) =G + g e

e [i+t/tor (3.8)

where Ge is the rubbery modulus, Gg is the glassy modulus, to is
the relaxation time, and a is a real constant giving the slope of
the relaxation curve through the transition region between glassy
and rubbery behavior. The stress relaxation modulus G(t) as given
in Eg. (3.8) predicts a bounded modulus for all non-negative time
and has been found to be reasonably accurate for mostVE materi
als. Initially, G(t) coincides with the glassy modulus, but then
smoothly approaches the rubbery modulus with increasing time.

1.2 -r-.....,--;-----,..----,----:-----,

5 15 25

lime (sec)
35 45

Shen and Soong, 1995

• Figure 3.13 Stress Relaxation Tests at Different Strain Rates

By performing a Laplace transform of Eg. (3.8), the above
model parameters can be related to the storage and loss moduli.
The resulting expressions can be written:

G'(oo)=Ge +(Gg -Ge)r (i-a) (ootot cos(a; +ooto) (3.9a)

G"(oo) = (Gg -Ge)r(J-a)(ootof
X Sin(~1t +ooto) (3.9b)

where r(~) represents the gamma function. In Shen and Soong



(1995), material parameters were first determined by curve fitting
stress relaxation data, and then checked against measurements
involving sinusoidal excitations. Figure 3.14 provides a typical
comparison between the moduli calculated from Eqs. (3.9) versus
those determined from the sinusoidal tests. A good correlation is
obtained throughout the range from 1 Hz to 3 Hz.
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• Figure 3.14 Comparison of Storage and Loss Moduli Between Simulation and Test

Alternative VE material models based upon fractional de
rivatives have also appeared in the literature (Gemant, 1936; Bagley
and Torvik, 1983), including some recent applications to viscoelas
tic solid dampers (Kasai et aI., 1993; Tsai and Lee, 1993). A
further discussion of these fractional derivative models will be post
poned until the following section on viscoelastic fluid dampers.

As mentioned previously, the typical materials used in vis
coelastic solid dampers are also temperature dependent. However,
for a large class of polymers, the shape of the dynamic moduli
versus frequency curves is similar when evaluated at various tem
peratures. This led to the development of the method of reduced
variables (e.g., Ferry, 1980), which affords a convenient simplifi
cation in separating the two principal variables, frequency and



temperature. By using this method, the temperature dependence
of the VE moduli can be obtained by plotting

(3.10)

where T is the ambient temperature of interest, To is an arbi
trarily selected reference temperature at which the measurements
are made and p is the density of the VE material. All tempera
tures must be measured on an absolute scale. The remaining
function in Eq. (3.1 0), ~T is a shift factor of time or frequency,
which is determined experimentally. Often a plot of log ~T ver
sus temperature produces nearly a straight line, as indicated by
the experimental data shown in Figure 3.15. Consequently, the
parameters a and b in the following regression can be determined
with minimal testing:

log~T =aT +b (3.11)

An application of the method to VE damper materials is provided
in Shen and Soong (1995).

Once the constitutive model has been established for the
response of the damper material in shear, the overall force-defor
mation model for the damper can be constructed. Due to the
geometric simplicity of the typical damper possessing shear area
A and thickness 8, the following force-displacement relationship
is obtained for response under time harmonic excitation:

where

F(t) =k' (00) x(t) + c' (oo)x(t) (3.12)

AG'(oo)
k'=---

8

AG" (00)
c'=---

008
(3.13a, b)
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• Figure 3.15 Regression of Scale Factor, ~T

The analogy with Eq. (3.5) is obvious. It should be noted that this
expression is exact only for harmonic excitation. For more gen
eral response, an integral form based upon Eq. (3.6) could be
developed. However, in many structural applications, the ap
proximations involved in adopting the Kelvin model defined in
Eq. (3.12) are quite reasonable provided that one selects a proper
value for ro. For example, in multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF)
structural systems, Soong and Lai (1991) have proposed the use of
the modal strain energy method to establish the modal damping
ratios and modified modal frequencies due to addedVE dampers.
Further details are provided in Chapter 4.

3.2.2 VISCOELASTIC FLUID DAMPERS

All of the passive devices described to this point utilize
the action of solids to enhance the performance of structures sub
jected to transient environmental disturbances. However, fluids
can also be effectively employed in order to achieve the desired
level of passive control. Significant effort has been directed in
recent years toward the development of viscous fluid dampers for
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• Figure 3.16 Viscoelastic Fluid Dampers

structural applications, primarily through the conversion of tech
nology from the military and heavy industry. Several examples of
fluid dampers are shown in Figure 3.16.

One straightforward design approach is patterned directly
after the classical dashpot. In this case, dissipation occurs via
conversion of mechanical energy to heat as a piston deforms a
thick, highly viscous substance, such as a silicone gel. Figure
3.16a depicts one such damper, which has found application as a
component in seismic base isolation systems (Huffmann, 1985;
Makris and Constantinou, 1990). While these devices could also
be deployed within the superstructure, an alternative, and per
haps more effective, design concept involves the development of
the viscous damping wall (VDW) illustrated in Figure 3.16b (Arima



et aI., 1988). In this design, the piston is simply a steel plate
constrained to move in its plane within a narrow rectangular steel
container filled with a viscous fluid. For typical installation in a
frame bay, the piston is attached to the upper floor, while the con
tainer is fixed to the lower floor. Relative interstory motion shears
the fluid and thus provides energy dissipation.

Both of the devices discussed above accomplish their ob
jectives through the deformation of a viscous fluid residing in an
open container. In order to maximize the energy dissipation den
sity of these devices, one must employ materials with large
viscosities. Typically, this leads to the selection of materials that
exhibit both frequency and temperature dependent behavior.

There is, however, another class of fluid dampers that rely
instead upon the flow offluids within a closed container. In these
designs, the piston acts now, not simply to deform the fluid lo
cally, but rather, to force the fluid to pass through small orifices.
As a result, extremely high levels of energy dissipation density are
possible. However, a correspondingly high level of sophistication
is required for proper internal design of the damper unit.

A typical orificed fluid damper for seismic application is
illustrated in Figure 3.16c (Constantinou et aI., 1993; Constanti
nou and Symans, 1993). This cylindrical device contains a
compressible silicone oil which is forced to flow via the action of
a stainless steel piston rod with a bronze head. The head includes
a fluidic control orifice design. In addition, an accumulator is
provided to compensate for the change in volume due to rod po
sitioning. Alternatively, the device may be designed with a
run-through piston rod to prevent volume changes. High strength
seals are required to maintain closure over the design life of the
damper. These uniaxial devices, which were originally developed
for military and harsh industrial environments, have recently found
application in seismic base isolation systems as well as for supple
mental damping during seismic and wind-induced vibration.

While viscoelastic fluid damper construction varies con
siderably from each other and from the viscoelastic solid damper
counterparts, mathematical models suitable for overall force-dis
placement response have a similar form. In general, the devices
are both frequency and temperature dependent, and in some cases
amplitude dependence is also evident. Over the years, numerous
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constitutive models have been proposed for such viscoelastic flu
ids. A particularly effective class is based upon the generalization
of classical models to incorporate fractional derivative operators.
As noted in the previous section, this was first suggested by Gemant
(1936). More recently, Makris and Constantinou (1991) applied
fractional derivative Maxwell models to represent the behavior of
viscoelastic fluid dampers, and then extended those models by
incorporating complex order derivatives (Makris and Constanti
nou, 1993).

Consider, for example, the complex-derivative Maxwell
constitutive model that has been used to characterize a particular
polybutane fluid over a broad frequency and temperature range
(Makris et aI., 1995). At some reference temperature To, under
the assumption of infinitesimal incompressible deformation, the
proposed model can be written in terms of shear stress 't and
shear strain y as:

(3.14)

where A='Ar +iA2, v=v7+iv2, and J.l = J.l7 + iJ.l7 are complex-valued
material parameters. As indicated, both A and J.l are functions of
temperature. The symbol d V

/ dtV denotes a generalized deriva
tive of order v with respect to time (Oldham and Spanier, 1974).
For v =1, Eq. (3.14) reduces to the classical Maxwell model.

The storage modulus C' and loss modulus C" correspond
ing to the above model can be obtained by performing a Fourier
transform. Using the relationship for the Fourier transform of a
generalized derivative (Erdelyi et aI., 1954; Makris, 1992)

one obtains

G'(ro, To) =9t(G*(ro,To))

G"(ro,TJ =g(G*(ro,To))

(3.15)

(3.16a)

(3.16b)



with dynamic modulus

( )
icoJ.dTo)

G* co T =--_...::..--

'0 l+[iCOA(To)r (3.17)

+273K
o 293K
* 3D3K
- Complex-Derivative

Maxwell Model

In Eq. (3.16), ~ and .3 extract the real and imaginary part of
their argument, respectively. The material parameters are then
obtained from experimental data by employing a nonlinear re
gression algorithm in the complex space, with an additional
causality constraint to ensure non-negative phase lag (Makris et
aI., 1995).

Having established the material parameters in the com
plex-derivative Maxwell model, the frequency dependence is
completely characterized at the reference temperature To. It re
mains to determine the temperature dependence of the response.
Once again the method of reduced variables can often be ap
plied. In that case, the frequency shift function ~T characterizes
the temperature dependence.

A plot of the reduced dynamic modulus versus reduced
angular frequency, ~TCO, is shown in Figure 3.17 for a polybutane
fluid. This experimental data, obtained at three different tempera
tures, clearly delineates a pair of master curves for the storage and
loss moduli, and thus validates the use of the method of reduced
variables for this material. Also displayed in that figure are the
dynamic shear moduli obtained from the complex-derivative Max
well model. The correlation is quite good over a broad frequency
range. The only noticeable deviation occurs in the storage modu
lus at low frequency. However, in that range, the loss modulus is
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• Figure 3.17 Dynamic Modulus for Polybutane Fluid
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an order of magnitude greater, thus reducing the significance of
the deviation.

In many cases, one would expect that the overall force
deformation response of fluid dampers closely follows the
constitutive behavior, as defined above. Such is the case for the
cylindrical pot fluid dampers. In Makris and Constantinou (1991)
and Makris et aI., (1993), the following fractional derivative Max
well force-displacement model was utilized to model overall
damper response:

()
v d V F(t) dx(t)

F t +1., =Co --
dt V dt

(3.18)

with F as the force applied to the piston and x as the resulting
piston displacement. Furthermore, the damper parameters Co,
A, and v represent the zero-frequency damping coefficient, the
relaxation time, and the order of fractional derivative, respectively.
In Makris and Constantinou (1991), the damper parameters are
determined directly from experimental data, while in Makris et
aI., (1993) the parameters are estimated from material data and a
simplified analytical model. A typical result is shown in Figure
3.18. It should be noted that for sufficiently low frequencies, iner
tia effects are unimportant, and one finds that the macroscopic
parameters A and v coincide with those obtained from constitu
tive modeling. Thus, only Co is a function of the damper geometry.
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• Figure 3.18 Macroscopic Model for Cylindrical Pot Fluid Damper Response



Modeling of the orificed fluid damper, illustrated in Figure
3.16c, is developed in Constantinou and Symans (1993). Typical
experimentally measured room temperature force-displacement
loops are shown in Figure 3.19. For this damper, the frequency
dependence is much less dramatic, and a classical Maxwell model
is adequate throughout the frequency range of interest. Thus, Eq.
(3.18) reduces to the followi ng:

( )
dF(t) dx(t)

Ft +A--=C --
dt 0 dt

(3.19)

with real parameters A and Co representing the relaxation time
and zero frequency damping coefficient, respectively. Compari
sons of the model with the experimentally determined storage
stiffness, damping coefficient and phase angle are displayed in
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Constantinou and Symans, 1993

_Figure 3.19 Force-displacement Response of Orificed Fluid Damper

Figure 3.20. Notice that the relaxation time, A=0.006 s, is quite
small. This indicates that, below a cut-off frequency of approxi
mately 4 Hz, Eq. (3.19) can be simpl ified further by neglecting the
second term on the left hand side which becomes insignificant.
One is then left with the linear, purely viscous dashpot model

dx(t)
F(t) =C 

o dt (3.20)

which greatly simplifies the subsequent structural analysis.
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• Figure 3.20 Comparison of Experimental and Analytically-derived Values for Orificed Fluid Damper
at Room Temperature

It should be noted that frequency dependencies in orificed
fluid dampers result from the use of accumulators or similar parts
that involve the operation of valves. Valves themselves have dy
namic characteristics and typically may not be compatible with
the dynamic movement of the damper piston rod at high frequency.
This results in restricted fluid flow to the accumulator and, thus,
reduction in fluid volume. If desired, this phenomenon can be
entirely prevented via the use of a run-through piston rod. This
type of construction has been used in all of the applications of
orificed fluid dampers in structural systems (see Chapter 5).

TRE-CENTERING

The mechanical behavior of hysteretic and viscoelastic de
vices have been examined in the previous two sections and is
illustrated schematically in Figs. 3.2 and 3.11, respectively. There
exists, however, another class of dampers referred to here as re
centering devices that possess distinctly different
force-displacement characteristics. Included in this grouping are
pressurized fluid dampers, preloaded spring-friction dampers, and
phase transformation dampers. The first of these displays some
rate-dependence due to the presence of the fluid, while the re
sponse of the remaining devices tends to be rate independent. All
of these devices retain very little residual deformation upon re
moval of the applied load, and thus provide an inherent re-centering
capabi Iity.



3.3.1 PRESSURIZED FLUID DAMPERS

A pressurized fluid restoring device was recently employed
by Tsopelas and Constantinou (1994) to provide both damping
and re-centering capability for a base isolation system. This double
acting preloaded device is illustrated in Figure 3.21.The resistance

Piston Head
with Orifices

Compressible
Silicone Fluid

Tsopelas and Constantinou, 1994

• Figure 3.21 Pressurized Fluid Restoring Device

is provided by several different physical phenomena, including
the preload due to initial pressurization, the device stiffness asso
ciated with the compressibility of the silicone oil, seal friction,
and damping due to the passage of fluid through the orifices. As a
result, the following mathematical model was developed to rep
resent the macroscopic response:

F=Fo [l-exp(-<5l xl)]sgn(x)+kox+

[Fmin +ako/xl]Z+Fd sgn(x)
(3.21)

with the four individual terms on the right-hand-side correspond
ing, in order, to the mechanisms defined above. In this equation,
Fa is the preload, ka is the stiffness, Fmin is the seal friction at zero
displacement, and Fd is the fluid damping force. Additionally, one
needs the following evolution equation for the internal variable
Z,

along with the definitions:

(3.22)
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for xx>O

for ri<O (3.23)

(3.24)

Model parameters include F()I k()l FminJdp! Fdml XY' a, ~, 1, O(}l 01, Ep'

and Em' It should be noted that the device contains a bias in the
damping force, as modeled in Eq. (3.23). High damping is pro
vided on loading, while low damping is obtained during unloading.
Some comparisons between analytical and experimental response,
obtained by Tsopelas and Constantinou (1994), using this model
are shown in Figure 3.22. The correlation is quite good during
both static and dynamic testing.
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Next, consider the fluid device shown in Figure 3.23 that
utilizes the orificed flow of a pressurized compressible silicone
based elastomer in order to enhance stiffness and damping (Pekcan
et al., 1995). Figure 3.24 presents typical force-displacement loops
obtained experimentally for the device. Until the internal preload
is overcome, the device remains quite stiff. However, beyond that
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• Figure 3.24 Experimental Response of Elastomeric Spring Damper
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level of axial force, the piston compresses the elastomer and forces
it to flow through the orifice provided between the piston head
and the inner casing. Thus, one obtains both a stiffness and damp
ing component in the response. Upon removal of the external
loading, the device tends toward its undeformed state due to the
initial internal elastomer pressure. The following mathematical
model was developed in Pekcan et aI., (1995) to describe the re
sponse under general conditions:

F -k (kl-k2)x
- 2X + 1/2

[1+(k1X/ Fy )2]

+ C sgn(x)lix / Xmmf
(3.25)

where Fy , k1 and k2 represent the damper static prestress force,
the initial damper stiffness and the elastomeric damper stiffness,
respectively. Meanwhile, the remaining model parameters C, x

max

and a define the damping constant, the maximum device stroke
and the velocity exponent, respectively. A typical result obtained
with Eq. (3.25), provided in Figure 3.25, is in general agreement
with the experimental response. It is expected that the model
defined in Eqs. (3.21 )-(3.24) could also be used to describe this
response.

--- 1= 0.01 Hz.
•••• 1=0.1 Hz.
_1=2.5Hz.
- -1=10Hz.

a) Standard Solution

Pekcan et aI., 1995

• Figure 3.25 Elastomeric Spring Damper Model

b) Variation of Frequency



3.3.2 PRELOADED SPRING-FRICTION

DAMPERS

A similar force-displacement response has also been ob
tained in a cylindrical device that employs frictonal wedges, along
with a preloaded internal spring (Richter et aI., 1990). A sche
matic of the damper is shown in Figure 3.26, while the typical
experimentally measured response is presented in Figure 3.27 for
two different configurations. The force-displacement loops gener
ated by the device in Figure 3.27a have the characteristic double
flag shape associated with a preloaded device, while Figure 3.27b

Steel comp resslon
wedges

Internal stop

Nims et aI., 1993a

• Figure 3.26 Spring-friction Damper

Cylinder wall

Spring

Bronze friction wedges

(typ 6 places)

Spherical rod
end bearing

Tension gap_I r-

illustrates the behavior when the preload is zero. In either case,
energy dissipation occurs due to frictional sliding, and consequently
the response is frequency independent. Further details on the
behavior of this device are provided in Nims et aI., (1993a), and
in the following chapter.

3.3.3 PHASE TRANSFORMATION

DAMPERS

In recent years, a new class of materials referred to as shape
memory alloys (SMA) have been considered for application in

98 CHAPTER 3
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• Figure 3.27 Experimental Response of Spring-friction Damper

passive dampers. These metals collectively exhibit somewhat
counter-intuitive behavior as a result of reversible temperature or
stress induced transformations between martensitic and austen
itic crystalline phases. Consider, for example, the shape memory
effect. An SMA specimen in its low temperature martensitic phase
is first distorted in an apparently permanent manner. The tem
perature of the specimen is then elevated above a critical level,
inducing a transformation to the austenitic phase. As a conse
quence, the specimen returns to its original undistorted shape.

Of more direct interest for passive energy dissipation, how
ever, is the characteristically large hysteresis loop that is obtained
during cyclic loading of SMA materials in the martensitic phase,
and the so-called superelastic behavior that occurs for loading
above the critical temperature. A typical hysteresis curve for the
former case is displayed in Figure 3.28a. In the latter case, the
material is initially in the austenitic phase and behaves in an elas
tic manner. Once a critical stress level is reached, a reverse
transformation is induced converting austenite into martensite. This
transformation takes place at a greatly reduced modulus, thus re
sembling plastic behavior in ordinary metals, although the



microstructural mechanism is quite different. After the material is
completely transformed into martensite, further loading results in
elastic deformation with a significantly increased modulus. Un
loading induces the reverse transformation back to the austenitic
phase, but at a reduced critical stress level. At zero applied stress,
the material is once again elastic with virtually no residual stress.
This superelastic behavior is depicted in Figure 3.28b.

a) Response in Martensitic Phase b) Superelastic Response

Strain

Graesser and Cozzarelli, 1989

• Figure 3.28 Stress-strain Response of Shape Memory Alloys

In an effort to represent the entire range of this behavior,
Graesser and Cozzarelli (1989) extended the rate-independent
Ozdemir hysteretic model. Their one-dimensional formulation in
terms of damper force F and displacement x can be written:

F=k. Ixi(F;.Br
B=ako[Xin + grlxlC H(-ri)erf(ax)]

(3.26a)

(3.26b)

where ko, Fo, n, a, gT' c and a are device constants, and H(x)

and erf(x) represent the Heaviside step function and the error func
tion, respectively. Additionally, xin denotes the inelastic
displacement, while B is again a backforce. An example of
superelastic behavior obtained with this model is shown in Figure
3.29.
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• Figure 3.29 Force-displacement Response for SMA Hysteretic Model Exhibiting
Superelastic Behavior

DYNAMIC VIBRATION
ABSORBERS

The final class of passive systems to be considered involves
the use of dynamic vibration absorbers in a structure as illustrated
in Figure 3.1b. The objective of incorporating a dynamic vibra
tion absorber into a structure is basically the same as that associated
with all of the other passive devices discussed previously, namely,
to reduce energy dissipation demand on the primary structural
members under the action of external forces. The reduction, in
this case, is accomplished by transferring some of the structural
vibrational energy to the absorber. Two basic types of dynamic
vibration absorbers are prevalent in practice. The first is the tuned



mass damper which, in its simplest form, consists of an auxiliary
mass-spring-dashpot system anchored or attached to the main struc
ture. The second type is labeled tuned liquid dampers, and
generally involves the dissipation of energy either through the slosh
ing of liquids in a container or via the passage of liquids through
orifices. Although tuned mass dampers and tuned liquid dampers
have been proposed for aseismic design, the primary applications
to date have been for alleviation of vibrations due to wind load
ing.The present limitations for seismic application include detuning
that occurs as the primary structure yields, the high levels of damp
ing that are normally required, and an inability to effectively control
higher mode response often associated with transient or impul
sive excitations.

3.4.1 TUNED MAS S DAMPERS

The modern concept of tuned mass dampers for structural
applications has its roots in dynamic vibration absorbers studied
as early as 1909 by Frahm (Den Hartog, 1956). A schematic repre
sentation of Frahm's absorber is shown in Figure 3.30, which
consists of a small mass m and a spring with spring stiffness k
attached to the main mass M with spring stiffness K. Under a simple
harmonic load, one can show that the main mass M can be kept

• Figure 3.30 Undamped Absorber and Main Mass Subject to
Harmonic Excitation (Frahm's Absorber)



completely stationary when the natural frequency (~k / m) of the
attached absorber is chosen to be (or tuned to) the excitation fre
quency.

Much of the early development as described above has
been limited to the use of dynamic absorbers in mechanical engi
neering systems in which one operating frequency is in resonance
with the fundamental frequency of a machine. Building structures,
however, are subjected to environmental loads, such as wind and
earthquakes, which possess many frequency components. The
performance of a dynamic vibration absorber, frequently referred
to as a tuned mass damper (TMD), in complex multi-degree-of
freedom damped building structures, is expected to be different.

Consider first the response of a single-degree-of-freedom
(SDOF) structural system subjected to a vibratory force f(t) as shown
in Figure 3.31 a. The response of the structural system can be re-

~I)

M
1(1)

C C

~

(a)
~l)

(b)

K

M+m
1(1)=g(l)

Ceq

(c)

• Figure 3.31 Models of SOOF Structure and TMO

duced in some circumstances by adding a secondary mass, or a
TMD, which has motion relative to the system as shown in Figure
3.31 b. The equations of motion for the structure/TMD system are,
using the notation given in that figure,



My1(t) + Cy1(t) + KY1(t ) =ci(t )+ kz( t )+ f (t )

mz(t) + ci(t) + kz( t) =- myAt) + g( t)

(3.27a)

(3.27b)

(3.29)

where y/t) is the displacement of the structural system and z(t) is
the relative displacement of the added mass with respect to the
structure. The damping coefficients and stiffnesses are denoted by
c and k for the added mass and C and K for the structural system,
respectively. The external force on the structure is represented by
f(t), while g(t) equals zero for wind excitation and equals Ilf(t)
for earthquake loading, Il =m / M being the mass ratio.

Summation of Eqs. (3.27a) and (3.27b) leads to

(M +m)Y1(t) = CY1(t) + KY1(t) = f(t) + g(t) -mz(t) (3.28)

It is seen that the net effect of the added small mass (m) on the
structure, aside from a slight decrease in natural frequency and a
slight increase in external force from f(t) to f(t) + g(t), is the addi
tion of a 'force term' [-mz(t)].

When f(t) is considered as a harmonic force or a station
ary random input, Eq. (3.28) can be rewritten in the form of energy
or power balance as

(M + m) < Y1Yl > + C < yJ > +K < Y1Y1 >
=< (f + g) Y1 > -m < ZY1 >

in which <. > is the mathematical expectation for the case of
stochastic input and the time average in one cycle for the case of
harmonic excitation. For steady-state response,
<91Y1 >=< Y1Y1 >= o. Equation (3.29) is thus changed into the
simple power balance equation:

in which C< yf > is the dissipated power due to structural damp
ing and < (f + g)Y1 > is the input power from the external force
which is always positive.

The power flow (m < zY1 » from the structural system to
the secondary mass plays a basic role in the use ofTMDs in struc-



tures and thus is an appropriate measure of TMD effectiveness,
i.e., the larger the power flow, the smaller the mean-square veloc
ity response of the structural system. Maximum power flow is
obtained when the relative displacement of the secondary mass
lags that of the structural system by a phase angle of 90°. In this
case, the relative acceleration of the secondary mass is in phase
with the velocity response in the structural system and the power
flow is equivalent to an effective dissipative power which increases
the total effective damping (Ceq) in the structural system as shown
in Figure 3.31 c, where

C -c <ZYI>
eq - +m .2

<YI>
(3.31 )

It is worth noting here that input power from the external
force varies withTMD parameters. However, this variation is small
compared to the power flow and, in fact, the magnitude of the
input power may decrease to produce a change which is favor
able to TMD efficiency.

An appreciation of TMD efficiency in reducing structural
response can be gained by following the basic development of
Den Hartog for the simple case when the structural system is un
damped (C = 0) and is subject to a sinusoidal excitation with
frequency 0) (i.e., f(t) = Po sinoot and g(t) = 0). In this procedure,
the dynamic effect of a TMD is measured in comparison with the
static deflection produced by the maximum force applied stati
cally to the structure. This static deflection is Yst = Po / K, while the
dynamic amplification factor for an undamped structural system,
R, is

R =Ymax (3.32)
Yst

=

where
~ =00 /00 5 =forced frequency ratio
a =O)a /0)5 =frequency ratio (natural frequencies)



oo~ = k / m = squared natural frequency ofTMD

00: =K / M =squared natural frequency of structural system

~a =C / Cc =C /2mOOa =damping ratio ofTMD

The amplification factor is a function of the four essential
variables: 11, Sa' a, and ~. Figure 3.32 shows a plot of R as a
function of the frequency ratio ~ for a =1 (tuned case), 11 =0.05,
and for various values of the damping ratio ~a'
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• Figure 3.32 Amplification Factor as aFunction of ~

Observe what happens with increased damping in TMD.
Without structural damping, the response amplitude is infinite at
two resonant frequencies of the combined structurefTMD system.
When the TMD damping becomes infinite, the two masses are
virtually fused to each other and the result is a SDOF system with
mass 1.05 M so that the amplitude at resonant frequency becomes
infinite again. Therefore, somewhere between these extremes there
must be a value of ~a for which the peak becomes a minimum.

An objective in adding the TMD is to bring the resonant
peak of the amplitude down to its lowest possible value so that
smaller amplifications over a wider frequency bandwidth, with ~

close to unity, can be achieved. The minimum peak amplitude
can be obtained by properly choosing a to adjust the two fixed
points (P and Q) to reach equal heights and by choosing ~a to
adjust the system amplification curve to pass with a horizontal
tangent through one of those two points. The optimum frequency
ratio a following this procedure is determined as



1u opt =--
l+~

which gives the amplitude at P or Q:

R=~l+~

(3.33)

(3.34)

A good estimate for ~opt can be determined as the average of two
values which make the fixed points P and Q maxima on an R vs.
~ plot, respectively (Brock, 1946), i.e.,

elL
~opt =~ 8(1 + ~) (3.35)

From Eq. (3.30), one can easily observe that an increase in
damper mass always reduces the maximum amplification factor
for the optimally-designed TMD. This maximum amplification
and optimum absorber parameters are summarized in Table 3.5.

Equation (3.32) can also be established when damping is
present in the structural system; however, now the invariant points
P and Q no longer exist. Hence, one must resort to numerical
means in order to determine the optimum values of u and ~a' A
detailed analysis was carried out by Warburton (1982) to deter
mine optimum damper parameters for both harmonic and random
excitations, with random excitation being applied as a force to the
structure (as in the case of wind) or as base acceleration (as in the
case of earthquake). A low damping ratio ~s of the main structure
was assumed in this analysis.

For harmonic excitations, the optimization criterion was
to minimize response amplitude R, given by

(3.36)

wherej is case number as defined inTable 3.6, A and B are given
in the same table, and
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~

~

D
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.Table 3.5 Optimum Absorber Parameters Attached to Undamped SDOF Structure

Case Excitation Optimized Response Optimized Absorber Parameter

Type Applied Parameter Ropt (X opt Sopt
to Optimized (R)

1 Force Structure KY1 (J 1 J2Sirot 1+- --
Poe Po !J. 1 + !J. 8(1 + !J.)

Force Structure ( )'" (_1f' I2 MY,

!J.(1:!J.)

3!J.
irot

Poe Po 1+!J. 8(1 + !J. /2)

3 Acceleration Base 2 ()'" 1/2
co 5 Y1

; (1 + !J.)
(1 - !J. /2) 3!J.

xge
irot --

'8(1 + !J.)(1-!J. /2)Xg 1 +!J.

4 Acceleration Base Xg + h ( ,)'" 1 J2Sxge
irot 1+- --

Xg !J. 1 +!J. 8(1 + It)

Structure 2 2 ( )'"
1/2

!J.(1 + 3!J. /4)5 Random < Y1 > K 1 + 3!J. / 4 (1 + !J. /2)
Force

1~4(1+ !J.)(1+!J. /2)2ltSoco s !J.(1 +!J.) 1 +!J.

2 3 ( )'"
1/2

6 Random Base <Y1>co s 3/2 1 1 (1 - !J. /2) !J.(1 - !J. / 4)
Acceleration (1+!J.) ;-~ I' 4(1 + !J.)(1 - !J. / 2)2ltS o 1 + !J.

Notes: < Y~ > is the mean-square value of Y1 (1)
So is force intensity in case 5 and acceleration intensity in case 6

Warburton, 1982



·Table 3.6 Values of Al and BI for Various Excitations and Response Parameters

Case Excitation Response Response Amplitude AI HI
Parameter Considered RI

1 . Poe
lrot KYl c/ _ ~2 21;au~Yl

Po

2 Poe
lrot

Y1 ~ 2 2 2
-2l;a uP ~(u - ~ )

Poro s

3 Poe
lrot M9J 2 2 2 3h - ~ (u - ~ ) - 21; a ap

Po

lrot F
a 2 _ p2 _ 41; I; ap2 21; ap + 21; ~(a2 _p2)4 Poe Force at base -

Po
s a a s

2

5 xge
lrot rosY1 a 2(1 + Il) _ p2 21; aO;P(1 + Il}Y1

Xg

6 xge
lrot h +Xg

h + Xg
As Case 4 As Case 4

Xg

2

7 xge
lrot

Yl + Xg
COs(Y1 + Xg)

-~ -~
Xg

p2 ~2

" <
, , . .... ~ ........-
P e '?' t is the excitation applied to main mass
x~ e")) t is the excitation applied at base



(3.37a)

(3.37b)

The optimum values of a and ~a can again be found by
setting aRj / aa and aRj / a~a equal to zero and solving the re
sulting equations. However, these equations are generally
nonlinear in a and ~a' and thus require numerical solutions, some
of which are presented in Warburton (1982).

3.4.2 TUNED LIQUID DAMPERS

The basic principles involved in applying a tuned liquid
damper (TLD) to reduce the dynamic response of structures is quite
similar to that discussed above for the tuned mass damper. In
particular, a secondary mass is introduced into the structural sys
tem and tuned to act as a dynamic vibration absorber. In the case
of tuned liquid dampers, generally the response of the secondary
system is highly nonlinear due either to liquid sloshing or the pres
ence of orifices. As a consequence of this inherent nonlinearity,
most of the work related to characterizing response of tuned liq
uid dampers has been based directly upon physical experiments.
However, some mathematical models have been developed for
tuned liquid dampers, under the assumption of moderate ampli
tude sloshing with no wave breaking. All of these efforts utilize
extensions of the classical theories by Airy and Boussinesq for
shallow water gravity waves of finite amplitude, which are de
tailed in Mei (1983). The model employed by Lepelletier and
Raichlen (1988) is briefly summarized below.

Consider the two-dimensional idealization of a rectangu
lar tank of length Land width b, as shown in Figure 3.33, containing
water of nominal depth h. The following differential equations
governing motion of the fluid can be written in terms of the wave
elevation 1'\(x,t) and the depth-averaged horizontal velocity u(x,t):

(3.38a)



h2

U,t + uU,x + gTJ,x - -;- U,xxt

+f(V;F'(l+ 2: +C}+Xb ~O (3.38b)

where subscripts following commas denote partial differentiation
with respect to time t and space x. Additionally, in Eq. (3.38b),
v,O),g and xb represent the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, a
characteristic frequency of the fluid motion, the gravitational ac
celeration and the acceleration of the tank base, respectively.
Notice that nonlinearities appear in the second terms in both equa
tions. Meanwhile, the fourth term in Eq. (3.38b) involving U,xxt

provides dispersion, and the fifth term models dissipation associ
ated with the boundary layer on the tank bottom and side walls.
Dissipation due to free surface contamination is also included via
the parameter C, which is usually assigned a unit value.

z

x=o

Lepelletier and Raichlen, 1988

• Figure 3.33 Tuned Liquid Damper Geometric Definition

The relative contributions of nonlinearity and dispersion
can be determined by considering the Stokes parameter defined
by Us =110A,2 / h3

, where 110 represents the wave amplitude and
A, is the horizontal wavelength. For small values of Us, disper
sion dominates, while for large values of the Stokes parameter the
response becomes significantly nonlinear. The latter regime is char
acterized by the appearance of progressive solitary waves and
frequency bifurcations near resonance of the liquid. These reso
nant frequencies can be determined approximately by considering
the dispersion relations for linearized response without dissipa
tion. The resulting natural frequency for the kth mode can be
written:



(3.39)

Lepelletier and Raichlen (1988) solved Eqs. (3.38a,b) nu
merically using a finite element approach, and also conducted
physical experiments to better understand the response under har
monic base excitation at frequency co. Typical time histories of
the free surface near the lowest resonance are shown in Figure
3.34. Peak amplitudes occur at a frequency slightly above that
determined from the linearized conditions defined in Eq. (3.39).
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• Figure 3.34 Free Surface Time Histories Near Lowest Resonance



At somewhat lower frequencies, a bifurcation occurs that is a con
sequence of the nonlinearities along with low dispersion. In all
cases, a good correlation was obtained between the experiments
and the finite element solutions.

Similar numerical and experimental results have been ob
tained by other researchers. For example, Shimizu and Hayama
(1987) developed a formulation which attempts to relax some of
the shallow water assumptions inherent in Eq. (3.38). The authors
then utilize a finite difference method to solve the resulting bound
ary value problem, and compare results with those obtained via
physical experiments on a rectangular tank. Response time histo
ries of surface elevation are provided in Figure 3.35. The numerical

1. experiment ( ll= 0.1, wool = 1.05)

2. calculation (ll = 0.1, wool= 1.05)

3. experiment (ll = 0.1 , woo 1= 1.00)

,"O~l~
-0.5 10 t20 30

4. calculation (ll = 0.1, wool = 1.00)

5. experiment (ll = 0.3, wool= 1.02)

6. calculation (ll = 0.3, WOO1= 1.02)

Shimizu and Hayama, 1987

• Figure 3.35 Free Surface Time Histories Near Lowest Resonance



algorithm again provides quite accurate solutions, and the response
is similar to that obtained by Lepelletier and Raichlen (1988).
Application of this latter formulation to tuned liquid dampers is
considered in Sun et aI., (1989). These authors also attempt to
establish a rational means to determine dissipation during slosh
ing motion. Typical time histories for the surface elevation and the
base shear force are presented in Figure 3.36, while force-dis
placement hysteresis loops are shown in Figure 3.37.
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• Figure 3.36 Tuned liquid Damper Surface Elevation Extrema and Base Shear Force Response
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• Figure 3.37 Tuned Liquid Damper Force-displacement Response



In the above shallow water approximations, the dimen
sionality of the governing equations is reduced by integrating or
averaging through the depth of the fluid. Alternatively, one can
directly model the entire fluid domain by utilizing, for example, a
finite element formulation. Efforts employing this latter approach
for the analysis of sloshing include works by Su et aI., (1982),
Huerta and Liu (1988) and Okamoto and Kawahara (1990).

Once the characteristics of the sloshing liquid are estab
lished, the behavior of the overall structural system can be
determined to some extent based upon the theory provided in
Section 3.4.1 for tuned mass dampers (TMD). For example, an
analogy between tuned liquid dampers and TMD parameters is
provided in Sun et aI., (1995). However, it must be remembered
that TLD response is nonlinear. Stiffness and damping are fre
quency and amplitude dependent.

ANALYSIS OF STRUCTURES
WITH PASSIVE MOTION
CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.5.1 GENERAL FORMULATION

After having obtained a suitable mathematical model for a
particular passive device, it is often necessary to perform a de
tailed analysis of the overall structural system under the action of
dynamic loads. In the current section, several formulations for
dynamic analysis of a structure incorporating passive elements
are briefly outlined. The most effective approach will often de
pend upon the specific type of passive element employed. For
example, an approach based upon modal superposition is appro
priate for the linear analysis of structures with supplemental
viscoelastic devices, while direct time domain procedures are ap
plicable to a wide range of nonlinear analysis including those
associated with the response of structures with hysteretic damp
ers.

The finite element method (e.g., Zienkiewicz and Taylor,
1989; Bathe, 1996) currently provides the most general basis for
this formulation. From a purely physical viewpoint, each indi-



vidual structural member can be represented mathematically by
one or more finite elements having the same mass, stiffness, and
damping characteristics as the original member. Beams and col
umns are represented by one dimensional elements, while shear
walls and floor slabs are idealized by employing two dimensional
finite elements. Alternatively, a less detailed traditional structural
engineering approach can be adopted in which story masses and
stiffnesses are defined. Many reliable general-purpose finite ele
ment software packages currently exist to solve the structural
dynamics problem, including ABAQUS,ADINA, ANSYS, and MSC/
NASTRAN. While some of these programs may not specifically
address the special formulations needed to characterize all pas
sive energy dissipation devices, most permit generic user-defined
elements. Alternatively, one can utilize packages geared exclu
sively toward civil engineering structures, such as ETABS, DRAIN,
and IDARC, which in some cases can already accommodate typi
cal passive elements.

Via any of the above-mentioned methods and programs,
the displacement response of the structure is ultimately represented
by a discrete set of variables, which can be considered the com
ponents of a generalized relative displacement vector x(t) of
dimension N. Then, the N equations of motion for the discretized
structural system, subjected to uniform base excitation and time
varying forces, can be written

MX+Cx+Kx+rx= -(M+M)xg +p (3.40)

where M, C, and K represent the mass, damping, and stiffness
matrices, respectively, while r symbolizes a matrix of operators
which model the passive dampers present in the structure. Mean
while, the vector xg contains the rigid body contribution of the
seismic ground displacement to each degree of freedom, and p
includes the forces due to aerodynamic loading. The matrix M
represents the mass of the passive dampers.

There are several approaches that can be taken to solve
Eq. (3.40). The preferred approach, in terms of accuracy and effi
ciency, depends upon the form of the various terms in that equation.
It is first supposed that the passive dampers can be modeled as



direct linear functions of the acceleration, velocity, and displace
ment vectors. That is,

rx =M:X+CX+Kx

Then, Eq. (3.40) can be rewritten as

in which

A

M=M+M

C=C+C

K=K+K

(3.41 )

(3.42)

(3.43a)

(3.43b)

(3.43c)

Equation (3.42) is now in the form of the classical matrix struc
tural dynamic analysis problem. In the simplest case, which is
now assumed, all of the matrix coefficients associated with the
primary structure and the passive elements are constant. As a re
sult, Eq. (3.42) represents a set of N linear second-order ordinary
differential equations with constant coefficients. These equations
are, in general, coupled. Thus, depending upon N, the solution of
Eq. (3.42) throughout the time range of interest could become
computationally demanding. This required effort can be reduced
considerably if the equation can be uncoupled via a transforma
tion; that is, if M, C, and Kcan be diagonalized. Unfortunately,
this is not possible for arbitrary matrices M, C, and K. However,
with certain restrictions on the damping matrix C, the transfor
mation to modal coordinates accomplishes the objective, as shown
below.

3.5.2 MODAL SUPERPOSITION METHOD

Consider the generalized eigenvalue problem associated
with the undamped free vibration of the MDOF structure. That is

(K- ro~M)> =0 (3.44)



where roo represents an undamped natural frequency of the struc
ture including passive elements and ep is the associated mode
shape vector. The present undamped system will have N such natu
ral frequencies and mode shapes labeled rod and epj respectively,
for i = l,2, ... ,N. Usually, the natural frequencies are ordered by
increasing numerical value, with the lowest (roo/) referred to as
the fundamental frequency. Additionally, the mode shapes satisfy
the following orthogonality conditions

mTMm _ {I for i=j
'I'i 'I'j - 0 for ii' j

m!Km. ={ro~; for i=j
'1'1 'I'J 0 for ii'j

(3.45a)

(3.45b)

and form a complete set spanning the N-dimensional vector space.
Consequently, this set provides the basis for a suitable transforma
tion that can be applied to the original system defined in Eq. (3.42).
In Eqs. (3.45a) and (3.45b), superscript T indicates vector or
matrix transpose.

There are numerous methods available to solve the gener
alized eigenvalue problem defined in Eq. (3.44). The choice
depends largely upon the size and structure of the matrices M
and K. Nearly all of the structural analysis codes noted above
contain efficient and robust eigenvalue extraction routines that
require little user intervention. Routines are also available through
the LAPACK (Anderson, et aI., 1992) or IMSL implementations.

For notational convenience, the natural frequencies are
placed in a diagonal matrix roo. The corresponding mode shape
vectors form the columns of a square matrix <I>, which functions
as the transformation matrix. Thus, any relative displacement vec
tor x can be represented by

x =<I>y (3.46)

where y is the vector of modal (or normal) coordinates. Utilizing
Eq. (3.46), along with Eq. (3.45), in Eq. (3.42) leads to the follow
ing equations of motion expressed in terms of the modal
coordinates,

(3.47)



where

.. =<I>TMxYg g (3.48)

In general, Eq. (3.47) still represents a coupled set of ordinary
differential equations. The equations uncouple only when <I>TC<I>
is also a diagonal matrix. This occurs for the case of proportional
(or Rayleigh) damping, in which

(3.49)

for scalar constants aD and al' From Eqs. (3.45) and (3.49), one
obtains

(3.50)

which is diagonal. The form of C can actually be generalized to
the Caughey series

(3.51)

while still permitting diagonalization. Eq. (3.51) is seldom used to
compute C from a given set of aj' Instead, modal viscous damp
ing ratios Sj are specified, such that

(3.52)

with l; representing a diagonal matrix containing the Si' With
this assumed, Eq. (3.47) becomes

(3.53)

Since the equations are now uncoupled, it is possible to write a
scalar equation, for each mode i, as



(3.54)

in which

(3.55)

Equation (3.54) has the form of an SDOF system, and can be readi Iy
solved by numerical means. Thus, the solution of the original
problem expressed in Eq. (3.52) is greatly simplified. The major
computational task in this whole process is the determination of
the natural frequencies and mode shapes. Even this task is not as
onerous as it first appears, since for most physical problems only a
small percentage of the N modes actually participate significantly
in the system response. As a result, only the structural modes within
a certain frequency range need be calculated.

The price paid for this simplicity is the initial restriction to
system matrices with constant coefficients, and the further con
straint on the damping matrix specified in Eq. (3.51). If the latter
condition is relaxed, it still may be advantageous to use this ap
proach based upon the undamped modes.The governing equations
in modal coordinates, Eq. (3.47), remain coupled. However, it is
often still possible to utilize a set much smaller than N, since typi
cally only a small portion of the undamped modes will participate.
For a more thorough treatment of the modal superposition method,
the textbook by Clough and Penzien (1975) is recommended.

3.5.3 DIRECT TIME DOMAIN ANALYSIS

For analysis of structures that involve nonlinear response,
superposition is of course no longer valid, and a direct time do
main approach is generally adopted. While many methods are
available to perform the required time integration numerically, the
Newmark algorithm is most often selected, providing a reason
able balance between stability and accuracy. The implicit Newmark
algorithm begins with a discretization of the time axis into inter
vals of duration Dot. At any instant, the equations of motion given
in Eq. (3.42) can be recast in the form:

g(xt)= i1xt +Ctxt +Ktxt +Mx~ _pt =0 (3.56)



where the superscripts denote evaluation at time t. It is assumed
that this solution is known, and that the role of the analysis is to
determine a solution at time t+ ~t. That is, one needs to solve

g(xHAt ) =:Mxt+At + ct+AtxHAt

+ KHAtxt+At + :Mx~+At _ PHAt =0
(3.57)

With the Newmark parameters chosen in the usual manner, the
trapezoidal rule is then invoked to relate quantities at time t +M
to those at time t. Thus,

. t+At . t ~t ( .. t oot+At)x =X +- x +x
2

After substituting Eq. (3.58) into Eq. (3.57), one obtains

where

- HAt - HAt 2 A HAt 4 A

K =K +-C +--M
~t (~tt

(3.58a)

(3.58b)

(3.59)

(3.60a)

(3.60b)

In general, Eq. (3.59) represents a set of nonlinear equa
tions in the variables xt+M

. There are numerous iterative solution



techniques that are applicable, including full, modified, and quasi
Newton methods. For the fu II Newton- Raphson method, one solves
the linearized system

(3.61 )

at each iteration (n). In Eq. (3.61), the effective tangent stiffness
matrix and force vector can be written

(3.62a)

fln)!:>t =-g(X(~~t) (3.62b)

respectively. The solution of Eq. (3.61) is used to update the dis
placements via

(3.63)

Iteration continues until a suitable norm of Llx is reduced below a
specified small tolerance. Once convergence is obtained at a par
ticular time step, the displacement is established from
Xf+!:>f =xr:1/), the velocity and acceleration vectors at t+Llt
are computed from Eq. (3.58), and member forces and moments
are evaluated. Then, the time parameter t is incremented, a new
time step size M is selected, and the analysis proceeds to the next
step by assuming xC;)/:;( =xt or by utilizing an extrapolation algo
rithm.

Since Eq. (3.61) requires the formation and factorization
of Kc;~ at each iteration, in practice, the full Newton-Raphson
algorithm is seldom employed. Instead, the system matrix is up
dated less frequently and acceleration techniques are often utilized.
All major structural analysis codes include algorithms similar to
the one outlined above. In many cases, the program adaptively
determines appropriate time step size to maximize computational
efficiency and to reduce the burden placed on the design engi
neer. The algorithm can also be enhanced by introducing line
searches in the direction of the Newton step Llx in an effort to
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obtain a globally-convergent scheme. Additional details concern
ing time domain numerical analysis can be found in Zienkiewicz
and Taylor (1989) and Bathe (1996). It is expected that these non
linear direct time approaches will play an increasingly important
role in structural design, particularly for systems employing pas
sive energy dissipation technology.

3.5.4 ALTERNATIVE FORMULATIONS

FOR VISCOELASTIC SYSTEMS

Another alternative approach, for linear structures that in
clude passive dampers employing the classical Maxwell
force-displacement models of Eq. (3.19), was developed in Con
stantinou and Symans (1993). This formulation can be derived
starting from Eq. (3.40). Assuming that the forces due to the pas
sive devices are rx =fr and that M =0, one can write

MX+Cx+Kx+fr =-MXg +P (3.64)

For building models that employ one degree of freedom per floor,
the passive damper force vector fr contains the horizontal com
ponents of damper forces acting on the individual floors. That is,

nlF] -n2F2

~F2 -n3F3

(3.65)

where n. is the number of identical dampers installed in the jth
J

story and F. is the corresponding horizontal force from a single
damper. F6r the classical Maxwell model under consideration,

dFj 2 (dXj dXj_l]F· +'A-= Co cos e· ----
J dt J dt dt (3.66)



with 9 j representing the placement angle from the horizontal for
the jth floor dampers.

After performing a Fourier transform on Eqs. (3.64)-(3.66),
one obtains

(3.67)

where the tilde symbolizes a Fourier transformed quantity, and

K(CO) = -CO2M + icoC + K + t(co) (3.68)

represents the dynamic stiffness of the structure. The frequency
dependent coefficient matrix t in Eq. (3.67) can be readily ob
tained from

with

__ [iCOCOCOS
2

9 j] (_ _ )
F. - x· -x '-1

J 1+ ico'A J J

(3.69)

(3.70)

The time history response can then be obtained by utilizing the
discrete Fourier transform method (e.g., Press et aI., 1992). In es
sence, one solves Eq. (3.67) for x(co) independently at a number of
frequencies, and an inverse fast Fourier transform algorithm is sub
sequently employed to reconstruct the time domain response x(t).
The solid viscoelastic damper, cylindrical pot fluid damper and
viscous damping wall models can also be accommodated with
this approach. One only needs to replace Eq. (3.70) with the
appropriate frequency domain macroscopic model.

A time history analysis can also be conducted by solving
the set of first-order differential equations (Constantinou and
Symans, 1993):

Bz+Az=f (3.71 )

directly in the time domain. From Eq. (3.66), the various matrices
and vectors in Eq. (3.71) are defined as follows:
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Z~(;J

B=[~ ~ ~]
o 0 AI

lCKI]
A = -I 0 0

-D 0 I

[

-MXg +p]
f = 0

o

(3.72a)

(3.72b)

(3.72c)

(3.72d)

Furthermore, complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors can be de
termined by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem

(3.73)

The natural frequencies and damping ratios are then determined
from

(3.74a)

(3.74b)

The approach defined in Eqs. (3.71 )-(3.74) is specifically devel
oped for structures with viscoelastic dampers, however similar
state-space formulations are often quite attractive for other situa
tions. For example, problems involving nonproportional damping,
modal superposition and model reduction can be handled effec
tively via state space methods.



Another approach that is often taken in the finite element
literature for solution of problems with viscoelastic materials in
volves the representation of the relaxation functions in terms of a
series of exponentials (ABAQUS, 1997). This permits a
computationally efficient treatment of the hereditary contributions,
without restricting the behavior to classical Kelvin or Maxwell for
mulations.

Clearly from the above brief discussion, there are many
different approaches that can be adopted for the analysis of struc
tures with passive dampers, although in some cases typical
structural analysis software packages do not presently provide these
capabilities, except through user-defined formulations.



R E C E N T

DEVELOPMENTS

As discussed in the preceding chapters, passive energy dis
sipation systems encompass a range of materials and devices for
enhancing damping, stiffness and strength, and can be used both
for natural hazard mitigation and for rehabilitation of aging or
deficient structures. In general, they are characterized by a capa
bility to enhance energy dissipation in the structural systems in
which they are installed. This may be achieved either by conver
sion of kinetic energy to heat or by transferring of energy among
vibrating modes. The first method includes devices which operate
on principles such as yielding of metals, frictional sliding, phase
transformation in metals, deformation of viscoelastic solids or flu
ids and fluid orificing. The latter method includes supplemental
oscillators which act as dynamic vibration absorbers.

In what follows, advances in this area in terms of research
and development of some of these devices are presented and dis
cussed. For the sake of completeness, tuned mass dampers and
tuned liquid dampers are included in the discussion although they
are primarily used for vibration control of structures against wind
induced vibrations.

~METAL Lie DAMPERS

As indicated in Section 3.1.1, the idea of utilizing added
metallic energy dissipators within a structure to absorb a large
portion of the seismic energy began with the conceptual and ex
perimental work of Kelly et aL, (1972) and Skinner et aL, (1975).
Several of the devices considered included torsional beams, flex
ural beams and U-strip energy dissipators. During the ensuing years,
a wide variety of such devices have been studied or tested (Tyler,
1985; Bergman and Goel, 1987; Whittaker et aL, 1991 ;Tsai et aL,



1993). Many of these devices use mild steel plates with triangular
or X-shaped plates so that yielding is spread almost uniformly
throughout the material. A typical X-shaped plate damper orADAS
(Added Damping and Stiffness) device is shown in Figure 3.3a. As
discussed in Section 3.1.1, force-displacement response of anADAS
device under constant amplitude displacement controlled cycles
has been examined by Whittaker et aI., (1991). A typical result is
displayed in Figure 3.5, where the area within the hysteresis loops
provides a measure of the amount of dissipated energy. Other
materials, such as lead and shape-memory alloys, have also been
evaluated (Sakurai et aI., 1992; Aiken et aI., 1992). Some particu
larly desirable features of these devices are their stable hysteretic
behavior, low-cycle fatigue property, long term reliability, and rela
tive insensitivity to environmental temperature. Hence, numerous
analytical and experimental investigations have been conducted
to determine the characteristics of individual devices.

Despite obvious differences in their geometric configura
tion, the underlying dissipative mechanism in all cases results from
inelastic deformation ofthe metallic elements. Therefore, in order
to effectively include these devices in the design of an actual struc
ture, one must be able to characterize their expected hysteretic
behavior under arbitrary cyclic loading. While mathematical mod
els have been developed for this purpose as discussed in Section
3.1.1, this development has been based primarily upon experi
mentation atthe macroscopic level. In this approach, a mathemati
cal force-displacement model is first selected, generally based upon
an analogy with existing constitutive relationships for metals. Model
parameters are then determined via curve fitting procedures from
force-displacement experimental data obtained for the particular
damper.

While serious attempts have been made to develop a ra
tional force-displacement relationship for a metallic damper, the
trend in the more contemporary work is toward utilizing even sim
pler representations, based upon elementary plasticity theories.
For example, one finds that metallic dampers have been charac
terized by an elastic-constant strain hardening model (e.g., Perry
et aI., 1993), by a so-called tri-linear model (e.g., Tsai et aI., 1993),
or by a cyclic Ramberg-Osgood model (e.g., Su and Hanson, 1990).
More recently, Pong et aI., (1994) employed a two-surface force
space model in order to simulate some important features of
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damper response, such as cyclic hardening, which were not ad
dressed in the elementary models.

However, it should be noted once again that, in all the
work referenced above, a macroscopic approach is taken. The
model describes only the overall force-displacement response of
a specific damper configuration, with model parameters deter
mined directly from physical testing of that damper. Recently,
Dargush and Soong (1995) developed an inelastic constitutive
model for the material of metallic yield dampers based on a mi
croscopic mechanistic approach. This approach permits a better
understanding of the damper behavior. For example, information
concerning inelastic strain histories provided by the model can be
used to estimate fatigue life of the damper material.

With the knowledge of damper characteristics, the response
behavior of a structure with added metallic yield dampers can be
analyzed based on the procedures developed in Chapters 2 and 3.
An important aspect of the structural analysis that should be em
phasized with regard to metallic yield dampers is related to the
predicted response under earthquake excitations. While the inser
tion of metallic dampers into a structural system generally reduces
response by dissipating a portion of the energy, the response may
actually increase for some specific seismic inputs. For example,
consider a one-degree-of-freedom system with mass m, stiffness k
and a viscous damping ratio of 0.05 subjected to the 1940 EI Centro
SOOE ground motion, with the added damper modeled as a mass
less rate-independent elastic-perfectly plastic element depicted in
Figure 4.1. Plots of maximum acceleration and displacement re-

-----+---f-----f------+x

• Figure 4.1 Force-displacement Relationship for Elastic-Perfectly Plastic Element



sponse versus elastic structural period To are shown in Figure 4.2,
where

( )

112
To =21t m_

k+k
(4.1 )

and k is the initial stiffness. It is clear from these diagrams that
there exist ranges of To in which the elastoplastic damper is either
ineffective or even detrimental.
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_Figure 4.2 SDOF Response to 1940 EI Centro (N·S Component)

The above results for the simple SDOF system certainly
suggest that detailed nonlinear transient dynamic analyses are re
quired to properly evaluate the effectiveness of any real structure
employing metallic dampers for enhanced seismic protection. As
mentioned in Section 3.5, the finite element method (FEM) cur
rently provides the most suitable framework for a multi-degree-of
freedom (MDOF) analysis of an overall structure. The modified
Newton-Raphson time domain approach, for example, is directly
applicable for structures that include metallic dampers. This type
of algorithm is typically available in most major FEM computer
programs. Many of these programs also permit user-defined struc
tural elements. Additionally, major codes include substructuring
facilities, which permit separation of linear and nonlinear degrees
of freedom. The effective tangent stiffness matrix for the linear case
can be formed and eliminated once at the beginning of the analy
sis. The solution at each time step then involves the formation and
decomposition of a relatively small system containing only the



DAMPERS

nonlinear DOF. This type of partitioning was utilized by Ozdemir
(1976) for analysis of structures incorporating torsional beam damp
ers. Subsequently, the same methodology was used by Bhatti et
aL, (1978) to develop an optimal design approach for a base iso
lation system, which included the torsional beam damper. The
method of feasible directions was employed in the latter work for
the optimization of several simple structural systems. In light of
the considerable advances in computing capabilities and optimi
zation software that has occurred during the intervening years, it
would be interesting to apply a similar approach for the design of
metallic dampers positioned within the superstructure.

Recent applications of nonlinear structural analysis to build
ing frames incorporating metallic dampers can be found in Xia
and Hanson (1992), Jara et aL, (1993), and Tsai et aL, (1993). The
first two references consider X-shaped plate dampers, while the
last examines triangular plate dampers. All three works utilize the
DRAIN-2D computer code (Kanaan and Powell, 1973) for the
analyses.

As a final note in this section, it should be mentioned that
there are several attractive alternatives to the modified Newton
Raphson algorithm. One of these involves rewriting the governing
equations in the state-space form by introducing both displace
ment and velocity as primary unknowns (Soong and Grigoriu,
1993). This permits the use of very accurate and efficient first
order differential equation solvers.

~F RIC TID N

Friction dampers utilize the mechanism of solid friction
that develops between two solid bodies sliding relative to one
another to provide the desired energy dissipation. As stated in Sec
tion 3.1.2, several types of friction dampers have been developed
for the purpose of improving seismic response of structures.

As in the case of metallic dampers, the development of
macroscopic force-displacement models for friction dampers has
been dependent, to a considerable extent, on the results of experi
mental testing. Pall et aL, (1980) began their development of fric
tion dampers by conducting static and dynamic tests on a variety



of simple sliding elements having different surface treatments. The
goal was not necessarily to obtain maximum energy dissipation,
but rather to identify a system that possesses a consistent and pre
dictable response. For these tests, contact was maintained between
the sliding surfaces by pretensioning 12.7 mm diameter high
strength bolts. The resulting load-displacement response under
monotonic loading is shown in Figure 4.3, while Figure 3.9 de
tails the hysteretic behavior under constant amplitude displace
ment-controlled cyclic loading.
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Pall et aI., 1980

• Figure 4.3 Load-displacement Response of Limited Slip Bolted Joints

Subsequently, Pall and Marsh (1982) proposed a system in
which the braces in a moment resisting frame incorporated fric
tional devices. These devices utilize the same heavy duty brake
lining pads. In a typical X-braced system, the braces are designed
to buckle at relatively low compressive loads. As a result, the
braces contribute only when subjected to tension. By installing
uniaxial friction elements within each brace, slippage would only
occur in the tensile direction and very little energy dissipation
would result during cyclic loading. However, the special damper
mechanism, devised by Pall and Marsh (1982), and depicted in
Figure 3.8a, permits much more effective operation. During cy
clic loading, the mechanism tends to straighten buckled braces
and also enforces slippage in both tensile and compressive direc
tions.



Initially, Pall and Marsh (1982) used a simple elastoplastic
model to represent the behavior of this X-braced friction damper.
However, Filiatrault and Cherry (1987) determined that this is only
valid if the device slips during every cycle, and if the slippage is
always sufficient to completely straighten any buckled braces.
Otherwise, the Pall-Marsh model overestimates the energy dissi
pation. To remedy this situation, FiIiatrauIt and Cherry (1987) pro
posed a more detailed macroscopic model for the device. A sche
matic is provided in Figure 4.4. Each member of the
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Filialraull and Cherry, 1987

• Figure 4.4 Refined Model for X·braced Friction Damper

bracing-damper system is represented by elements reflecting its
individual axial and bending characteristics. Thus, the structural
braces are assumed to yield in tension, but buckle elastically in
compression. The device links are permitted to yield in both ten
sion and compression, while the sliding brake pads are represented
by a hysteretic model corresponding to the experimental results
obtained by Pall et aI., (1980). Bending stiffness is included to
maintain stability of the damper mechanism.

In addition to developing the refined model, Filiatrault and
Cherry (1987) conducted some physical experiments. In particu
lar, they examined the response of the X-braced damper, with heavy
duty asbestos brake lining pads, subjected to cyclic
displacement-controlled loading along one diagonal. Results are
shown in Figure 4.5. Notice that, although a consistent response
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Filiatrault and Cherry, 1987
• Figure 4.5 Experimental Hysteresis Loops for X-braced Friction Damper

is still maintained over a total of fifty cycles with a displacement
amplitude of 15 mm, the hysteresis loops are no longer perfectly
rectangular. The notches appearing in the two corners of the loops
were attributed to the difference between the diameters of the
bolts and bolt holes. In fact, the results shown in the figure were
obtained after inserting steel bushings in the corner holes and slots
of the device. From this investigation, it is clear that seemingly
minor fabrication details can affect the overall performance of the
friction damper. A hysteretic model can also be developed for this
imperfect Coulomb friction element, which essentially involves
multilevel bearing stops.

Several alternate friction damper designs have also been
proposed in the recent literature. For example, Roik et aL, (1988)
discuss seismic control of structures through the use of three-stage
friction-grip elements. Another simple design, the Slotted Bolted
Connection (SBC), shown in Figure 4.6, was investigated by
FitzGerald et aL, (1989). Experimental results obtained under siz
able displacement controlled loading are provided in Figure 4.7.
In State 1, the gusset plate slips relative to the channel plates,
while in State 2 there is also slippage between the channel and
cover plates. It should be noted that the consistent experimental
response present in Figure 4.7 is attributed by the authors to the
inclusion of Belleville spring washers. On the other hand, Grigorian
et aL, (1993) also employ Belleville washers in an SBC design, but
obtain much more erratic behavior as indicated in Figure 4.8.
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FitzGerald et aI., 1989

• Figure 4.6 Slotted Bolted Connection
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• Figure 4.7 Typical Load Deformation Diagram for Slotted Bolted Connections
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_Figure 4.8 Cyclic Response of Slotted Bolted Connections

Clearly this latter type of response from a critical structural com
ponent must be deemed unacceptable.

The uniaxial friction damper illustrated in Figure 3.8b,
manufactured by Sumitomo Metal Industries Ltd., utilizes a slightly
more sophisticated design. The pre-compressed internal spring
exerts a force that is converted through the action of inner and
outer wedges into a normal force on the friction pads. These cop
per alloy friction pads contain graphite plug inserts, which pro-



vides dry lubrication. This helps to maintain a consistent coeffi
cient of friction between the pads and the inner surface of the
stainless steel casing. Aiken and Kelly (1990) indicate that the
response of these dampers is extremely regular and repeatable
with rectangular hysteresis loops. Furthermore, the effect of load
ing frequency and amplitude, number of cycles, or ambient tem
perature on damper response was reported to be insignificant.
Although the supportive component test data is not available in
the literature, it would seem that a simple elastic-perfectly plastic
hysteretic model is also appropriate for structural analysis involv
ing this device.

The final friction damper to be considered is the Energy
Dissipating Restraint (EDR) manufactured by Fluor Daniel, Inc.
and detailed in Figure 4.9. Superficially, the design is similar to
the Sumitomo concept, since this device also includes an internal
spring and wedges encased in a steel cylinder. However, there
are several novel aspects of the EDR that combine to produce very
different response characteristics. A detailed presentation of the
design and its performance is provided in Nims et aI., (1993a). As
indicated in Figure 4.9, the EDR utilizes steel compression wedges
and bronze friction wedges to transform the axial spring forc~ into
a normal pressure acting outward on the cylinder wall. Thus, the

Steel compression
wedges

Internal stop

Nimsetal.,1993a

• Figure 4.9 Energy Dissipating Restraint
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Bronze friction wedges
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Spherical rod
end bearing
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frictional surface is formed by the interface between the bronze
wedges and the steel cylinder. Internal stops are provided within
the cylinder in order to create the tension and compression gaps
that are illustrated in Figure 4'-9. Consequently, unlike the
Sumitomo device, the length of the internal spring can be altered
during operation, providing a variable frictional slip force. Typi
cal experimental hysteretic behavior is displayed in Figure 4.10
for three different configurations. Figure 4.1 Oa represents the re
sponse obtained with zero gaps and zero spring preload. Triangu
lar shaped hysteresis loops result indicating slip force proportional
to the device displacement. With non-zero spring preload, but no
initial gaps, the flag-shaped hysteresis loops of Figure 4.1 Ob are
obtained. Finally, with a non-zero preload and very large gaps,
the device acts as a standard Coulomb damper as indicated in
Figure 4.1 Oc. Clearly, from Figure 4.1 0, the response characteris
tics of the EDR are quite different from those of the other friction
dampers.

Considerable experimental studies have also been per
formed at the structural level. The first such investigation was
conducted by Filiatrault and Cherry (1987), who evaluated the
performance of the cross-braced friction dampers. Two identical
three-story, one-third scale steel frame structures were fabricated
in a manner that readily permitted transformation between mo
ment resisting (MR), braced moment resisting (BMR) and frictional
damped braced (FDB) frame configurations. Natural frequencies
and damping ratios were measured at low amplitude for all three
configurations. Then the structures were mounted on a shaking
table and subjected to a series of earthquake records with varying
magnitude and frequency content. In general, the authors found
that the friction-damped structures responded significantly better
than the MR or BMR designs for high intensity signals.

The experimental program designed by Filiatrault and
Cherry (1987), and described briefly above, was well conceived
and quite comprehensive. However, one minor point must be made
concerning the use of full scale cross-braced friction devices in a
one-third scale structure. Even though slip loads were adjusted to
appropriate levels, this scaling imbalance reduces the contribu
tion of any geometric nonlinearities that may be associated with
the device. It is difficult to determine the significance of that con
tribution without further testing or detailed modeling.
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_Figure 4.10 Experimental Data for EDR

An additional experimental study on the cross-braced
dampers was conducted by Aiken et al., (1988). A three-bay, nine
story, one-quarter scale steel structure was extensively tested on
an earthquake simulator, in both MR and FOB frame configura
tions. The dissipating elements in the FOB design utilized a brake
lining pad/stainless steel frictional interface. Low amplitude natural
frequencies and damping ratios were first determined for both
configurations. The fundamental frequencies were 2.0 Hz and
2.23 Hz for the MR and FOB frames, respectively, while the corre-



sponding damping ratios were calculated at 2.4% and 5.6%. The
structure was subjected to a total of ten different seismic signals
with varying magnitude. As expected, for a given earthquake, an
increase in magnitude was found to increase the effectiveness of
the friction dampers. For example, the ratio of roof-to-ground
acceleration dropped from 3.1 to 2.0 as the peak ground accel
eration of an EI Centro time history was elevated from 0.30 g to
0.84 g. At that highest intensity, the FOB structure had an esti
mated equivalent damping ratio of 32%.

In order to compare performance of the MR and FOB
frames, Aiken et aI., (1988) used temporal scaling of the 1985
Mexico City ground motion to achieve a quasi-resonance response
for each configuration. The predominant signal frequency was
adjusted to coincide with the fundamental frequency of the struc
ture. For the MR frame, a peak ground acceleration of 0.25 g then
produced a maximum displacement of 3.1 in., while a 0.65 g
peak acceleration resulted in a displacement of only 2.8 in. for
the friction-damped frame. Furthermore, in the latter case, ap
proximately 70% of the input energy was dissipated by the fric
tional devices. The primary structural members remained in the
elastic range.

More recently, using the same nine-story test frame, Aiken
and Kelly (1990) performed a combined experimental and nu
merical investigation of uniaxial Sumitomo friction elements in
stalled in conjunction with chevron bracing. A comprehensive
test program was conducted, involving free vibration, random
excitation, and pulse loadings, along with a total of fourteen dif
ferent seismic ground motions. Only a brief summary can be
provided here, but all test results are thoroughly documented in
the referenced report. The authors note that the performance of
the friction dampers was outstanding. The hysteresis loops indi
cated very consistent, nearly ideal Coulomb behavior throughout
the duration of the test program. For example, the response at all
ten friction damper locations, for the EI Centro ground motion at
0.712 g peak acceleration, are reproduced in Figure 4.11. Ap
proximately 60% of the input energy is dissipated in the dampers.
Meanwhile, the corresponding floor accelerations, displacements,
and interstory drifts are presented in Figure 4.12, along with those
for the conventional MR and BMR frames. It is apparent from
these profiles that the FOB structure nearly attains the benefits of
the reduced displacement response of the BMR frame, combined
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_Figure 4.11 Response of Sumitomo Dampers in Nine-Story Frame for EI Centro 0.712g Input

with the acceleration response of the MR frame. The report also
contains details of a numerical study and comparisons with re
sponses obtained using viscoelastic dampers in the same struc
tural frame.

The final experimental study to be discussed in this sec
tion concerns the behavior of the EDR device. Richter et al., (1990)
describe results from a series of over 400 shaking table tests con-
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• Figure 4.12 Overall Response Comparison in Nine-story Frame for EI Centro 0.712g Input

ducted on a small, 6 ft. high, three-story steel frame structure.
Although a number of different internal EDR damper configura
tions were considered, in all cases, two devices were mounted in
each story. Typical hysteretic response of the dampers, configured
with no gaps and an initial slip load of 200 Ibs., is shown in Figure
4.13 for a scaled Zacatula ground motion. The flag-shaped loops
are well-defined and quite consistent. Cumulative energy time
histories are provided in Figures 4.14a,b for Zacatula and EI Centro
signals, respectively. In both cases, the frictional devices dissi
pate over 90% of the total input energy. However, as noted by the
authors, hysteretic mechanisms do not respond quickly to sudden
impulses. This is evident in these energy response curves. Addi
tionally, higher modes were sometimes excited due to sudden stiff
ness changes associated with the frictional devices. Despite these
limitations, the EDR device consistently provided reductions in
displacements and interstory drifts, and increased the effective
damping ratio of the test structure.

After a hysteretic model has been validated for a particular
friction damper, it can be readily incorporated in an overall struc
tural analysis. Although some attempts have been made to intro
duce the concepts of equivalent viscous damping (e.g., Scholl,
1993), in general, a full nonlinear time domain analysis is required.
The finite element methodologies outlined in Chapter 3 are di
rectly applicable, and in fact have been used in a number of de
tailed numerical investigations involving friction dampers. The
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• Figure 4.13 EDR Response in Three-story Test Frame for zacatula Ground Motion

present section contains a review of the more prominent efforts,
which attempt to highlight the benefits of incorporating various
frictional devices into structural systems.

As a part of their initial work, Pall et aI., (1980) performed
parametric studies on a hypothetical panelized apartment build
ing incorporating Limited Slip Bolted (LSB) joints. The nonlinear
analysis utilized DRAIN-2D (Kanaan and Powell, 1973) to deter-
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• Figure 4.14 Cumulative Energy Time History for EDR Damped Three-story Test Frame



mine the response due to the 1940 EI Centro SOOE seismic ground
motion scaled to various intensities. Results show that both build
ing height and slip load had a major influence on seismic perfor
mance. For example, Figures 4.15a,b present the maximum wall
normal stress at the base and the maximum displacement at the
top, respectively, as a function of those two parameters. Ratios of
less than unity indicate enhanced performance for the friction
damped structure. It is apparent that significant improvement is
possible for the 15- and 20-story buildings, while the addition of
LSB joints is not beneficial for the stiffer 5- and 10-story models.
Unfortunately, this behavior is difficult to generalize, because the
response is strongly influenced by the frequency content of the
seismic signal.

3
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• Figure 4.15 Numerical Results of LSB Joint for EI Centro Ground Motion

Pall and Marsh (1982) presented similar numerical trends
for a 10-story steel frame supported on a rigid foundation, again
subjected to the 1940 EI Centro earthquake. Results for three
configurations, MR, BMR and FOB, were compared. The ORAIN
20 analysis included consideration of tensile yielding and com
pressive buckling of primary frame members, along with their
simple hysteretic friction damper model. Zero viscous damping
was assumed for the structure in all three configurations. Their
results show that addition of friction dampers results in significant
reductions in interstory drifts. Reduced column shear and bend
ing moment are also apparent. On the other hand, axial forces
are greater than those obtained for the moment resisting frame.



For the particular case considered, plastic hinges form in beam
members of the MR and BMR designs, while the primary mem
bers in the FOB with optimal slip loads remain elastic. The au
thors note, however, that results obtained for a single seismic record
may not be conclusive.

Similar studies were carried out by Filiatrault and Cherry
(1987, 1988). In Filiatrault and Cherry (1988), a comparative nu
merical study was conducted of conventional, friction-damped,
and base-isolated BMR steel frame structures. A typical ten-story
building, with cross bracing in the even stories, was employed for
the comparison. Optimal friction device slip loads were deter
mined using DRAIN-20 for the 1940 EI Centro SOOE signal. In a
similar manner, design parameters were established for the lead
rubber hysteretic bearing base isolation system. Mathematical
models of all three systems were then subjected to signals from
the 1977 Bucharest and 1985 Mexico City earthquakes, which
have a very strong low frequency content. In terms of damage to
structural members, results show that both base isolated (BIBMR)
and frictional damped (FOB) frames performed well under the EI
Centro earthquake. However, only the FOB design was effective
for the remaining two disturbances. However, it is difficult to
draw general conclusions concerning the relative merits of FOB
and BIBMR designs. It can be argued that the BIBMR system was
simply not designed to respond favorably to strong low frequency
content earthquakes. In that regard, this study by Filiatrault and
Cherry (1988) highlights the importance of optimizing structural
performance, not for a single seismic signal, but rather for the
entire range of earthquake inputs that can be expected to occur at
a particular site. The computational effort required for such an
approach is not beyond that available with modern engineering
workstations.

More recently, numerical and theoretical investigations on
the response of structural systems incorporating EOR devices have
appeared. Nims et aI., (1993a) conducted parametric studies on
idealized SOOF systems with added frictional elements that pro
duce either the flag-shaped or triangular-shaped hysteresis loops
discussed earlier. The parameters considered include the frequen
cies of the braced and unbraced structure, unbraced damping ra
tio ~, EOR device initial slip load Pr as a percentage of the struc
tural weight, and amplitude and frequency content of the seismic
signal. Figure 4.16 provides a typical set of results for devices
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• Figure 4.16 Numerical Response of SDOF Structure with EDR

with flag-shaped hysteresis loops. In these plots, the acceleration
response, due to the EI Centro and Zacatula earthquakes, is plot
ted versus unbraced structural frequency with ~ =0.05. The fre
quency of the braced structure is assumed, in all cases, to equal
twice the unbraced frequency. From Figures 4.16a,c, it is appar
ent that the addition of frictional devices reduces response, ex
cept for structures in the low frequency range. (Results for an
unbraced structure with ~ =0.1 a are also included in these fig
ures to illustrate the effects of adding purely viscous damping
mechanisms. The variation of response with initial slip load is
quantified in Figures 4.16b,d.

The above EDR results are for a SDOF system. However,
the response of a six-story, O.3-scale steel MDOF structure, sub
jected to the EI Centro and Zacatula ground motions, has been
reported in Nims et aI., (1993b). Comparisons made with the cor
responding unbraced and conventionally braced frames indicate
that the friction dampers effectively reduce displacements, while
maintaining comparable acceleration levels.



Nonlinear analysis methods have been employed out of
necessity in all of the efforts referred to in this section to describe
the behavior of structural systems that incorporate friction damp
ers. In recent work, Inaudi et aL, (1993b) have developed some
interesting and potentially useful methods to approximate the re
sponse of systems that include EDR devices with triangular-shaped
hysteresis loops. The authors note that although these frictional
elements are nonlinear and the principle of superposition does
not apply, the response is scale invariant. Thus, if a deformation
history is scaled by a certain factor, the forces in the device are
multiplied by that same factor. This permits the effective use of
the techniques of harmonic linearization and statistical lineariza
tion (Inaudi et aL, 1993b) to develop estimates of the actual non
linear response. In general, very good results are obtained, indi
cating that these methods may be suitable for preliminary design
calculations. It should be noted, however, that the use of discon
tinuous memory functions within a force-displacement model can
lead to difficulties under arbitrary excitations which include par
tial unloading-reloading cycles.

TVISCDELASTIC DAMPERS

While viscoelastic (VE) dampers have been applied to
buildings for motion control against wind-induced vibrations for
more than 25 years, research and development ofVE dampers for
seismic applications began only recently. Over the last few years,
significant advances in this direction have been made through
analyses and experimental tests. In order to assess seismic appli
cability of VE dampers, extensive experimental programs have
been designed and carried out for steel frames in the laboratory
(Ashour and Hanson, 1987; Su and Hanson, 1990; Lin et aL, 1991;
Fujita et aL, 1992; Kirekawa et aL, 1992; Aiken et aL, 1993;
Bergman and Hanson, 1993; Chang et aL, 1993b, c; Chang et aL,
1995), for lightly reinforced concrete frames in the laboratory
(Foutch, et aL, 1993; Lobo et aL, 1993b; Chang et aL, 1994; Shen
et aI., 1995), and for a full-scale steel frame structure in the field
(Chang et aL, 1993a; Lai et aL, 1995). In what follows, two of
these experiments are described and their results summarized.



Chang el aI., 1993a
_Figure 4.17 The Five-story Test Structure

2/S-Scale Five-story Steel Frame
The test structure in this case is a 2/S-scale five-story steel

frame of a prototype structure. Its overall dimensions are 52 in. x
52 in. in plan and 224 in. in height as shown in Figure 4.17 (Chang
et al., 1993a).A lumped mass system simulating the dynamic prop
erties of the prototype structure was accomplished by adding steel
plates at each floor level. The weight at each floor is 1.27 kips for
the first four floors and 1.31 kips for the top floor. All the girder
to-column joints are fully welded as rigid connections. The calcu
lated fundamental frequency of the test structure without added
dampers is 3.1 Hz and the first-mode damping ratio used in the
analysis program is 1.0% of critical.

A pair of properly designed dampers was diagonally placed
on the model structure at each floor as shown in Figure 4.17. The
responses of the test structure with and without added VE damp
ers and with precisely controlled ambient temperatures were stud-
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ied experimentally under simulated white noise and earthquakes
of varying intensities.

The natural frequency of the viscoelastically damped model
structure lies between 3.2 Hz and 3.7 Hz, depending on the am
bient temperature. TheVE dampers were designed to increase the
damping ratio of the model structure to about 15% of critical at
room temperature of about 25°C without significantly changing
the structure's natural frequency.

As the ambient temperature of VE dampers increases, the
VE material becomes softer and their efficiency decreases. Figure
4.18a,b shows the effect of ambient temperature on the structure's
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• Figure 4.18 Effect of Ambient Temperature on Natural Frequency and Damping Ratio

natural frequency and damping ratio. Table 4.1 summarizes the
effectiveness of the VE dampers under various ambient tempera
tures (Chang et aI., 1992). A 0.12 g white noise excitation was
used as the input motion for the comparison to eliminate the fluc
tuation in the input frequencies. Figure 4.19a-c shows displace
ment time histories at the roof of the model structure without added
dampers (co =3.1 Hz) and of the model structure with added damp
ers at ambient temperatures of 25°C (co =3.6 Hz) and 42°C
(co =3.26 Hz), respectively, under 0.12 g Hachinohe earthquake.
The damping ratios corresponding to these cases are given in Fig
ure 4.18b. It is seen that, even at 42°C, due to extra damping
provided by the VE dampers, the viscoelastically damped struc
ture still achieves a significant reduction in seismic response as
compared to the no-damper case. Similar observations can be
made on story drifts and floor accelerations at all floor levels. The
temperature increase during ground shaking in the VE material in
this study was insignificant (below 2° C).



.Table 4.1 Summary of Dynamic Response Reduction Percentage under 0.12g White
Noise Excitation

No With Dampers

Maximum Floor Damper (% Reduction of No-Damper Case)

Response Level Reference

T=2S· T=30" T=34· T=38" T=42"
C C C C C

Relative 5 0.696 81.9 81.3 76.4 70.7 66.7
Floor 4 0.588 83.3 80.1 75.0 69.9 66.7
D;sp. 3 0.484 84.3 80.8 75.6 71.1 68.6
(in) 2 0.328 83.5 79.6 75.6 71.6 69.5

1 0.116 76.7 73.3 70.7 65.5 63.8

Interstory 5 0.152 78.3 82.2 78.3 75.0 73.0
Drift 4 0.164 86.0 84.1 78.7 73.2 70.1
(in) 3 0.178 82.0 82.0 74.2 68.5 65.2

2 0.214 85.0 82.7 77.1 72.4 68.2
1 0.116 76.7 73.3 70.7 65.5 63.8

Maximum 5 1.222 85.7 85.1 81.1 77.0 73.9
Floor 4 0.856 82.5 80.5 76.8 72.5 69.4
Accel. 3 0.988 86.5 85.2 81.5 78.7 77.8

(g) 2 0.948 84.6 84.7 84.7 80.1 78.4
1 0.658 74.6 75.2 77.4 75.2 76.4

Chang el aI., 1992

Shaking table tests were also carried out on the
viscoelastically damped structure at room temperature (25°C) un
der the time scaled EI Centro earthquake with a peak acceleration
of 0.6 g (Chang et aI., 1995). Numerical studies using an inelastic
analysis program DRAIN-2D (Kanaan and Powell, 1973) showed
that, without added VE dampers, the model structure would un
dergo inelastic deformation under this strong ground motion.There
fore, under such severe ground motions, only analytical studies
were conducted on the model structure without added dampers.
The inelastic analysis results are used to assess the effectiveness of
VE dampers under strong earthquake ground motions.

Figure 4.20a,b shows displacement time histories at the
roof of the model structure without and with added VE dampers
under the 0.6 gEl Centro earthquake ground motion. The natural
frequencies of the structure without and with added VE dampers
are about 3.1 Hz and 3.7 Hz, respectively. It can be seen that VE
dampers provide significant extra damping to the structure so that
the structure behaved elastically and the seismic response was
greatly reduced. Similar observations can be made for story drifts
and floor accelerations at all floor levels. The effectiveness ofVE
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• Figure 4.19 Roof Displacement Time Histories
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• Figure 4.20 Displacement Time History at Roof



• Table 4.2 Summary of Dynamic Response under 0.60g EI Centro and Hachinohe
Earthquake Motions

No Damper With Dampen
Maximum Floor (Inelastic Analysis) (% Reduction of
Response Level No-Damper Case)

EI Centro Hachinohe EI Centro Hachinohe
(O.60g) (O.60g) (O.60g) (O.60g)

Relative 5 2.150 3.490 0.766 0.823
Floor Disp. (64.4) (76.4)

(in) 4 1.990 3.240 0.665 0.719
(66.6) (77.8)

3 1.650 2.700 0.529 0.579
(67.9) (78.6)

2 1.110 1.630 0.346 0.382
(68.8) (76.6)

1 0.390 0.470 0.143 0.148
(63.3) (68.5)

Interstory 5-4 0.207 0.310 0.104 0.111
Drift (49.8) (64.2)
(in) 4-3 0.365 0.599 0.137 0.146

(62.5) (75.6)
3-2 0.598 1.100 0.187 0.201

(68.7) (81.7)
2-1 0.721 1.185 0.214 0.234

(70.3) (80.3)
1-0 0.394 0.470 0.143 0.148

(63.7) (68.5)

Chang et aI., 1995

dampers under the scaled 0.6 g EI Centro and Hachinohe earth
quake ground motions are summarized in Table 4.2.

Figure 4.21 a-d shows the envelope curves of the lateral
displacement, interstory drift, cumulated story shear, and over
turning moment of the model structure with and without added
dampers under the 0.6 g EI Centro earthquake. It can be seen that
addingVE dampers to the structure reduces not only the deforma
tion but also the base shear and overturning moment even when
the structure without added dampers behaves inelastically. The
VE dampers dissipate a significant amount of seismic input energy
to prevent the structure from undergoing inelastic deformation.
Similar results were obtained for the 0.6 g Hachinohe earthquake.

1/3-Scale Three-story Concrete Frame
In this study, the seismic response of a scaled reinforced

concrete structure usingVE dampers as a means for seismic retro
fit was investigated. Unlike steel structures, the seismic response
of a reinforced concrete structure is by and large inelastic, which
is often accompanied by permanent deformation and damage.
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• Figure 4.21 Response Envelopes: - ••••• with Dampers,--without Dampers

The addition of viscoelastic dampers in this case can dissipate
energy at the early stages of cracking of the concrete elements
and reduce the development of damage. With proper selection of
dampers, this damage can be substantially reduced or even elimi
nated. The quantification of the influence of viscous and elastic
stiffness properties of dampers during the inelastic response of
reinforced concrete structures was the subject of this investiga
tion.

A one-third scale model of a three-story lightly reinforced
concrete framed building was tested under simulated base mo
tions using a shaking table (Lobo et aI., 1993b; Chang et aI., 1994).
The structure was tested using a series of simulated ground mo
tions obtained from the scaled 1952 Taft earthquake, N21 Ecom
ponent, normalized for peak ground accelerations of 0.05 g, 0.20
g, and 0.30 g, representing minor, moderate, and severe ground
motions. The structure, which was previously damaged in shaking
table tests, was retrofitted by adding viscoelastic diagonal braces
in the interior bay of each frame as shown in Figure 4.22. The
viscoelastic dampers were similarly positioned as in the steel frame
case. Some selected experimental results under the 0.2 g Taft
earthquake are summarized here for one type of dampers tested
from the viewpoint of energy dissipation.



(a) Elevation

(b) Viscoelastic Brace Dampers

lobo et aI., 1993b

• Figure 4.22 Details of the RIC Model with Viscoelastic
Braced Dampers

The interstory
drifts and story shears
in the columns are
substantially reduced
at all floors as indi
cated in Table 4.3.
While the deforma
tions are reduced ap
proximately three
times, the shear forces
are reduced only
twice.These forces are
much smaller than the
ultimate strength of
the columns; more
over, they are smaller
than their yielding
strengths. A sample set
of force-deformations
at the first floor as
shown in Figure 4.23
indicates that the col
umn forces and defor-
mations are substan

tially reduced, while most of the energy dissipation (area of hys
teretic loops) is transferred from the columns to the vi~coelastic

dampers. Although some inelastic deformations are experienced
by the columns in the presence of the viscoelastic braces, the col
umn response is substantially improved.

• Table 4.3 Maximum Measured Interstory Response for 0.2g Taft Excitation

Interstory Drifts (in) Column Story Shears (kips)

First Second Third First Second Third

Without 0.656 0.388 0.167 20.63 16.20 10.71
Dampers

With 0.194 0.147 0.066 7.68 5.71 4.19
Dampers

lobo et aI., 1993b
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• Figure 4.23 Force-deformation Curves under 0.2g Taft Earthquake

The VE dampers alter the overall energy balance as shown
in Figure 4.24. For the 0.2 g Taft earthquake used in the experi
ment (Figures 4.24a,b), the total input energy is increased. How
ever, the added VE dampers dissipate a majority of this energy,
leaving only a small amount of hysteretic energy to be dissipated
by the structural members. Similar energy calculations under some
other earthquakes are also shown in Figure 4.24, showing that the
overall energy input may vary depending on the match between
the structural frequencies and the earthquake frequency content.

This series of experiments reveals that retrofitting reinforced
concrete frames using viscoelastic dampers can reduce the over
all response, but more importantly, can reduce the risk of devel
oping a damaging mechanism near collapse. In particular, the
hysteretic energy dissipation is transferred from the load bearing
elements, such as the columns or beams, to non-load bearing de
vices that are not essentially damaged.
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• Figure 4.24 Contribution of Energy Terms

The analysis of a structure equipped with viscoelastic
dampers is significantly simpler than those dealing with metallic
or friction dampers. As seen from Eq. (3.12), the force-displace
ment relationship of a viscoelastic damper is linear in displace
ment and velocity. Thus, for a single-degree-of-freedom structure
oscillating at frequency ro, the term r x in Eq. (3.40) due to the
addition of a viscoelastic damper with shear area A and thickness
o takes the form

(4.2)

where k' and c' are defined in Eq. (3.13a,b) and ~ is the position
factor; ~ =cos2 e if the VE damper is installed diagonally at an
inclination angle e with the horizontal. Equation (4.2) strictly
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applies only under harmonic motion at frequency 00 . However, it
represents a reasonable approximation for more general motions
within a limited frequency band, provided that k' and c' are
nearly constant throughout that band. Thus, unlike metallic or
friction dampers, a linear structure with added VE dampers re
mains linear with the dampers contributing to increased viscous
damping as well as lateral stiffness. This feature represents a sig
nificant simplification in the analysis of viscoelastically damped
structures (Zhang et aI., 1989; Zhang and Soong, 1992).

The extension of this analysis procedure to multi-degree
of-freedom structural systems is straightforward if proportional
damping is assumed. The equations of motion for the modal dis
placements are decoupled in this case, and modifications to the
modal damping and stiffness due to addition of VE dampers can
be obtained by following the modal strain energy method (Soong
and Lai, 1991). The ith modal damping ratio due to added VE
dampers can be calculated as

~. = 11(00;)~
I 2 £.

I

(4.3)

where 11(OOi) is the loss factor of the VE material at modal fre
quency OOi of the original structure, Ei is the ith modal strain en
ergy of the system with dampers and Ev is the energy stored in the
viscoelastic dampers. These energies are calculated from

where <Pi is the ith mode shape vector associated with OOi, K is the
original stiffness matrix without added dampers, and K is the stiff
ness matrix attributed to the added dampers. Eq. (4.3) can be writ
ten as

(4.5a)

(4.5b)



The modified ith modal frequency is

(4.6)

where M is the mass matrix of the structure.

If the change of the mode shapes due to added dampers can be
neglected, Eq. (4.5) can be further simplified to (Chang et aI., 1993a)

(4.7)

where (OJ is the ith modal frequency corresponding to the original
structure.

VISCOELASTIC FLUID DAMPERS

Damping devices based on the operating principle of high
velocity fluid flow through orifices have found numerous applica
tions in the shock and vibration isolation of aerospace and de
fense systems.These previous uses include the attenuation of weap
ons grade shock, including airburst, water surface, and underwa
ter detonations; with applications including individual weapons
or electronic systems, ship decks, and command, control and com
munications equipment for all branches of the military. Other pre
vious aerospace/defense uses include the attenuation of aircraft,
spacecraft and ship vibration, plus wind and airblast isolation on
large rocket launch gantries, such as the Space Shuttle.

In recent years, research and development of viscoelastic
fluid dampers for seismic applications to civil engineering struc
tures have been performed to accomplish three major objectives.
The first was to demonstrate by analysis and experiment that fluid
dampers can improve the seismic capacity of a structure by re
ducing damage and displacements and without increasing stresses.
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The second was to develop mathematical models for these de
vices and demonstrate how these models can be incorporated in
existing structural engineering software codes. Finally, the third
was to evaluate the reliability and environmental stability of the
dampers for structural engineering applications.

The approach used to adapt orificed viscoelastic fluid
dampers for hazard mitigation applications began with computer
simulations of structures incorporating this technology to estab
lish parametric baselines for a series of experiments. Experiments
were performed at the component level to verify proper perfor
mance. Shake table tests were then performed with steel moment
frames (Constantinou and Symans, 1992, 1993) with a reinforced
concrete bUilding model (Reinhorn et aI., 1995), and with an iso
lated bridge model (Tsopelas, et aI., 1994). Mathematical models
were then developed to analytically predict the observed response
and to assist in the interpretation of the experimental results.

The construction of the orificed fluid dampers used in the
experimental studies mentioned above is shown in Figure 3.16c.
It consists of a stainless steel piston with bronze orifice head and
an accumulator. It is filled with silicon oil. The piston head utilizes
specially shaped passages which alter the flow characteristics with
fluid speed so that the force output is proportional to !LiI(X, where
Li is the piston rod velocity and ex is a predetermined coefficient
in the range of 0.5 to 2. A design with ex =1 results in a linear
viscous damper.

This behavior dominates for frequencies of motion below
a predetermined cutoff frequency (related to the characteristics of
the accumulator valves). Beyond this frequency, the fluid dampers
exhibit strong stiffness in addition to substantial ability to dissi
pate energy. The existence of the cutoff frequency is sometimes
desirable, since the lower modes of vibration are only damped
while the higher ones are both damped and stiffened so that their
contribution is completely suppressed.

The orifice flow may be compensated by a passive bi-me
tallic thermostat which allows operation of the device over a tem
perature range of -40°C to 70°C. The performance characteristics
of the device are considered state-of-the-art. The described de
vice with fluidic control orifices, bi-metallic thermostat and spe
cial silicon oil originated within products used in classified appli-



cations of the u.s. Air Force. Over 30,000 of these devices are
currently in service in the United States.

The fluid dampers tested initially had all of the aforemen
tioned characteristics and they were designed to behave as linear
viscous dampers. Each had stroke of ±51 mm, length of 280 mm
and weighed 20 N. They were used in the tested building model
described in the sequel and a bridge model.

Figure 3.19 shows recorded loops of force vs. displace
ment of one damper at a temperature of 23°C. The purely viscous
nature of the device is apparent. For frequencies above about 4
Hz, the damper exhibited stiffness. Figure 4.25 shows recorded
data on the peak output force vs. peak velocity of input at tem
peratures of 0°, 25°, and 50°C. It may seem that the experimental
results may be fitted with straight lines of slope Co which repre
sents the damping constant. The behavior of the device was com
pletely unaffected by the amplitude of motion. The values of Co in
Figure 4.25 demonstrate the small dependency of the characteris
tics of the device on temperature.
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• Figure 4.25 Peak Force vs. Peak Velocity at Various Temperatures
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• Figure 4.26 Damper Configurations for Three-story Structure

A series of earthquake simulation tests using five different
earthquake records were performed on a three-story 1:4 scale steel
frame model as shown in Figure 4.26 (Constantinou and Symans,
1992,1993). The total weight of the three-story model was 6300
Ibs, equally distributed to each floor. The dampers were placed at
the first story for the two- and four-damper cases and at all three
stories for the six-damper case (see Figure 4.26).The dynamic char
acteristics of the structure were determined in small vibration
amplitude tests and are listed in Table 4.4. As discussed earlier,
the addition of fluid dampers had a primary effect of increasing
damping while stiffening the higher modes.



• Table 4.4 Properties of Three-story Structure

Frequency and
Model Mode 2 Mode 3Damping Ratio

No Dampers 2.00 Hz 6.60 Hz 12.20 Hz
0.017 0.008 0.003

2 Dampers 2.03 Hz 6.88 Hz 12.34 Hz
0.009 0.147 0.050

4 Dampers 2.11 Hz 7.52 Hz 12.16Hz
0.177 0.319 0.113

6 Dampers 2.03 Hz 7.64 Hz 16.99 Hz
0.194 0.447 0.380

Constantmou and Symans, 1992, 1993

A comparison of responses of the structure without and
with fluid dampers is presented in Figure 4.27 where the earth
quake acceleration record was scaled by the percentage figures
shown. The addition of fluid dampers resulted in overall signifi
cant reduction of accelerations, story shear forces and interstory
drifts. Furthermore, the concentration of the fluid dampers at one
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• Figure 4.27 Acceleration, Story Shear and Interstory Drift Profiles of 3·story Structure
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level did not have any adverse effect. A different comparison of
responses is presented in Figure 4.28, which presents profiles of
response of the structure without and with dampers at two differ
ent levels of the same earthquake. Evidently, the responses of the
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• Figure 4.28 Comparison of Response Profiles for Two Different Levels of the Same Earthquake
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• Figure 4.29 Comparison of Experimental and Analytical Results



two systems (in terms of acceleration, story shear force, and
interstory drift) are approximately the same for two significantly
different levels of the same earthquake which differ by a factor of
three. Figure 4.29 compares experimental results with analytical
results from time history dynamic analysis wherein the Maxwell
model was used to define the damper behavior, showing good
agreement.

Shaking table tests were also done using the 113-scale three
story concrete frame as described in Section 4.3 with fluid vis
cous dampers also positioned as diagonal braces (Reinhorn et aI.,
1995). Typical time-history responses under the EI Centro earth
quake scaled to 0.3 g are shown in Figures 4.30 and 4.31. It is
seen that while the total displacements are reduced at all floors,
the peak story absolute accelerations are not reduced; moreover,
they are increased at the top floor. However, while the total base
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• Figure 4.30 Displacement Response Histories
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• Figure 4.31 Acceleration Response Histories

shear is increased, the maximum column shear force is somewhat
reduced. The forces in the structural components are shown in
Figure 4.32. The columns develop a maximum shear of only 14.0
kips with dampers, vs. 19.0 kips without dampers. The story drift
is reduced from 1.45% to 0.83%. The total energy balance ob
tained from experimental data is displayed in Figure 4.33. While
the total energy input is increased due to damping of the struc
ture, the internal energy is redistributed such that 80% to 90% is
taken by the supplemental dampers and dissipated, while hyster
etic energy dissipation demand is reduced by 85% to 95% in the
presence of dampers. These results are consistent with those pre
dicted based upon time-history analyses employing the Maxwell
damper model.
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• Figure 4.32 Comparison of Forces in Structural Components at First Floor

A number of mathematical models were introduced in
Section 3.2.2 to describe the force-displacement response of fluid
dampers with different levels of accuracy and sophistication. The
simplest case, of course, corresponds to the linear viscous model
defined in Eq. (3.20). When this approximation is valid, the analysis
of a structure incorporating orificed fluid dampers simplifies greatly.
Of course, this is of significant benefit, since most of the general
purpose structural analysis computer codes (e.g., SAp, DRAIN,
ABAQUS, ADINA) already include all of the required capabilities.
For analyses in which the primary structure remains elastic and
the dampers are reasonably well distributed throughout the super
structure, the modal superposition methods discussed in Section
3.5.2 become attractive. Otherwise, the direct time domain ap
proach of Section 3.5.3 can be employed. The time domain meth
ods are also appropriate for the nonlinear models defined in Eq.
(3.25) for preloaded fluid dampers.
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• Figure 4.33 Energy Distribution in Structure With and Without Fluid Viscous Dampers

MAS S DAMPERS

The success of tuned mass dampers (TMDs) in reducing
wind-excited structural vibrations is now well established. Recently,
numerical and experimental studies have been carried out to ex
amine the effectiveness ofTMDs in reducing seismic response of
structures. It is noted that a TMD can only be tuned to a single
structural frequency. When the first mode of a multi-degree-of
freedom structure dominates the structural response, a TMD in
corporated into such a structure is expected to be effective.
Wirsching and Campbell (1974) investigated the minimum first
mode response as well as optimum absorber parameters for one
story, five-story and ten-story elastic structures. Results show that
dimensionless response ratio a yN / a 0' the ratio of root-mean
square (RMS) top-floor displacement with and without TMD, in
creases little as the number of stories increases.The optimumTMD
stiffness becomes less sensitive to structural damping and mass



ratio when the number of stories increases and the optimum TMD
damping is insensitive to structural damping even for one-story
buildings. In their findings, mass ratio was defined as the ratio of
the added mass to story mass of a uniform building. If this mass
ratio is defined as the modal mass ratio, the above conclusions
become even more obvious, i.e., all the previously discussed pa
rameters are practically independent of the number of stories. This
confirms the effectiveness of TMD in reducing the first-mode re
sponse of multi-story elastic structures and does not preclude the
use ofTMD design when the structural damping cannot be identi
fied accurately. The optimum RMS response (ayN / ao ) of the struc
ture under random excitation at the base and the corresponding
relative displacement RMS (az / ao) of TMD for various structural
damping ratios are shown in Figure 4.34 from which one can ob
serve that a yN / a 0 decreases little but a z / a o decreases sub
stantially as mass ratio Il increases within a practical range. Ad
ditionally, a yN / a 0 and a z / ao both increase as structural damp
ing increases.
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• Figure 4.34 cr yN / cr 0 and cr z / cr 0 as Functions of Il



While the first-mode response of a structure with TMD is
proved to be substantially reduced, the higher mode response may
in fact increase as the number of stories increases. For earthquake
type excitations, it has been demonstrated that, for shear struc
tures up to 12 floors, the first mode response contributes more
than 80% to the total motion (Wirsching and Yao, 1970). How
ever, for a taller building on a firm ground, higher modal response
may be a problem which needs further study. An attempt has
been made by Chowdhury et aI., (1987) to evaluate the higher
mode effect on TMD efficiency. A 25-story shear-flexure uniform
building was considered for a sensitivity study of peak response
ratio at the top-floor to the modal frequency ratio with and with
out dampers. It was demonstrated that the higher-mode response
ratio may be greater than unity while the first-mode response is
always less than unity around the tuning frequency. Unfortunately,
since optimal damper parameters were not used, it is difficult to
draw conclusions regarding the applicability of TMDs to control
seismic response of structures.

In Villaverde (1994), three different structures were stud
ied; the first is a two-dimensional ten-story shear building, the
second a three-dimensional one-story frame building and the third
a three-dimensional cable-stayed bridge, by using nine different
kinds of real earthquake records. Numerical and experimental
results show that the effectiveness of TMDs on reducing the re
sponse of the same structure under different earthquakes or of
different structures under the same earthquake is significantly dif
ferent; some cases give good performance and some have little or
even no effect. It implies that there is a dependency of the attained
reduction in response on the characteristics of the ground motion
that excites the structure. This response reduction is large for reso
nant ground motions and diminishes as the dominant frequency
of the ground motion gets further away from the structure's natural
frequency to which the TMD is tuned.

For earthquake resistant design, a structure is permitted to
experience inelastic deformation under strong earthquakes. At
tempts to reduce structural response in this case usingTMDs were
made by a few investigators. When the structure experiences
elastoplastic deformations, the 'frequency' of the system decreases
so that the TMD may lose part of its effectiveness due to detuning
effect.



In Kaynia et aI., (1981), two quantities were introduced to
measure the effectiveness of TMO in the case of inelastic struc
tures, i.e., the ratio between cumulative yielding ductility in a 2
OOF and in a SOOF system and the ratio between the associated
ductility ratios. The latter is actually the same as the peak response
ratio.

The parameters of the SOOF elastic-perfectly plastic sys
tem consist of mass M, frequency of small-amplitude response
IDs, damping ratio ~s' and yielding displacement Yc; whereas
the mass damper is identified as before by parameters f.!,U and
~a For several combinations of IDs and Yc' the sensitivity of cu
mulative yielding ductility ratio and ductility ratio to dimension
less damper parameters was investigated by using a set of histori
cal earthquakes. The preliminary study showed that these two
ratios have a weak dependence on the aforementioned param
eters similar to that of peak response ratio in an elastic structure.

In order to overcome the frequency-related limitations of
TMOs for seismic applications, more than one TMO in a given
structure, each tuned to a different dominant frequency, can be
used. The concept of multiple tuned mass dampers (MTMOs) to
gether with an optimization procedure was proposed by Clark
(1988). Since then, a number of studies have been conducted on
the behavior of MTMOs connected in parallel to the main system
(Xu and Igusa, 1992; Yamaguchi and Harnpornchai, 1993). Re
cently, a doubly-tuned mass damper (OTMO), consisting of two
masses connected in series to the structure was proposed (Setareh,
1994). In this case, two different loading conditions were consid
ered: harmonic excitation and zero-mean white-noise random
excitation, and the efficiency of OTMOs on response reduction
was evaluated. Analytical results show that OTMOs are more effi
cient than the conventional single mass TMOs over the whole
range of total mass ratios, but are only slightly more efficient than
TMOs over the practical range of mass ratios (0.01-0.05).

A nonlinear TMO may also improve the performance un
der earthquake excitations. Roberson (1952) considered the dy
namic response of a structural system supporting a dynamic ab
sorber with a linear plus cubic spring without damping. The sup
pression band in the nonlinear case was found to be wider than
that in the linear case, indicating that the linear plus cubic spring
absorber would suppress structural response excited by a wider



range of frequency components. This is superior to the conven
tional linear TMD in reducing the system response under excita
tions such as those due to earthquakes. However, the performance
of a nonlinear TMD attached to a complex structure in which a
few modes are activated needs to be further demonstrated before
it can be applied in practice. Another alternative solution might
be the use of an impact vibration absorber. This is defined as a
system that has the added mass supported by neither a spring nor
a damper but constrained to move unidirectionally in a container
attached to the structural system. Its movement is limited by the
bounds of the container. The vibration amplitude of the structural
system is reduced by the momentum transfer between the struc
ture and the added mass and by the conversion of mechanical
energy into noise and heat. It was reported by Hunt (1979) that
the maximum reduction in dynamic response can be achieved at
all excitation frequencies as the impact vibration absorber is syn
chronized to the excitation frequency. The adverse impact of the
damper on the acceleration response of a structural system, how
ever, should be noted due to impulsive impacts.

Another promising approach to reducing the seismic re
sponse of a structural system is the application of a semi-active
control concept, which will be discussed in more detail in Chap
ter 7. This will retain the benefits of an optimized active system
but not pay the power and system complexity penalties associ
ated with it (Hrovat et aL, 1983). For a simple structure subjected
to a periodic force consisting of four harmonic components, Hrovat
et aL, (1983) reported that the performance of a semi-active TMD
was found to be similar to a fully active device. This device sig
nificantly reduced the RMS values of building displacement and
acceleration as well as TMD stroke.

A hybrid mass damper or a TMD with active capability is
another option to reduce the vibration induced by wind and earth
quakes. In fact, these types of systems have been implemented in
a number of tall buildings in recent years (Soong et aL, 1994).
Some examples of these hybrid systems are given in Chapter 7.



LIQUID DAMPERS

Similar in concept to aTMD, the tuned liquid damper (TLD)
and tuned liquid column damper (TLCD) impart indirect damping
to the system and thus improve structural performance (Kareem,
1990). A TLD absorbs structural energy by means of viscous ac
tions of the fluid and wave breaking. In a TLCD, energy is dissi
pated by the passage of liquid through an orifice with inherent
head loss characteristics. The performance of a single-degree-of
freedom structure with a TLD subjected to sinusoidal excitations
was investigated by Sun (1991), along with its application to the
suppression of wind-induced vibration by Wakahara et aL, (1989).
As a result of these and other studies, TLD has found practical
applications in the area of structural control of wind-induced vi
brations.

Fujino et aL, (1988) and Welt and Modi (1989 a,b) were
among the first to suggest the usage in buildings of a TLD to re
duce overall response during strong wind or earthquakes. The
behavior of rectangular or circular containers partially filled with
water was studied by Fujino et aL, (1988). The container studied
by Welt and Modi (1989a,b) is geometrically the same as a nuta
tion damper. Other types of tuned liquid dampers, not using liq
uid sloshing, have also been proposed. The simplest of them,
known as tuned liquid column damper as mentioned earlier (Xu,
et aL, 1992a,b), consists of a tube filled with water. The funda
mental frequency in this system is dependent only on the length
of column of water, while the dissipation term, due to presence of
the orifices, is nonlinear and depends on the coefficient of head
loss. Another variety, similar to the tuned liquid column damper,
has been proposed (Nakamura, et aL, 1988), in which the dissipa
tion is not attained through the presence of orifices, but rather by
creating a nonlinearity with a gap between a mass and the damper
unit itself.

Due to simplifications adopted by most of the investiga
tors in describing motion of the fluid, experiments were in general
performed to test the validity of these assumptions. Overall good
agreement with the theory was found when the amplitude of os-



cillations was small. Welt and Modi (1989b) performed a series
of experiments on partially filled torus shaped dampers. The re
sults show that the damping ratio is very sensitive to the frequency
ratio, with a maximum at about 1.0, where a reversal in sign of
the added mass is observed. For an increase in the amplitude of
oscillation, a decrease in damping is experienced. Modi andWelt
(1987) tested structural models with the torus shaped damper in a
wind tunnel. Using laminar and turbulent flows, several models
with square or circular cross section were subjected to vortex in
duced resonance and galloping instability. The experiments showed
a reduction of the induced oscillations in the models. Fujino et
aI., (1988) tested cylindrical shaped containers on a steel platform
to simulate a flexible tower or a building. For this study, prototype
size dampers were used, avoiding the need to satisfy similarity
conditions. Results show that, for small amplitude oscillations,
the added damping is highly dependent on the ratio of structure to
sloshing frequencies, with maximum at a ratio of about one. For
larger amplitudes, the additional damping in the system is reduced,
and almost constant for any frequency ratios.

Later, Sun et aI., (1989) performed shaking table tests on
rectangular TLDs to verify the accuracy of the simplified theory
developed. Additional experiments were carried out by Chaiseri
et aI., (1989) of a rectangular container on a single-degree-of-free
dom platform. The first part of the experiment consisted of apply
ing a harmonic force of constant amplitude, at the natural fre
quency of the platform, with varying water depths. The test showed
that the minimum response corresponds to the tuned case. The
second phase of the experiment was conducted by varying the
excitation frequency. Similar results were obtained for a forward
and backward sweep of frequency, which indicates that initial
conditions on the structural response and waves are not signifi
cant.

As discussed earlier, tuned liquid dampers operate on the
same basic principles as tuned mass dampers. However, some of
the drawbacks of TMD systems are not present in TLDs. Due to
the simple physical concepts on which the restoring force is pro
vided in TLDs, no activation mechanism is required. Therefore,
maintenance cost is minimized. The mechanism activating aTMD



must be set to a certain threshold level of excitation, while TLD
systems are at all times active, avoiding problems due to an inad
equate activation system.

Although the mathematical theory involved in accurately
describing motion of a fluid in the container may be quite compli
cated, the hardware requirements are simple enough that mini
mum installation is required. The damper, in general, consists of a
polypropylene tank, that may be commercially available, with
several shallow layers of water. Maintenance of the system is prac
tically nonexistent. Due to simplicity of installation, they may be
used in existing buildings, even for temporary use if desired.

Due to the nature of the system, a small error may be ex
pected when measuring the still water level, the parameter that
controls the value of the fundamental sloshing frequency. Yet,
another important advantage over TMD is that, for large ampli
tudes of oscillation, the system is not very sensitive to the actual
frequency ratio between primary and secondary systems. Note
that for small amplitudes of oscillation, proper tuning of the sys
tem may considerably influence the response. Therefore, the in
duced error due to measuring of the water height will not signifi
cantly modify the response during strong vibrations.

For structures with different fundamental frequencies in
the two major directions, tuning may be accomplished by using
rectangular tanks. With an adequate selection of the plan dimen
sions of the tank, both fundamental frequencies may be tuned.
However, care should be taken in this situation since the theory
was developed for tanks subjected only to a unidirectional excita
tion. For structures with the same fundamental frequencies in the
principal directions, a circular tank may be used.

PHASE TRANSFORMATION
DAMPERS

A brief mention was made in Section 3.3.3 of shape
memory alloys (SMA), which have been considered for structural
applications as a passive energy dissipation device. While no
actual structural applications have taken place, some recent de
velopment in this area is briefly described below.



Shape memory alloys are one type of smart materials which
have been studied recently in the context of civil engineering struc
tural control. These smart materials can be incorporated into struc
tural members or system components as embedded sensors and
actuation elements, capable of modifying structural behavior in
response to external stimuli. The existence of shape memory prop
erties in certain alloys has been known since 1932 when it was
first observed in a Gold-Cadmium (AuCd) alloy exhibiting a "rub
berlike" behavior (Olander, 1932). The shape memory effect (SME)
of an alloy is generally referred to its ability to undergo reversible
and diffusion less transformation between two crystalline phases
known as austenite, the high-temperature phase of the alloy, and
martensite, the low-temperature crystalline phase. This
micromechanical transition process is illustrated in Figure 3.28
when the shape memory alloy (SMA) is cyclically loaded. Some
promising characteristics of the martensitic and superelastic modes
of SMA behavior include high stiffness for small strain levels (elas
tic loading), reduced stiffness for ir.termediate levels of strain (due
to formation and/or reorientation of martensite), and high stiffness
at large levels of strain (elastic loading of martensite). Also, since
the superelastic state ideally displays a hysteretic effect with zero
residual strain, an energy absorbing device made from this mate
rial would theoretically provide a self-centering mechanism. Other
attractive properties associated with SMAs include their insensi
tivity to environmental temperature changes when properly heat
treated, and their excellent fatigue and corrosion resistance prop
erties.

Some analyses and small-scale experiments have been
carried out with respect to the application of shape memory al
loys to civil engineering structural control. In Aiken et aI., (1992),
the possible use of Nitinol as a passive energy dissipation device
for structures was studied experimentally by incorporating small
loops of Nitinol wire into diagonal braces in a three-story model
structure. The structural model was six feet in height and weighed
3,000 lb. The results of the testing included two types of behavior
of special interest: large strain behavior and cyclic superelastic
behavior. Figure 4.35 shows the large strain behavior of Nitinol,
which has three distinct phases. Initially, the material was stiff
and elastic, then at 2% strain the crystalline structure changed.
Here the Nitinol became softer while remaining elastic, which



corresponds to the nearly horizontal region of the hysteresis loop.
This plateau continued until 6% strain was reached, then as the
deformation continued, the additional deformation caused dislo
cation and permanent deformation in the crystalline structure,
causing an increase in the stiffness. The advantage of this behav
ior is that, for low levels of seismic excitation, the structure be
haves elastically; for moderate earthquakes, the Nitinol will dissi
pate large amounts of energy while remaining elastic and, for large
earthquakes, the structure will stiffen and again dissipate large
amounts of energy.
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• Figure 4.35 Large Strain Behavior of Nitinol

Figure 4.36 shows the behavior that can be achieved dur
ing a moderate earthquake. The Nitinol wire loops were preloaded
so that the hysteretic behavior was confined to the flat region of
the hysteretic curve. During cyclic stretching and relaxation in
the diagonal braces, the increase in the tensile force caused a
change in the crystalline structure of the Nitinol and, when the
tensile force decreased, the Nitinol reverted to its original crystal
line structure. This cyclical change in crystalline structure dissi
pated a substantial amount of earthquake input energy. Signifi
cantly, the Nitinol did not sustain any dislocations in its crystal-



line structure to dissipate this energy and thus a Nitinol energy
dissipator could perform in this controlled elastic manner for a
large number of seismic cycles. This behavior is in contrast to that
of normal metals which must be permanently deformed to dissi
pate large amounts of energy. It is also noted that this superelastic
material is capable of sustaining strains in the range of 5% to 7%,
while normal steels can only sustain strains of less than 0.2% with
out permanent deformation.
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• Figure 4.36 Superelastic Behavior

The implementation of a tuned mass damper using Nitinol
as an energy dissipation mechanism was studied analytically and
experimentally by Inaudi et aI., (1993a). The TMD consisted of a
mass attached to a lightly damped structure with prestressed Niti
nol cables. The cables were installed in the direction perpendicu
lar to the motion of the points of attachment-both to the mass
damper and to the structural system. This geometric configuration
along with prestressing in the Nitinol cables introduced a resis
tance scheme which can be approximated by a bilinear relation
ship between the force acting on the TMD and the relative dis
placement between the mass damper and its support, leading to a
triangular hysteresis loop. Results of this study show that thisTMD
scheme can improve the dynamic performance of the structure



with regard to its maximum deformation. However, no perfor
mance comparison with conventional TMDs was made andTMD
parameters were not optimized in this study.

An experimental study using Cu-Zn-AI shape memory
dampers installed as diagonal braces on a 2/S-scale steel frame
model structure was carried out by Witting and Cozzarelli (1992).
A torsion bar deSign of the SMA damper as shown in Figure 4.37
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• Figure 4.37 Torsional Bar Design

was used and the structure was subjected to several simulated
ground motions supplied by a shaking table. Figures 4.38 and
4.39 show the maximum floor displacements and accelerations
under, respectively, the simulated EI Centro and Quebec ground
motions scaled to O.06g. These results demonstrate the sensitivity
of damper effectiveness to the type of ground motions used. This
observation can be partially explained by the fact that the SMA



damper stiffness decreases with larger material deformation, caus
ing a decrease in the natural frequency of the structure. It is thus
expected to be more effective against earthquakes with energy
concentrated over the low-frequency range. Since the Quebec
earthquake has higher high-frequency content, the dampers did
not perform as well in this case as in the EI Centro case. Test
results also showed that the SMA dampers were not as effective as
viscoelastic dampers operating under similar conditions.

No large-scale structural tests involving the use of SMA
energy dissipation devices have been carried out to date. Cost, in
addition to technical feasibility, will be another factor in assessing
potential applicability of SMA materials to civil engineering struc
tural control.
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• Figure 4.38 Maximum Floor Response (0.06g EI Centro)
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• Figure 4.39 Maximum Floor Response (0.06g Quebec)

TOTHER ENERGY DISSIPATORS

Other innovations which operate on similar passive en
ergy dissipation principles have also been advanced in recent years.
In order to reduce aerodynamic vibrations of bridge cables, a
method of vibration suppression was proposed by which the pro
tection tube surfaces of the cables are cut asV-stripes and U-stripes
(Miyazaki, 1994). The results of wind tunnel tests show that the
Reynold's number of the cable configured by V-stripes or U-stripes
increases appreciably and aerodynamic vibrations could be sig
nificantly reduced by means of this technique.



A method was recently presented for controlling vibration
in high-rise buildings during strong earthquakes by connecting
two adjacent structures with dampers at the roofs (Kageyama et
aL, 1994). In this case, two structures are required to have differ
ent dynamical properties. When the mass ratio and stiffness ratio
between the structures are optimized, the responses of both struc
tures can be simultaneously reduced by using an optimum con
necting damper. Another approach using a high-damping rubber
damper was proposed by Fujita et aL, (1992, 1993, 1994). A
major component of the damper is unvulcanized rubber, which
has low stiffness and high energy absorption ability compared with
the vulcanized high damping rubber material usually used for lami
nated rubber bearings. The properties of the rubber damper are
similar to those of VE dampers. Based on the experimental re
sults, a design formula for the rubber damper was proposed and
its viability was verified by full-size damper tests and response
reduction analysis of a 40-story structural model with the full-size
dampers ( Fujita et aL, 1994).

For cable-stayed bridges, a special rubber damper, called
rubber composite damper, consisting mainly of a cable sleeve and
a rubber washer has also been developed (Gu and Xiang, 1994).
By studying vibration and control mechanisms of the cable, a prac
tical design method of the rubber dampers for a cable-stayed bridge
was presented, which mainly involves the calibration of the stiff
ness and damping ratio of the damper.

Finally, based on the concept of impact dampers, a par
ticle damper has been developed by Papalou and Masri (1994).
The damper consists of four-edge brackets. Experimental results
performed on a particle damper attached to a randomly excited
model structure show that the damper with a relatively small aux
iliary mass can be effective in attenuating vibration of a lightly
damped structure.





REVIEW OF MODERN

ApPLICATIONS

As can be seen from Chapter 4, serious efforts have been
undertaken in recent years to develop the concept of energy dissi
pation or supplemental damping into a workable technology. As a
result, a number of these devices have been installed in structures
throughout the world, including Japan, New Zealand, Italy, Mexico,
Canada, and the United States. Appendix A provides a summary
of recent known installations in buildings and on bridges (n North
America. In what follows, some of these installations are discussed
in some detail.

TMETALL,C DAMPERS

After gaining confidence in the performance of metallic
dampers based primarily on experimental evidence, implementa
tion of these devices in full-scale structures has taken place. The
earliest implementations of metallic dampers in structural systems
occurred in New Zealand and Japan. A number of these interest
ing applications are reported in Skinner et aI., (1980) and Fujita
(1991). In New Zealand, the first implementation involved the use
of a torsion beam steel damper for the piers of the Rangitikei Bridge.
Transverse flexibility of the bridge is afforded by permitting rock
ing and uplift of the piers, while damping is provided by the first
generation metallic dampers. Meanwhile, tapered plate cantile
ver devices were employed at the base of a chimney at Christchurch
and for the Dunedin Motorway Overbridge. Six 300 kN flexural
beam dampers were used in the Cromwell Bridge, while lead ex
trusion dampers found application in two sloping highway bridges
in Wellington. Additional implementations for metallic dampers
as components in base isolation systems are discussed in Skinner
et aI., (1980).



Many other base isolation applications have appeared.
However, the remainder of this section will concentrate on four
examples in which metallic dampers are utilized as passive en
ergy dissipators within the superstructure of a building (see Ap
pendiX A). All four utilize ADAS elements for the seismic upgrade
of an existing structure. The first three of these occurred in Mexico
City (Martinez-Romero, 1993) and the fourth in San Francisco (Perry
et aI., 1993).

The thirteen story Izazaga #38-40 building is shown in
Figure 5.1. This is a reinforced concrete frame with brick infilled

Martinez-Romero, 1993

• Figure 5.1 Izazaga #38·40 Building, Mexico City

end walls constructed in the late 1970s. The building sustained
moderate damage in the 1985 Mexico City earthquakes. An up
grade afterward was unsuccessful, since further damage occurred
during earthquakes in 1986 and 1989. ADAS dampers were used
for a second retrofit in which approximately 250 dampers were
installed in the outer frame bays to permit continued building
operation during construction. A view of a typical installation of a
brace-damper subassembly is provided in Figure 5.2. Structural
analysis indicated that the fundamental periods in the principal
directions were reduced from 3.82 seconds and 2.33 seconds to,
respectively, 2.24 seconds and 2.01 seconds with the addition of



Martinez-Romero, 1993

• Figure 5.2 Brace-Damper Assembly in lzazaga #38-40 Building

the ADAS elements. Calculations also showed a 40% reduction
in interstory drift, while retaining the same base shear coefficient.
Nonlinear time history DRAIN-2DX analyses were used to verify
the final design.

The second Mexican application involves retrofit of the
six-story Cardiology Hospital Building, built in the 1970s and dam
aged in the 1985 earthquake. The seismic upgrade of the rein
forced concrete frame structure features a series of 18 external
buttresses connected to the building via a total of 90 ADAS damp
ers. A front view with the buttresses in place is presented in Figure
5.3. This particular design permitted minimal interference with

Martinez-Romero, 1993

• Figure 5.3 Cardiology Hospital BUilding with Exterior Buttresses and ADAS
Damper



hospital operation during retrofit construction. Nonlinear time
history DRAIN-2D analyses were again employed extensively in
the redesign process. However, in this case, the addition of the
buttresses and ADAS dampers reduced both base shears and
interstory drift.

Recently, the Reforma #476 buildings, which contain key
operations of the Mexican Institute of Social Security (IMSS), un
derwent major seismic upgrade. This cluster of three ten-story
buildings constructed in 1940 is listed in the National Register of
Classical Buildings. An exterior view is provided in Figure 5.4.

Martinez-Romero, 1993

• Figure 5.4 IMSS Reforms Building, Mexico City

While the buildings sustained some significant damage during the
1957 earthquake, the more recent seismic events of 1985 had
only minor effect. Through the years, the foundation has been
improved to alleviate problems of differential settlement. Never
theless, it was felt that the buildings remained vulnerable to future
severe earthquakes.The most recent retrofit, discussed by Martinez
Romero (1993), involves the use of ADAS dampers with chevron
bracing in 40 frame bays throughout the three structures. An ex
ample is shown in Figure 5.5. The buildings were analyzed in
detail using the nonlinear DRAIN-2D program, along with four
earthquake ground motions. Two dimensional analyses were per
formed on 13 different cross-sections. In order to assess the suit
ability of the revised design, comparisons were made among the
bare frame, the structure with braces and ADAS dampers, and a
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Martinez-Romero,1993

• Figure 5.5 Brace-Damper IMSS Reforma Building Retrofit Scheme from Outside

design using only the braces. The calculated response at one sec
tion of the central building is enumerated in Table 5.1 for one of
the earthquakes, showing significant reduction of roof displace
ments and interstory drifts for the ADAS design. However, base
shear, critical column force, and roof acceleration all increased,
although not as much as would occur with the addition of only
the bracing. In the final design, a floor diaphragm and several
interior column strengths were increased to accommodate the el
evated force levels. As in the other Mexican projects, the retrofit
was completed while the complex remained in operation. It should
be noted that in addition to describing the details of these three
retrofit projects, Martinez-Romero (1993) relates many worthwhile
observations concerning design and construction issues.

The final implementation of metallic dampers considered
in this section involves the retrofit of the Wells Fargo Bank build
ing in San Francisco, California (USA) discussed in Perry et aI.,
(1993).The building is a two-story nonductile concrete frame struc
ture originally constructed in 1967 and subsequently damaged in
the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake.The voluntary upgrade by Wells
Fargo utilized chevron braces andADAS damping elements. More
conventional retrofit schemes were rejected due to an inability to
meet the performance objectives while avoiding foundation work.



• Table 5.1 Calculated Earthquake Response for IMSS Reforma Building

Deformations

Story Drift (em) StOry Drift Ratio

Building Condition Displacement
at Roof (em) Max. Avg. Max. Avg.

Bare Frame 30.9 5.9 3.1 0.0147 0.0077

Frame w/ADA5 25.8 3.5 2.6 0.0088 0.0064

I'rame w/Elastic 32.1 4.5 3.2 0.0113 0.0080
Bracing

Forces

Force in Critical
Column (tons)

Building Condition Base Base Shear Roof
Shear Coefficient Compo Ten. Acceleration
(tons) (em/sec'>

Bare Frame 455 0.11 317 58 178

Frame w/ADAS 652 0.13 477 272 230

Frame w/Elastic 680 0.14 556 340 340
Bracing

Martinez-Romero, 1993

A plan view of the second floor including upgrade details is pro
vided in Figure 5.6~A total of sevenADAS devices were employed,
each with a yield force of 150 kips. Both linear and nonlinear
analyses were used in the retrofit design process. For example, the
three dimensional model shown in Figure 5.7 prOVided elastic
modes and response spectrum analysis results for the original struc
ture from the program SAP90. Additional three dimensional re
sponse spectrum analyses, using an approximate equivalent lin
ear representation for the ADAS elements, furnished a basis for
the redesign effort. The final design was verified with DRAIN-2D
nonlinear time history analyses. A comparison of computed re
sponse before and after the upgrade is contained in Figure 5.8.
The numerical results indicated that the revised design was stable
and that all criteria were met. In addition to the introduction of
the bracing and ADAS dampers, several interior columns and a
shear wall were strengthened. The entire project, including de
Sign, permit approval, and construction were completed within a
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• Figure 5.6 Wells Fargo Bank Building Retrofit Details
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• Figure 5.7 Structural Analysis Model for Wells Fargo Bank Building
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• Figure 5.8 Comparison of Computed Results for Wells Fargo Bank BUilding

six-month period, in time for a February 1992 opening of the bank
branch. Perry et aI., (1993) also described the permit approval
process, and suggested that the ADAS elements have many poten
tial applications for both new and retrofit projects involving either
concrete or steel framed structures.

TF RIC TID N DAMPERS

In recent years, there have been a number of commercial
applications of friction dampers aimed at providing enhanced seis
mic protection of new and retrofitted structures. As indicated in
AppendixA, these include Pall friction dampers and slotted bolted
connections in NorthAmerica. In addition, three building projects
in Japan, involving Sumitomo friction dampers, are briefly de
scribed in the report by Aiken and Kelly (1990). The first is the 31
story steel frame Sonic Office Building in Omiya City, constructed
in 1988. A total of eight 22 kip dampers were utilized on each
story, primarily to reduce the effect of ground-borne vibration and
small earthquakes. A similar motivation led to the use of four 22
kip dampers per level in the Asahi Beer Azumabashi Building in
Tokyo. This 22-story braced steel frame structure was completed
in 1989. The third project mentioned involves the use of Sumitomo
friction dampers as part of a base isolation system for a six-story
reinforced concrete structure in Tokyo.



As documented in Pall and Pall (1996), several variations
of Pall friction devices have been installed in thirteen buildings;
six retrofits and seven new facilities. Several of these applications
are described below in more detai I. A typical configuration of the
Pall friction device is given in Figure 5.9.

0··."·'.
"

Pall et aI., 1993

• Figure 5.9 Pall Friction Dampers

The McConnel Library of the Concordia University in
Montreal, Canada, consists of two buildings of six and ten stories
interconnected by a galleria. An exterior view of the structure is
shown in Figure 5.10. As discussed in Pall and Pall (1993), a total
of 143 dampers were employed. Interestingly, the architects chose
to expose sixty of the dampers to view due to their aesthetic ap
peal. A typical example is illustrated in Figure 5.11. A series of
nonlinear DRAIN-TABS (Guendeman-Israel and Powell, 1977)
analyses were utilized to establish the optimum slip load for the
devices, which ranges from 600-700 kN depending upon the lo
cation within the structure. For the three-dimensional time history
analyses, artificial seismic signals were generated with a wide range
of frequency contents and a peak ground acceleration scaled to
0.18 g to represent expected ground motion in Montreal. Under
this level of excitation, an estimate of the equivalent damping ra
tio for the structure with frictional devices is approximately 50%.
In addition, for this library complex, the use of the friction damp-
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Pall and Pall, 1993

• Figure 5.10 McConnel Library at Concordia
University in Montreal

Pall and Pall, 1993

• Figure 5.11 Exposed Friction Damper in McConnel Library Galleria

CHAPTER 5



ers resulted in a net saving of 1.5% of the total building cost. The
authors note that higher savings would be expected in more seis
mically vulnerable regions.

The application of friction dampers to the main headquar
ters building of the Canadian SpaceAgency Complex near Montreal
is described in Vezina et aI., (1992) and Pall et aI., (1993). An
aerial view of the entire complex is shown in Figure 5.12. The

Pall et aI., 1993

• Figure 5.12 View of Canadian Space Agency Complex

headquarters building is a three-story steel framed structure clad
with aluminum panels. Since it contains sensitive equipment and
instrumentation, additional protection is required from the poten
tially damaging effects of earthquakes. Three-dimensional non
linear dynamic analyses were conducted using DRAIN-TABS to
determine the suitability of employing friction dampers. Ground
motions used in the analyses included several artificially gener
ated seismic signals scaled to produce a peak ground acceleration
of 0.18 g. Comparison with traditional braced and unbraced con
figurations indicated a superior performance for the friction damped
design. Based upon these results, a total of 58 frictional devices
were specified, each with a slip load of 500 kN. The cross braced
frame bays with friction dampers are distributed evenly through
out the building, as illustrated for the first story in Figure 5.13.
Several dampers were intentionally exposed for viewing purposes.

The three school bUildings at Ecole Polyvalante near
Montreal, pictured in Figure 5.14, were damaged in the 1988
Saguenay earthquake. The original structure, built in 1967, con
sists of precast concrete beams and columns with welded con-
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Pall et aI., 1993

• Figure 5.13 Ground Floor Plan of Main Building in Canadian Space Agency

Pall and Pall, 1993

• Figure 5.14 Exterior View of Ecole Polyvalante, Sorel

nections. Floor and roof panels are also precast concrete. The
result is a structure with little lateral resistance. In fact, analysis
indicated that the existing structure could not withstand an earth
quake with a peak acceleration of 0.05g. Two different retrofit
schemes were considered; a conventional method using concrete
shear walls, and an approach employing friction dampers. The
latter was chosen because it resulted in a 40% reduction in retro
fitting cost and a 60% reduction in construction time. Based upon



results from nonlinear time domain dynamic analyses, a total of
64 friction dampers were specified, along with 388 friction-based
panel connectors. The project was completed during the summer
break in 1990. Further details are provided in Pall and Pall (1993).

The eight story steel structure, shown in Figure 5.15, was
originally constructed by the French government for EXPO'67 held
in Montreal. After the exhibition, the building was donated to the
city, and in 1992 a decision was made by Lotto-Quebec to reha
bilitate the structure to house 'Casino de Montreal.' Preliminary
analysis indicated that the building would no longer satisfy the
seismic code requirements, which had been updated since the
time of the original construction. Both conventional and
friction-damped retrofit designs were considered. However, the
former required considerable pile foundation work, which is ex
pensive and time consuming. The friction-damped alternative
employed 32 devices throughout the structure, based upon results
from nonlinear dynamic analysis. In this case, a three-dimen
sional analysis was essential due to the eccentricities of the origi
nal structure. Additional information on this retrofit project can
be found in Pasquin et aI., (1994).

Pasquin et aI., 1994

_Figure 5.15 North View of Casino de Montreal



TVISCOELAST,C DAMPERS

As indicated in Appendix A, the first applications of vis
coelastic (VE) dampers to structures were for reducing accelera
tion levels, or increasing human comfort, due to wind. In 1969,
VE dampers were installed in the twin towers of the World Trade
Center in New York, NY, as shown in Figure 5.16, as an integral

Damper Position

World Trade Center
Damper in Place

.,: : : : : .

Courtesy of the 3M Co., St. Paul, MN

• Figure 5.16 Damper Installation in the World Trade Center, New York

part of the structural system. They were designed to assist the tu
bular steel frame in limiting wind-induced building vibrations to
levels below human perception (Mahmoodi, 1969; Mahmoodi et
aI., 1987).The selection, quantity, shape and location of the damp
ers were chosen based on the dynamics of the towers and re
quired damping to achieve the performance objectives.

There are about 1O,OOOVE dampers in each tower, evenly
distributed throughout the structure from the 10th to the 11 Oth



• Figure 5.17 The Columbia SeaFirst
Building, Seattle

floor. As shown in Figure 5.16, they are located between the lower
chords of the horizontal trusses and the columns of the outside
wall. The towers have experienced a number of moderate to se
vere wind storms over the last 28 years. The observed performance
of the VE dampers has been found to agree well with theoretical
values. After hurricane Gloria in 1978, the total damping of the
building was calculated and found to be in the range of 2.5% to
3% of critical. The aging characteristics of the VE dampers have
also been found to be excellent.

In 1982, VE dampers were incorporated into the 76-story
Columbia SeaFirst Building in Seattle, as shown in Figure 5.17,

against wind-induced vibrations
(Keel and Mahmoodi, 1986). The
building has a triangular plan and
its lateral force resisting system
consists of three composite col
umns interconnected with steel
braced moment frames as shown
in Figure 5.18 (Skilling et aI.,
1986). To reduce the wind-in
duced vibration, the design called
for 260 dampers to be located
alongside the main diagonal mem
bers in the building core as shown
schematically in Figure 5.19. The
addition of VE dampers to this
building was calculated to in
crease its damping ratio in the fun
damental mode from 0.8% to
6.4% for frequent storms and to
3.2% at design wind. Similar ap
plications of VE dampers were
made to the Two Union Square

Building in Seattle, as seen in Figure 5.20, in 1988. In this case, 16
large VE dampers were installed parallel to four columns in one
floor as shown in Figure 5.20.

Seismic applications of VE dampers to structures began
only recently. A seismic retrofit project usingVE dampers began in
1993 for the 13-story Santa Clara County building in San Jose, CA
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• Figure 5.18 Plan View and Details of Wind Resisting System for Columbia
SeaFirst Building

Courtesy of the 3M Co., St. Paul, MN

• Figure 5.19 Damper Installation in the Columbia SeaFirst Building



Courtesy of the 3M Co., SI. Paul, MN
• Figure 5.20 Damper Installation in the Two Union Square Building, Seattle

(Crosby et aI., 1994). Situated in a high seismic risk region, the
building was built in 1976. As shown in Figure 5.21, it is approxi
mately 64 meters in height and nearly square in plan, with 51 m x
51 m on typical upper floors. The exterior cladding consists of
full-height glazing on two sides and metal siding on the other two
sides. The exterior cladding, however, provides little resistance to
structural drift. The equivalent viscous damping in the fundamen
tal mode is less than 1% of critical.

The building has been extensively instrumented, provid
ing invaluable response data obtained during a number of past
earthquakes. A plan for seismic upgrade of the building was de
veloped, in part, when the response data indicated large and long
duration response, including torsional coupling, to even moder
ate earthquakes. Initially, three different types of devices were
considered. They were the steel-yielding ADAS device, the fric
tion-slip energy dissipation restraints, and the VE dampers. The VE
dampers were chosen primarily because they provided the struc
ture with Significantly increased damping for frequent low-level
ground shaking, as well as for larger seismic events.



• Figure 5.21 Santa Clara County Building,
San Jose

The final design called
for installation of two dampers
per building face per floor level
as shown in Figure 5.22, which
would increase the equivalent
damping in the fundamental
mode of the building to about
17% of critical, providing sub
stantial reductions to building
response under all levels of
ground shaking. A typical
damper configuration is shown
in Figure 5.23.

The structure shown in
Figure 5.24 represents the first
application of viscoelastic
damper technology to a rein

forced concrete structure for seismic upgrade. Located in San Di
ego, the building is a three-story structure with its plan and eleva-
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• Figure 5.22 Location of VE Dampers in Santa Clara County Building
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• Figure 5.23 Damper Configuration in Santa Clara County Building

• Figure 5.24 Building 116, Naval Supply Facility, San Diego

tion shown in Figure 5.25. Its lateral load resisting system consists
of 8-inch reinforced concrete perimeter walls. There is a 4-inch
separation joint at the center of the building, in the north/south
direction. The second and third floor systems are 10-1/4 and 9
inch flat slabs, respectively, both with column capitals. The foun
dation consists of reinforced concrete wall footings at the exterior
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• Figure 5.25 Elevation and Plan of Building 116

long wall, with all columns resting on the 6-inch slab on grade,
which has 6 by 6 inch mesh of No.6 wire for reinforcement.
Results of extensive seismic evaluations show that the structure is
not of sufficient quality to withstand the expected seismic loads.
Appropriate reduction of interstory drifts was the primary objec
tive of seismic upgrade and, based on nonlinear dynamic analy
sis, a total of 64 dampers were required to meet seismic demands
on the structural elements in this case. As shown in Figure 5.26,
each damper consists of four damper units incorporated into the
structure in a K-brace configuration.
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• Figure 5.26 Damper Configuration in Building 116

VISCOELASTIC
DAMPERS

FLUID

Viscoelastic fluid (VF) dampers, widely used in aerospace
and military applications, have in recent years been incorporated
into civil engineering structures (see Appendix A). In several ap
plications, they were used in combination with seismic isolation
systems. For example, VF dampers have been applied in combina
tion with helical steel springs for the combined vibration and seis
mic isolation of structures. The spring and damper system is placed
at the foundation-superstructure interface to form a base isolation
system as shown in Figure 5.27 from a small residential building
in Los Angeles (Makris and Constantinou, 1992; Makris and
Deoskar, 1996). The system for this building provided for a funda
mental frequency of 1.6 Hz and damping of 23%. This frequency,
which corresponds to the rocking mode of the isolated structure,
is insufficient to produce a seismic isolation effect. Rather, the VF
dampers enhance damping by reducing the amplitude of vibra
tion and preventing any build-up of resonant vibrations.



Courtesy of GERBVibration Control, Inc., Downers Grove, IL

• Figure 5.27 Spring and Viscous Damper System in Small Residential
Building in Los Angeles

In 1995, viscous dampers were incorporated into base iso
lation systems for five buildings of the new San Bernardino Medi
cal Center, as shown in Figure 5.28, located close to two major
fault lines. The five buildings required a total of 184 dampers,
each having an output force of 1400 kN and a stroke of±600 mm.
A layout of the damper-isolation system assembly is shown in Fig
ure 5.29 and Figure 5.30 gives the dimensions of the VF dampers
employed.

Several additional projects involving these orificed fluid
dampers are described in Taylor and Constantinou (1996), and

II Figure 5.28 Architectural Drawing of San Bernardino Medical Center



Courtesy 0 Taylor Devices, Inc., North Tonawanda, NY

• Figure 5.29 Damper·Base Isolator System Assembly for San Bernardino Medical Center
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• Figure 5.30 Dimensions of Viscous Fluid Damper for San Bernardino Medical Center

briefly summarized in the following. In Sacramento, California,
Taylor fluid dampers were employed for seismic mitigation of the
new three-story Pacific Bell North Area Operations Center, shown
under construction in Figure 5.31 and completed in 1995. A total
of 62 dampers each with a capacity of 130 kN and a stroke of±50
mm were utilized within the steel braced frame. Figure 5.32 illus
trates a typical installation of the fluid dampers. These damper
chevron brace assemblies are distributed throughout the struc
ture, and sufficient supplemental damping is provided to main
tain an elastic frame response even under a maximum level earth
quake. This level of protection is necessary because the bUilding
serves as the central '911' facility for Northern California, and
consequently must remain operational after seismic events.



Courtesy of Taylor Devices, Inc., NorthTonawanda, NY

• Figure 5.31 Pacific Bell North Area Operations Center, Sacramento, under Construction

Courtesy of Taylor Devices, Inc., NorthTonawanda, NY

• Figure 5.32 Damper Installation in the Pacific Bell North Area Operations Center

A seismic retrofit of the Woodland Hotel, an historic ma
sonry structure in Woodland, California, also employedTaylor fluid
dampers. The four-story structure, originally constructed in 1927,
is shown in Figure 5.33. In this case, a total of 16 450 kN dampers
were utilized with chevron bracing for the project completed in



Courtesy of Taylor Devices, Inc., North Tonawanda, NY

• Figure 5.33 Woodland Hotel, Woodland, California

1996. Another recent project involved the installation of a total of
40 orificed fluid dampers in the 35-story building in downtown
Boston, MA. Each damper has a capacity of 670 kN and a stroke
of ±25 mm. This 1996 retrofit is intended to improve the overall
damping of the structure.

Viscous damping walls were recently used for aseismic
protection in the newly constructed SUT-Building in Shizuka City,
Japan, as described in Miyazaki and Mitsusaka (1992). The build
ing consists of a 78 m 14-story above-ground steel frame struc
ture, along with a two-story reinforced concrete basement. A to
tal of 170 damping walls are employed within the steel frame to
elevate the effective damping ratio of the building to approximately
27% at 20°e. A schematic illustrating the locations of the walls is
provided in Figure 5.34. Notice the staggered arrangement. Based
upon time history dynamic analyses, the damping walls reduced
response by 70-80%. Consequently, no damage is expected for
level-2 earthquakes having a maximum input velocity of 50 cm/s.
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Miyazaki and Mitsusaka, 1992
• Figure 5.34 Viscous Damping Wall Locations in SUT-Building, Shizuka

City, Japan

TTUNED MAS S DAMPERS

As in the case of viscoelastic dampers, early applications
of tuned mass dampers (TMDs) have been directed toward mitiga
tion of wind-induced excitations. It appears that the first structure
in which a TMD was installed is the CenterpointTower in Sydney,
Australia (ENR, 1971; Kwok and MacDonald, 1987). The struc
ture consists of a 150-ft-high (45.72 m) office building topped
with a 700-ft-high (213.36 m) tower as shown in Figure 5.35a.
Serving as the building water and fire protection supply, the tower's
water tank in conjunction with hydraulic shock absorbers was in-
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• Figure 5.35 Water Tank TMD at Centerpoint Tower, Sydney, Australia

corporated into the design of the TMD to reduce wind-induced
motions. The tank, 7-ft (2.13 m) deep and 7-ft (2.13 m) wide with
a capacity of 35,000 gal (132.4 m3) hangs from the top radial
members of the turret as shown in Figure 5.35b.

A 40-ton secondary mass was later installed on the inter
mediate anchorage ring to further increase damping in the second
mode, which resulted in increases in the damping level from 1.0%
to 1.2% and from 0.4% to 1.5% in the first and second mode,
respectively. Results of acceleration measurements showed that
the wind-induced acceleration response was reduced by 40% to
50% (Kwok, 1984; Kwok and MacDonald, 1990). Other examples
of structures having pendulum-typeTMDs include the 102 m steel
antenna mast atop the 553 m CNTower inToronto, Canada, which
has two doughnut-shaped TMDs to reduce the second and fourth
modes of vibration, and the 157 m Crystal Tower in Osaka, which
also makes use of water storage tanks at the top of the structure as
pendulum TMDs.

One of only two buildings in the U.S. equipped with a
TMD (see Appendix A), the 960-ft Citicorp Center (Figure 5.36)
has a distributed mass of about 60,000 tons (64.6X1 06 kg), a first
bending mode lateral natural frequency of about 0.16 Hz, and a



• Figure 5.36 Citicorp Center, New York

damping ratio of 1% in its resonant
response to wind gust force. The
Citicorp TMD, as shown in Figure
5.37, is installed on the 63rd floor
of the building. At this elevation,
the building can be represented by
a simple modal mass of approxi
mately 20,000 tons (18.21 xl 06 kg),
to which the TMD is attached to
form a 2-DOF system. The TMD
system specifications are given in
Table 5.2. Tests and actual obser
vations have shown that the TMD
produces an approximate effective
damping of 4% as compared to the
1% original structural damping,
which can reduce the building ac
celeration level by about 50%.

Involved in the design of
the Citicorp TMD system are the
linear gas spring, pressure balance
supporting system, control actua-

E-W
Control

Actuator

Boom Connection
to Mass Block

Petersen, 1980

• Figure 5.37 TMD in Citicorp Center



.Table 5.2 Tuned Mass Dampers in John Hancock Tower, Boston and Citicorp Center,
New York

John Hancock Citicorp Center
Boston, MA New York, NY

Typical floor size (ft) 343 x 105 160 x 160
Floor area (sq ft) 36/015 25/600

Building height (ft) 800 920
Building modal weight (tons) 47/000 20/000

Building period 1st mode (sec) 7.00 6.25
Design wind storm (years) 100 30
Mass block weight (tons) 2 x300 400

Mass block size (ft) 18x18x3 30 x 30 x 8
Mass block material (type) lead/steel concrete
TMD/AMD stroke (ft) ± 6.75' ±4.50'
Max spring force (kips) 135 170

Max actuator force (kips) 50 50
Max hydraulic supply (gms) 145 190

Max operating pressure (psi) 900 900
Operating trigger - (g) .002 .003

acceleration
Max power (HP) 120 160

Equivalent damping (%) 4.0% 4.0%

'Including overtravel

tor, power supply and electronic control (Petersen, 1980; 1981).
The passive spring was provided by a pair of opposed trunnion
mounted and pneumatically precharged cylinders with connected
piston rods. The 400-ton (363/000 kg) concrete block was sup
ported on twelve pressure balanced bearings, each with a 22-in
(55.9 cm) diameter. The individual bearings were hydraulically
coupled together into three groups/ each group containing its own
height control valve. Fluid can flow between individual bearings
to accommodate floor surface irregularities. The overall friction
coefficient achieved due to the pressure balanced bearing instal
lation was about 0.003/ requiring about 2400 Ibs (10/600 N) drive
force to compensate for friction losses.

The biaxial motion of the mass block was controlled by
two double-acting hydraulic actuators. Each control and spring
actuator subassembly was mounted on a single linear guide as
sembly for each axis of the TMD. The mass block was restrained
from rotational motion about its vertical axis (yaw) by a torsion
box assembly mounted on the floor and connected to the mass
block by two radius rods.



The same design principles were followed in the develop
ment of the TMD for installation in the John Hancock Tower, Bos
ton (ENR, 1975). In this case, however, the TMD consisted of two
300-ton mass blocks as shown schematically in Figure 5.38. They
move in phase to provide lateral response control and out-of-phase
for torsional control. A comparison of the TMD and structural pa
rameters of this system with those of the Citicorp TMD system is
given in Table 5.2.

Transverse Sway

if
~ ~ Torsional Sway

{}

222ft

343ft

• Figure 5.38 Dual TMD System in John Hancock Tower, Boston

In Japan, the first TMD was installed in Chiba Port Tower,
Tokyo Bay, a 125-m-high steel structure. It has a rhombus plan
with a side length of 15 m (Figure 5039a). The TMD, as shown in
Figure 5039b, consists of a mass and two frames overlapping at
right angle. The mass can move in X or Y direction but cannot
rotate. Each frame has coil springs and a damping device. Perti
nent values of the TMD and structural parameters are given in
Table 5.3 (Kitamura et aI., 1988; Mataki et aI., 1989).

Figure 5.40 shows the wind-induced root-mean-square
acceleration response under Typhoon 8719 (before tuned) and
under strong wind Run 880205 (after tuned). The response due to
Run 880205. is seen to have been reduced by 40% in the X-direc
tion and by 50% in the V-direction approximately.

An example of bridge applications ofTMDs in Japan is the
Funade Bridge Tower in Osaka. Wind tunnel tests of the tower



(a) Chiba Port Tower

Oil buffer (X.<flrectlon)Moving
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Malaki el aI., 1989

• Figure 5.39 Chiba Tower, Tokyo Bay, Japan and TMD
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• Table 5.3 TMD and Structural ParameterS,Chiba Port Tower

x- V-
direction direction

1st mode effective weight 1200
(tons)

Structure Period 1st mode (sec) 2.25 2.70

2nd mode (sec) 0.51 0.57

Damping ratio (%) 0.005

Weight (tons) 10.0 15.4

Period (sec) 2.24 2.72

TMD Spring constant (tons/em) 0.080 0.084

Friction force (tons) 0.045 0.045

Damping ratio (%) 0.15

Kitamura et aI., 1988



showed that galloping may occur at a wind speed of about 10 m/
s. The SDOF equivalent weight of the tower is 8.09 tons with a
fundamental frequency of 0.835 Hz. The air damper type TMD
developed for the structure is shown in Figure 5.41. It is com
posed of a circular cylinder, a disc weighing 97.4 kg (/1 = 1.2%)
and coil springs. The TMD damping results from the passing of air
through the narrow space betwe~n the disc weight and the cylin
der. Fine adjustments in the damping coefficient could be made
by varying the number of holes passing through the disc (Ueda et
aI., 1992).

Narrow space

Ueda et a I., 1992

• Figure 5.41 TMD on Funade Bridge Tower, Osaka

Results of damped free vibration tests are shown in Figure
5.42. The logarithmic decrement increases from 0.046 to 0.26,
phase lag is about 105 degrees, and the ratio of motion ampli
tudes of TMD and tower is about 6. The resonance frequency of
the coupled motion is 0.86 Hz.

TMD

Tower

(a) Without TMD (b) With TMD

Ueda et aI., 1992 ,

• Figure 5.42 Damped Free Vibrations Without and With TMD, Funade Bridge



All theTMD applications discussed above have been made
toward suppression of wind-induced motion. The interest in using
TMDs for vibration control of structures under earthquake loads
has resulted in some innovative developments. An interesting ap
proach is the use of aTMD with active capability, so called hybrid
mass damper (HMD) or active tuned mass damper (ATMD). Sys
tems of this type are best described as semi-active systems as
mentioned in Chapter 1 and have been implemented in a number
oftall buildings in recent years in Japan (Soong et aI., 1994). Some
examples ofthese semi-active systems are discussed in Chapter 7.

L I QUI D DAMPERS

Tuned liquid dampers (TLDs), operating on similar prin
ciples asTMDs, have also been used for suppressing wind-induced
vibrations of tall structures. In comparison with TMDs, the advan
tages associated with TLDs include low initial cost, virtually free
maintenance and ease of frequency tuning.

It appears that TLD applications have taken place prima
rily in Japan. Examples of TLD-controlled structures include the
Nagasaki Airport Tower, installed in 1987, the Yokohama Marine
Tower, also installed in 1987, the Shin-Yokohama Prince Hotel,
installed in 1992, and the Tokyo International Airport Tower, in
stalled in 1993. Due to their similarities, only the TLD system in
stalled in theTokyo AirportTower will be discussed below (Tamura
et aI., 1994,1995).

The TLD installed in the 77.6 m air-traffic control tower
consists of about 1400 vessels containing water, floating particles
and a small amount of preservatives. The vessels, shallow circular
cylinders 0.6 m in diameter and 0.125 m in height as shown in
Figure 5.43, are stacked in six layers on steel-framed shelves (Fig
ure 5.44). The total mass of the TLD is approximately 3.5% of the
first-mode generalized mass of the tower and its sloshing frequency
is optimized at 0.743 Hz. Floating hollow cylindrical polyethyl
ene particles were added in order to optimize energy dissipation
through an increase in surface area together with collisions be
tween particles.
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(a) Plan

Tamura et aI., 1995

• Figure 5.43 TLD Vessel, Tokyo Airport Tower
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(b) Elevation

The performance of the TLD has been observed during
several storm episodes. In one of such episodes with a maximum

instantaneous wind
speed of 25 mis, the
observed temporal
variation of the root
mean-square (RMS)
acceleration and
damping ratio of the
tower are given in Fig
ure 5.45, showing that
the damping ratio in
the cross-wind direc
tion (x-direction)
reached the maximum
value of 7.6% before
the RMS acceleration
recorded its maxi
mum. Figure 5.46
shows a comparison
ofthex-direction RMS
accelerations of the
tower with and with

Tamuraetal., 1995 out TLD, indicating
• Figure 5.44 Installation of Vessels in TLD Room in Tower that the TLD reduced

the response to about 60% of the RMS acceleration response of
the tower without TLD.
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• Figure 5.45 Temporal Variation of RMS Acceleration and Damping Ratio of Tower
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GUIDELINES FOR

ANALYZING STRUCTURES

WITH PASSIVE ENERGY

DISSIPATION SYSTEMS

Building activity in the United States is regulated by local
governments by means ofbuilding codes. Building codes are gen
erally established at the local or state level as a result of the con
stitutional framework in which powers not specifically granted to
the Federal Government are reserved to the States. As a result of
this framework, building activities are greatly fragmented. Cer
tain organizations, such as the International Conference of Build
ing Officials, the Building Officials and Code Administrators In
ternational and the Southern Building Code Congress, developed
model codes that alleviate some of this fragmentation and raise
the level of quality of codes. States and localities typically adopt
one of these model codes. Available model codes include the
Uniform Building Code (UBC), the Building Officials and Code
Administrators Code (BOCA) and the Standard Building Code (SBC).
Seismic provisions in these three model codes are not the same.
However, there is currently an effort to consolidate the three into
a single code by the year 2000, which will be called the Interna
tional Building Code.

Several resource documents exist which provide detailed
guidelines or specifications on specific topics. These documents
typically represent the resource for model code development.
Examples of such documents that contain seismic provisions are
the Blue Book (Structural EngineersAssociation of California, 1995),
the 1994 National Earthquake Hazard Reduction Program (NE
HRP) Recommended Provisions for Seismic Regulations for New
Buildings (FEMA, 1995), and the recent NEHRP Guidelines for the
Seismic Rehabilitation of Buildings (FEMA, 1997). This chapter
presents a very brief description of various resource documents
on passive energy dissipation systems. It is beyond the scope of
this monograph to provide a critical review of these documents.
So far, energy dissipation system design is not addressed in any
model code.



TENTATIVE RE~UIREMENTS

OF SEAONC

The Energy Dissipation Working Group of the Base Isola
tion Subcommittee of the Seismology Committee of the Structural
EngineersAssociation of Northern California (SEAONC) developed
in 1993 a document on seismic design requirements for passive
energy dissipation systems (Structural Engineers Association of
Northern California, 1993). This document has remained in draft
form and has not been reviewed or approved by the Structural
Engineers Association of California.

This early document established a terminology for energy
dissipation systems, classified systems as rate dependent (Le., vis
cous and viscoelastic devices) or as rate independent (Le., friction
and metallic yielding devices), and prescribed analysis procedures
for buildings and testing procedures for devices. Buildings incor
porating rate dependent devices may be analyzed by equivalent
linear procedures provided that all structural elements remain elas
tic. For buildings incorporating rate independent devices, nonlin
ear dynamic analysis is mandated. Moreover, the document pro
motes the use of dual lateral force resisting systems, consisting of
the frame carrying the energy dissipation devices and a supple
mental moment frame. The latter must be detailed as a special
moment-resisting frame if the analysis predicts that the frame will
experience inelastic deformations.

1994 NEHRP
RECOMMENDED PROVISIONS

The 1994 edition of the National Earthquake Hazard Re
duction Program (NEHRP) Recommended Provisions for Seismic
Regulations for New Buildings (FEMA, 1995) contains an "Appen
dix on Passive Energy Dissipation Systems." The appendix is loosely
based on the SEAONCTentative Requirements. It requires nonlin
ear dynamic analysis for all buildings incorporating energy dissi-
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pation devices except for the case of linear viscous devices and
provided that the fundamental mode damping ratio is not more
than 30% of critical. For buildings incorporating linear viscous
devices with damping not more than 30% of critical, the equiva
lent lateral force procedure for seismic analysis is permitted. In
accordance with this procedure, the seismic base shear is com
puted by the procedure applicable to the structural system exclu
sive of the energy dissipation system (that is, elastic response di
vided by response modification factor) and furthermore multiplied
by a reduction factor for damping ratio larger than 5% of critical.
This reduction factor is nearly equal to the inverse of the B1 factor
of Table 2-1. Moreover, the structural members that transmit forces
from the energy dissipation devices to the foundation should be
designed to remain elastic.

It is now recognized that this procedure is not appropriate
since it will allow significant reduction in lateral forces due to
both inelastic action in the building and viscous damping pro
vided by the energy dissipation system. As demonstrated in Chapter
2, the lateral forces on a yielding system with energy dissipation
devices may not reduce. Rather, certain actions in members of
the structural frame are reduced since drift is reduced. The Tech
nical Subcommittee 12 of the Building Seismic Safety Council is
currently in the process of revising the "NEHRP Recommended
Provisions on Passive Energy Dissipation Systems." Scheduled to
be included as a subsection on "Provisions for Passive Energy Dis
sipation Systems," these revised provisions will appear in the2000
NEHRP Recommended Provisions for Seismic Regulations for New
Buildings.

ApPLIED
COUNCIL

TECHNOLOGY
PROJECT 33

The Applied Technology Council (ATC) developed for the
Building Seismic Safety Council Guidelines and Commentary for
theSeismic Rehabilitation of Buildings. The 75-percent complete
draft of this document has been available since November 1995
(Applied Technology Council, 1995). The complete ballot version
of this document was made available in September 1996. The



document was approved jn 1997, and is now available with the
official title: FEMA 273/ NEHRP Guidelines for the Seismic Reha
bilitation of Buildings and FEMA 274/ NEHRP Commentary on the
Guidelines for the Seismic Rehabilitation ofBuildings (FEMA, 1997).

A novelty of these guidelines is the option of selecting
among ground motion criteria and performance objectives to
achieve the desired intent of the user. This intent is described as
the rehabilitation objective, which is a statement of the desired
limits of damage for an earthquake of certain probability of occur
rence. Statements of desired limits of damage are given as perfor
mance levels. Verification of the rehabilitation design requires, of
course, analysis of the rehabilitated buildings. The analysis pro
cedures include a nonlinear dynamic analysis procedure, a sim
plified nonlinear analysis procedure, an elastic dynamic response
procedure and an equivalent lateral force procedure. Each of the
analysis procedures may be acceptable for a particular rehabilita
tion design depending on the characteristics of the structural sys
tem, rehabilitation strategy and ground motion criteria.

The New Technologies Team of this project was respon
sible for the development of guidelines and commentary for seis
mic isolation and energy dissipation systems. Particularly, the sim
plified nonlinear analysis procedure of this document has been
largely described in Chapter 2 of this monograph. This was done
for the purpose of providing a theoretical background and some
verifications of the procedure in this monograph.
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SEMI-AcTIVE

CONTROL SYSTEMS

As described in Chapter 1, semi-active control systems are
an extension of passive energy dissipation systems, which have
received increasing attention in recent years because they offer a
degree of adaptability under external loads. Referring to Figure
3.1 a, the added feature of a semi-active device over a passive one
is that the mechanical properties of the device element, r, can
be adjusted in real time in response to the external load, or to the
structural response, or to both. Semi-active systems require nomi
nal amounts of energy to adjust their mechanical properties and,
unlike fully active systems, they can not add energy to the struc
tural system as no active forces are applied directly to the struc
ture.

While semi-active control systems have long been stud
ied, for example, in the automotive engineering field, their appli
cations to the motion control of civil engineering structures sub
ject to environmental loads have been investigated only recently.
Examples of such devices are semi-active mass dampers (Hrovat
et aL, 1983; Higashino and Aizawa, 1993; Nishimura et aL, 1993;
Soong et aL, 1994; Yoshida, 1996), friction devices with control
lable friction (Akbay and Aktan, 1990, 1991; Dowdell and Cherry,
1994; Yang and Lu, 1994; Inaudi, 1997), semi-active fluid viscous
dampers (Kawashima, et aL, 1992; Mizuno, et aL, 1992; Sack and
Patten, 1993; Kobori, et aI., 1993; Symans and Constantinou, 1995;
Nagarajaiah, 1995; Kurino et aL, 1996) and, more recently, semi
active devices employing smart materials such as shape memory
alloys (Graesser and Cozzarelli, 1991 b; Aiken et aL, 1992; Wit
ting and Cozzarelli, 1992; Inaudi, et aI., 1993a), piezoelectric ma
terials (Bailey and Hubbard, 1985; Baz and Ro, 1993; Shen, 1994)
and electro- or magneto-rheological fluid dampers (Ehrgott and
Masri, 1992; Gavin and Hanson, 1994; Makris et aL, 1996; Spen
cer et aL, 1996, 1997).

The semi-active concept can be illustrated by considering
a semi-active mass damper. In comparison with a passive tuned



mass damper schematically shown in Figure 3.1 b, the semi-active
version proposed by Hrovat et aI., (1983) has an added piston
cylinder combination supplemented by a control valve assembly,
represented by the 5/A unit in Figure 7.1 and shown schematically
in Figure 7.2. In its passive mode of operation, the valve in the 51
A actuator is stationary, which corresponds to the conventional

Cs

Hrovat et aI., 1983

• Figure 7.1 A Semi-Active Mass Damper
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Hrovat et aI., 1983

• Figure 7.2 Schematic of Semi-Active Device
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tuned mass damper. During the semi-active mode of operation,
electrical signals from the control computer (CC in Figure 7.2)
initiate control-value actuator action which in turn results in valve
(\I) executing upward and downward motion. If, at the same time,
the piston is moving with respect to the cylinder, different levels of
the damper force (u) are produced. The term "semi-active" is used
as a consequence of the fact that the control valve action requires
active energy; however, the amount of the required energy is usu
ally small in comparison with the total energy dissipated by damp
ing.

For a semi-active device, the active control force is de
signed as a function of the state of the structural system and/or the
state of the external force as measured by sensors based upon a
certain control strategy. It potentially offers reliable operation and
can be viewed as fail-safe in that they become passive systems
should the control hardware malfunction.

Of the four broad types of semi-active systems described
above, semi-active mass dampers and semi-active fluid dampers
have found applications in civil engineering structural control.
These two areas are the focus of th is chapter. The reader is referred
to Soong and Dargush (1997) for an account of recent develop
ment in smart material research for structural applications.

TSEMI-ACTIVE MASS DAMPERS

As discussed in Section 5.5, in an effort to extend the ef
fectiveness of tuned mass dampers to counter moderate earthquake
load as well as wind load, semi-active mass dampers or hybrid
mass dampers (HMD) have been developed and implemented in
a number of tall buildings, mostly in Japan, in recent years. This
trend is clearly indicated in AppendiX B, which summarizes re
cent installations of active and semi-active devices in Japan.

In some of these installations, active capabilities of the
HMDs are supplied by electrohydraulic actuators. An example is
an HMD system installed in the Sendagaya INTES building in To
kyo in 1992 (Building No.3 in Appendix B). As shown in Figure
7.3, the hybrid mass damper was installed atop the 11 th floor and
consists of two masses to control transverse and torsional motions
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• Figure 7.3 Sendagaya INTES BUilding

of the structure while electrohydraulic actuators provide the ac
tive control capabil ities.The top view of the control system is shown
in Figure 7.4 where, as shown in Figure 7.5, ice thermal storage
tanks are used as mass blocks so that no extra mass is introduced.
The masses are supported by multi-stage rubber bearings intended
for reducing the control energy consumed in the HMO and for
insuring smooth mass movement (Higashino and Aizawa, 1993).
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• Figure 7.4 Top View of AMD
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• Figure 7.5 Elevation of AMD

Sufficient data were obtained for evaluation of the AMD
performance when the building was subjected to strong wind on
March 29, 1993, with peak instantaneous wind speed of 30.6 m/
sec. An example of the recorded time histories is shown in Figure
7.6, giving both the uncontrolled and controlled states. Their Fou-
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• Figure 7.6 Response Time Histories (March 29, 1993)



rier spectra using samples of 3D-second duration are shown in
Figure 7.7, again showing good performance in the low frequency
range. The response at the fundamental mode was reduced by
18% and 28% for translation and torsion, respectively. Similar
performance characteristics were observed during a series of earth
quakes recorded in 1993.
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• Figure 7.7 Response Fourier Spectra (March 29, 1993)

Higashino and Aizawa, 1993

• Figure 7.8 Hankyu Chayamachi Building



The 160m 34-story Hankyu Chayamachi bUilding (Figure
7.8) in Osaka, Japan (Building No.4 in Appendix B), also uses an
HMO system. In this case, the heliport at the roof top is utilized as
the moving mass of the HMO, which weights 480 tons and is
about 3.5% of the weight of the tower portion. The layout of the
HMO is shown in Figure 7.9.The heliport is supported by six multi
stage rubber bearings. The natural period of rubber and heliport
system was set to 3.6 seconds, slightly lower than that of the build
ing (3.8 seconds). The active control mechanism used here has the
same architecture as that of Sendagaya INTES, namely, scheme of
the digital controller, servomechanism and the hydraulic design,
except that two actuators of 5-ton thrusts are attached in horizon
tal orthogonal directions. Torsional control is not considered here.

Higashino and Aizawa, 1993

• Figure 7.9 Layout of HMO

Acceleration Fourier spectra during a recent typhoon are
shown in Figure 7.10. Since the building in this case oscillated
primarily in its fundamental mode, significant reductions in ac
celeration levels were expected.

The HMO system installed atop the Ando Nishikicho Build
ing (Building No.7 in Appendix B) is a dual-mass system, which
has been called a OUOX system (Nishimura et aI., 1993). It is the
combination of an active mass damper (AMO) and a passive tuned
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• Figure 7.10 Acceleration Fourier Spectra

Spring

Damper

Building

mass damper (TMD) as shown schematically in Figure 7.11. Ac
tive force is supplied to the TMD through the AMD driven by an
AC servo motor and ball screws. The composition of the bi-direc

tion DUOX system used
in this building is shown
in Figure 7.12 (Sakamoto
and Kobori, 1993). The
weight of the device is
about 0.8% of the build
ing weight and the
weight of the AMD is
about 10% of the TMD

Nishimura et aI., 1993 weight or 0.08% of the
• Figure 7.11 Principle of DUOX System bu i Idi ng weight. The

TMD consists of springs and hollow laminated rubber bearings
that also serve as the device supports, and oil dampers that pro
vide damping to the system.

Another variation of the HMD system is the pendulum type
which has been installed, among others, in the 70-storyYokohama
Land MarkTower (Building NO.8 in Appendix B), the tallest build
ing in Japan (Abiru et aI., 1992). Two pendulum systems as sche
matically shown in Figure 7.13 were installed on the same floor in
1993. Each moving mass is located in the center of a series of
concentric steel frames which are connected to each other by ropes
provided with natural period control adjustments. Only the outer
most frame is fixed to the floor. This multi-stage arrangement is
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depicted in Figure 7.14 and is used in place of a normal pendu
lum mechanism in order to decrease the height of the pendulum
arm which, as shown in Figure 7.14, requires only 1/3 ofthe height
of a conventional pendulum-type mass damper. The drive device
is beneath the moving mass and consists of servomotors, ball
screws, an XV-motion mechanism and a universal joint connect
ing the drive device to the moving mass.

• Figure 7.14 Multistage Pendulum Mass Damper

TSEMI-ACTIVE FLUID DAMPERS

The semi-active fluid dampers studied by Symans and
Constantinou (1995) are based on the design of the passive fluid
damping device discussed in Section 4.4 and shown in Figure
3.16c. As a semi-active device, the passive damper was modified
by including an external bypass loop containing a control valve as
shown in Figure 7.15. Two semi-active damper systems were de
veloped: a two-stage damper utilizing a solenoid valve; and a vari
able damper utilizing a direct-drive servovalve. Physical charac
teristics of the dampers include a cylinder length of about 19.0
cm, a stroke of ± 7.62 cm, and a maximum output force of 8,900
N.

The damping characteristics of the two-stage damper are
controlled by varying the amount of flow passing through the ex
ternal bypass loop using an AC controlled solenoid valve. The so
lenoid valve can either be turned on (solenoid valve open) or off
(solenoid valve closed). Therefore, only two levels of damping are
available from the system. The control valve used on the variable



damper is a direct-drive servovalve which can be off (valve closed),
full on (valve open), or between off and fully on (valve partially
open). Therefore, a full range of damping levels is available from
the system.

Piston
Rod

Piston Head
with Orifice

(Primary Orifice)

Normally Closed
Valve

~ Electric Terminal

Secondary
Orifice

Symans and Constantinou, 1995

• Figure 7.15 ASemi-Active Fluid Viscous Damper.

The mechanical properties of the two-stage damper and
the variable damper were obtained by subjecting the dampers to
both sinusoidal and constant velocity motions. The relationship
between peak velocity and peak force for the variable damper is
shown in Figure 7.16 for three different command signal voltages.
The data for each command signal voltage level can be fit with
straight lines having a slope equal to the corresponding damping
coefficient.

In the shaking table tests on a one-story model structure
with semi-active control provided by two-stage dampers, the com
mand signal was switched between off (digital 0) and on (digital
1). This is shown in Figure 7.17 for the one-story structure sub
jected to harmonic input motion and controlled according to the
base shear coefficient control algorithm. Under this control algo
rithm, the valve is switched on (low damping) when the base shear
coefficient exceeds a specified limit (BSCLIM) which, in this case,
had a value of 0.08. One may note the interesting response of the
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• Figure 7.16 Experimental Values of Peak Force vs. Peak Velocity

structure in the test results shown in Figure 7.17. Apparently the
response contains two distinct frequencies, one at the driving fre
quency of the input and the other at the natural frequency of the
structure. This behavior can be explained by the observation that
the drift time history builds up steadily (under high damping) and
then, when the base shear coefficient exceeds 0.08, the valves
open, initiating a bi-harmonic motion. The bi-harmonic motion is
clearly present in the drift time history and in the Fourier ampli
tude spectrum of the drift. The two harmonics that are present in
the response correspond to the driving frequency of the input (5
Hz) and the natural frequency of the structure (about 2.5 Hz).
Apparently, the modification of damping during the semi-active
control test initiated, in addition to the steady-state response at
the frequency of the input, a transient response corresponding to
the natural frequency of the structure. It has been shown analyti
cally that this bi-harmonic motion is the result of time delays in
the system (Symans and Constantinou, 1995). Interestingly, this
behavior was not observed with any other input motion or control
algorithm and it was eliminated when time delay compensation
was used.
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• Figure 7.17 Test Results for TWO-Stage Dampers

Two tests are compared in Figure 7.18 for the one-story
structure with two-stage dampers subjected to 50% of the
Hachinoche grol,.Jnd motion. In one case, the valves are closed to
provide high damping while in the second case the base shear
coefficient algorithm is employed with a base shear coefficient
limit of 0.1. The peak base shear is reduced by about 6% while the
peak drift is increased by about 6%. Therefore, the semi-active
control was marginally effective in meeting the objective of re
ducing the peak base shear. However, a penalty is paid in terms of
an increase in story drift. Note that time delay compensation was
not utilized in the semi-active control test. Further, note that the
effectiveness of the semi-active control system is being evaluated
based on comparisons with a high damping passive control sys-
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II Figure 7.18 Base Shear-Drift Loops for High Damping Passive Case and Base Shear Control
Case

tem. When comparisons were made with the bare frame response,
dramatic reductions in response were observed with the semi
active control system.

In shaking table testing of a three-story model structure
with semi-active control provided by variable dampers, a variety
of control algorithms were tested, all produced significant response
reductions in comparison to the bare frame response. However,
the response of the semi-actively controlled structure was nearly
identical to the structure with a properly designed passive damp
ing system. For example, Figure 7.19 compares the peak response
of the structure subjected to 50% of the Hachinoche ground mo
tion and controlled by various control systems (SF = bare frame,
LD = passive low damping viscous system, HD = passive high
damping viscous system, OPT =optimal control algorithm, SMC
=sliding mode control algorithm).

Functionally similar to a semi-active fluid device, the ac
tive variable stiffness system (AVS) developed by Kobori et aI.,
(1993) is designed to maintain nonresonant state of the structure
under seismic excitations by altering the structural stiffness based
on information provided by the seismic ground motions. For a
three-story structure schematically shown in Figure 7.20a, the AVS
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• Figure 7.19 Comparison of Peak Response Profiles for Three-Story Structure

(b) AVO System

Bracket

(a) AVS with Braces

Kobori et aI., 1993

• Figure 7.20 A Semi-active Variable Stiffness System

device, connected between the inverted V-shaped bracing system
and the floor beams at each floor, is used to switch between two
different stiffness states according to the opening or closing of the
valve in a cylinder lock device as shown in Figure 7.20b.The switch-



ing action is taken based on real-time analysis of the seismic ground
motion so that optimal stiffness is selected from within a range of
structural stiffnesses in order to attain the lowest vibration level.

The AVS system was tested on a scaled three-story model
structure and was subsequently installed in a full-scale building in
Tokyo in 1990 (Building No.2 in Appendix B) (Kobori et aI., 1993).
A view of the building is shown in Figure 7.21 and the overall AVS
system configuration is shown in Figure 7.22, where AVS devices
are installed on both sides of the structure in the longitudinal di
rection. The building underwent several recent earthquakes. The
performance of the AVS system during a 1991 earthquake was
good as the stiffness selection was appropriate for the earthquake;

Kobori et aI., 1993

• Figure 7.21 KaTRI No. 21 Building

however, its performance during a 1992 earthquake was less sat
isfactory due to improper stiffness selection and impulsive nature
of the earthquake. One of the major limitations of the AVS system
as described by Yamada and Kobori (1995) is that abrupt switch
ing between the two stiffness states induces impulsive forces, caus
ing acceleration pulses which can be detrimental to the structure
and its contents. Additionally, the AVS device dissipates energy
due to the flow of oil within the hydraulic mechanism whenever
the valve is opened or closed to disengage or engage the braces.
The increased damping is inherent in this AVS device and thus
cannot be independently controlled with respect to stiffness
changes.
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• Figure 7.22 AVS System Configuration

A more desirable variable stiffness system is clearly one in
which the structural stiffness can be changed continuously. One
such system is currently being developed (Nagarajaiah, 1995),
which consists of a nonlinear spring in parallel with a passive
friction damper. The nonlinearity of the spring is varied by a self
equilibrating mechanical device which is controlled by a servo
motor perpendicular to its axis.

A variable damping system (AVD) has also been proposed
(Kurino et aI., 1996). The AVD device consists of a variable hy
draulic damper and a digital damping force controller. The vari
able hydraulic damper controls the damping force by tuning the
opening of a flow control valve between two chambers in a hy
draulic cylinder. Since the controller directly controls the damp
ing force using the information of actual valve opening and oil



pressure, the influences of oi Itemperature and excitation frequency
are eliminated. The controller also has the advantage that charac
teristics of the AVD device can be easily adjusted by changing the
control gain. A schematic diagram of the AVD device is shown in
Figure 7.23 and it can be installed in a structure in a similar con
figuration as an AVS device as shown in Figure 7.20a.

t
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• Figure 7.23 AVO Device Configuration

An analytical and experimental study of a semi-active fluid
damper was carried out by Sack and Patten (1993). As shown in
Figure 7.24, the configuration of the damper includes a balanced
piston rod and an external control valve containing an orifice which
is modulated by a small motor. In Sack and Patten (1993), a con
trol algorithm is described in which the control of the adjustable
orifice involves the linearization of the damper dynamics. Through
this process of dynamic linearization, the variable orifice is ad
justed in such a way that the damper delivers a force which is
directly proportional to the relative velocity of the piston, thus
causing the damper to behave as a linear viscous damper.



A modified version of this semi-active fluid damper was
examined in connection with mitigating vibration of bridges un
der traffic loads (Patten et aI., 1996). A simple bridge span with a
generic truck travel on it is shown in Figure 7.25. Two dynamic
models of the veh ie/elbridge system were used. First, the model of
the vehicle was treated as an assemblage of sprung and unsprung
masses, interconnected with compliant chassis elements. Secondly,
the dynamic effects of the truck's suspension were disregarded.
Simulations were conducted using parameters for the bridge and
truck that mimic a typical U.s. interstate bridge with deep steel
beams and a composite concrete roadway. The results indicate
that the control fixturing arms should be made as long as possible,
and a double actuator assembly provides little advantage over a
single actuator configuration.

Similar studies were conducted for a continuous two-span
bridge with the same cross section. The simulations indicate that a
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• Figure 7.25 Single-Span Bridge with Compliant Truck Model and Double Actuator Arrangement

semi-active system using a bistate control scheme achieved a 60%
reduction in deflection due to truck traffic. A comparison of simu
lations using both a traveling force model and a compliant sus
pension model revealed a similarity in plotted responses. A re
vealing result of the two-span study is shown in Figure 7.26. Note
that the bistate control tends to decrease the magnitude below the
first natural frequency and significantly shift the natural frequen
cies, especially the second and higher modes. These significant
structural changes are not accomplished using a passive damper
since the bistate control tends to add stiffness to the structure,
which manifests itself in lesser response and a shift in the modal
content of the system. This work has led to the installation of such
a system on a two-lane segment of 1-35 crossing the Walnut Creek
in Oklahoma for the purpose of increasing load capacity and ser
vice life of the bridge under traffic loads.
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• Figure 7.26 Transfer Functions for a Continuous Two-Span Bridge with: (a) No Control, (b)
Passive Damper, (c) Bistate Control
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• Table A.1 Metallic Dampers

Name and Type Location Type and Number Date of Load Additional Information
of Structure of Dampers Installation

Cardiology Hospital Bldg. Mexico! AOAS 1990 Seismic Retrofit; damaged in 1985
Reinforced concrete frames Mexico City (yielding steel) earthquake
Five stories and basemat Retrofit completed while
Constructed in 1970s Total: 90 allowing continuous

operation of hospital
Nonlinear time history

dynamic analysis conducted

Izazaga #38-40 Bldg. Mexico! AOAS 1990 Seismic Retrofit; damaged in 1985,
Rei nforced concrete Mexico City (yielding steel) 1986, & 1989 earthquakes
frame with brick 20 nonlinear time-history
infilled end walls Total: approx. 200 analysis for final verification

12 stories + basement Retrofit complete during
1200m' plan bUilding occupation
Constructed late 1970s Fundamental periods(analysis)

Original: 3.82, 2.33s
Upgraded: 2.24, 2.01 s

Maximum interstory drift
reduced by 40%

IMSS Reforma #476 Bldg. Mexico! AOAS 1992 Seismic Retrofit; significant damage in
Mexican Institute for Mexico City (yielding steel) 1957 earthquake

Social Security National Register of Classical
Three bldg. complex Total: approx. 400 Buildings
Reinforced concrete frame 20 nonlinear time-history
10 stories + basement analysis
Constructed in 1940s



Name and Type Location Type and Number Date of Load Additional Information
of Structure of Dampers Installation

Wells Fargo Bank Bldg. CN ADAS 1992 Seismic Retrofit; damaged in 1989
Nonductile concrete San Francisco (yielding steel) Loma Prieta earthquake
frame Fundamental periods

Two-story; 14,000 ft' Total: 7 (analysis):
Constructed in 1967 Original: 0.84, 0.65, 0.36s

Design Yield Force: Upgraded: 0.45, 0.44, 0.23s
150 kips 3D elastic and 2D nonlinear

analysis conducted



• Table A.2 Friction Dampers

Name and Type Location Type and Number Date of Load Additional Information
of Structure of Dampers Installation

Gorgas Hospital Panama Friction Dampers 1970s Seismic
Total: 2

McConnel Bldg., Canada/ Pall Friction Dampers 1987 Seismic Equiv. damping ratio: 52%
Concordia University Montreal Total: 143 for artificial 0.18g earthquake

library complex, Slip loads: 600-700 kN Net savings: 1.5% of total
RC frames w/f1at slab bldg. cost of $65M
Interconnected 3D nonlinear dynamic
10 and 6-story bldgs. analysis conducted

Constructed in 1987-1991

Residential House Canada/ Pall Friction Dampers 1988 Seismic New construction
2-story and basement Montreal Total: 15 friction

wood stud, brick veneer base isolators

Ecole Polyvalante Canada/Sorel Pall Friction Dampers 1990 Seismic Retrofit; bldgs. damaged in
3 precast concrete, Total: 64 1988 Saguenay earthquake

three-story bldgs. Slip loads: 225-335 kN Design for 0.18g peak
Constructed in 1967 ground acceleration

Pall Friction Panel Nonlinear time-history
Connectors dynamic analysis conducted
Total: 388 Net saVings: 40% in
Slip loads: 30-55 kN retrofitting costs

Canadian Information and Canada/laval Pall Friction Dampers 1992 Seismic New construction
Travel Center Slip load: 350 kN

4-story steel frame
Constructed in 1992



Name and Type Location Type and Number Date of Load Additional Information
of Structure of Dampers Installation

Department of Defense Canada/Ottawa Pall Friction Dampers 1992 Seismic New construction
3-story concrete frame Slip load: 500 kN
Constructed in 1992

Canadian Space Agency Canada/ Pall Friction Dampers 1993 Seismic Building houses sensitive and
Structural steel frames St. Hubert Total: 58 expensive equipment

w/prefabricated (near Montreal) Slip load: 500kN 40 dampers exposed to view
aluminum panels, for aesthetic purposes

3 stories, 135m x 78m plan 3D nonlinear time history
Constructed in 1992 dynamic analysis conducted

Casino de Montreal Canada/ Pall Friction Dampers 1993 Seismic Highly eccentric rigidity
former French Pavilion Montreal Total: 32 Retrofit to comply with
for Expo '67 Slip load: 700-1800 kN current code standards

8-story steel frame
Constructed in 1967

Building 610, CA/Palo Alto Slotted Bolted Conn. 1994 Seismic Retrofit
Stanford University Total: 80 Damaged in 1989 Loma Prieta

1-story stuccolbrick Slip load: 12kips earthquake
Constructed in 1915

Hoover Building, CA/Palo Alto Slotted Bolted Conn. 1994 Seismic Retrofit
Stanford University Total: 8 Second level braced frame

2-story+2-story basement damaged in 1989 Loma
Constructed in 1966 Prieta earthquake



• Table A.2 Friction Dampers (continued)

Name and Type Location Type and Number Date of Load Additional Information
of Structure of Dampers Installation

Maison 1 McGill Canada/ Pall Friction Dampers 1995 Seismic New construction
11-story RC frame Montreal Total: 65
Constructed in 1995 Slip load: 600-700 kN

Ecole Technologie Canada/ Pall Friction Dampers 1995 Seismic Retrofit
Superieure Montreal Total: 74

Two steel frame bldgs. Slip load: 700 kN
Constructed in 1949 and

1977

Federal Building Canada/ Pall Friction Dampers 1995 Seismic Retrofit
4-story RC frame Sherbrooke Total: 30
Constructed in 19S0 Slip load: 350 kN

Desjardin Life Ins. Bldg. Canada/ Pall Fricton Dampers 1995 Seismic New construction
6-story RC frame Quebec Total: 30
Constructed in 1995 Slip loads: 600-700 kN

Water Tank WNBeaux Arts Pall Friction Dampers 1995 Seismic Retrofit
Overhead steel tower Total: 12
Constructed in 1950 Slip load: 75 kN

St. Luc Hospital Canada/ Pall Friction Dampers 1995 Seismic Retrofit
5-story RC frame raised Montreal Total: 34

to 8 stories Slip loads: 600-700 kN
Constructed in 1975



Name and Type location Type and Number Date of load Additional Information
of Structure of Dampers Installation

Residence Maison-Neuve Canada/ Pall Friction Dampers 1996 Seismic Retrofit
6-story steel frame Montreal Total: 42
Constructed in 1972 Slip loads: 500 kN

Hamilton Courthouse Canada! Pall Friction Dampers 1996 Seismic Retrofit
8-story steel frame Hamilton Total: 73
Constructed in 1934 Slip loads: 500-700 kN

Water Tanks, CAlDavis Pall Friction Dampers 1996 Seismic Retofit
Univ. of CA at Davis Total: 48

Overhead 120-ft steel towers Slip loads: 135-160 kN
Constructed in 1958

Harry Stevens Building Canada/ Pall Friction Dampers 1996 Seismic Built in 1957;
3-story concrete Vancouver Total: 38 rehabilitated in 1996

frame building Slip loads: 350-500 kN

Justice Headquarters Canada/ Pall Friction Dampers 1996 Seismic Built in 1951;
8-story concrete Ottawa Total: 84 rehabilitated in 1996

frame bUilding Slip loads: 500-700 kN

BCBC Selkirk Waterfront Canada/ Pall Friction Dampers 1997 Seismic New
Office Buildings Victoria Total: 74

Two 5-story steel Slip loads: 700-1 AOO kN
frame buildings

Maisons de Beaucours Canada! Pall Friction Dampers 1997 Seismic New
6-story concrete Quebec City Total: 42

frame bUilding Slip loads: 500-600 kN

Maison Sherwin William Canada/ Pall Friction Dampers 1997 Seismic Built in 1950;
6-story concrete Montreal Total: 64 rehabilitated in 1997

frame building Slip loads: 400-500 kN



• Table A.3 Viscoelastic Dampers

Name and Type Location Type and Number Date of Load Additional Information
of Structure of Dampers Installation

World Trade Center NY/ 3M Viscoelastic 1969 Wind Damping ratio with
Tubular steel frame, New York City Dampers dampers: 2.5-3%

twin towers Total: approx. 20,000
110 stories Evenly distributed

from 1Oth-11 Oth
floor

Columbia 5eaFirst Bldg. WN5eattie 3M Viscoelastic 1982 Wind New construction
Composite concrete Dampers

columns with steel Total: 260
frame

76 stories

Two Union Square Bldg. WNSeattle 3M Viscoelastic 1988 Wind New construction
Steel frame Dampers
60 stories Total: 16

School Bldg. AZ/Phoenix Viscoelastic Beam! 1992 Seismic New construction
2 stories Column Connections

Santa Clara County Bldg. CNSan jose 3M Viscoelastic 1993 Seismic Retrofit
Steel frame Dampers Damping ratio in
13 stories Total: 96 fundamental mode
51m x 51m plan Original: less than 1%
Constructed in 1976 Upgrade: approx 17%



Name and Type location Type and Number Date of load Additional Information
of Structure of Dampers Installation

Navy Office/Supply Bldg. CAlSan Diego 3M Viscoelastic 1996 Seismic Upgrade
Nonductile concrete Dampers
3 stories Total: 64
121 ftx36Sftpian

Hall of Justice and CAl 3M Viscoelastic 1996 Seismic Upgrade
Records Redwood City Dampers

8-story steel frame Total: 44
Constructed in mid-1960's

Los Angeles Police Dept. CAlLos Angeles 3M Viscoelastic 1997 Seismic Upgrade
Recruit Training Center Dampers

4-story steel frame

3M Mexico Mexico City, 3M Viscoelastic Dampers 1998 Seismic New construction
Steel/Concrete Frame Mexico Total: 21
8 stories



• Table A.4 Viscoelastic Fluid Dampers

Name and Type Location Type and Number Date of Load Additional Information
of Structure of Dampers Installation

North American Air CO/Cheyenne Spring mounted with 1984 Nuclear Classified
Defense Command Mountain Taylor Fluid Dampers Shock

Rich Stadium NY/ Taylor Fluid Dampers 1993 Wind Dampers connect light poles
Buffalo Total: 12 to the stadium parapet wall

50 kN, ± 460mm stroke

Pacific Bell North CAl Taylor Fluid Dampers 1995 Seismic New construction, three-
Area Operation Center Sacramento Total: 62 story steel braced frame

3-story steel braced frame 130 kN, ± 50mm Devices used to dissipate
stroke seismic energy

San Bernardino County CAl Taylor Fluid Dampers 1996 Seismic New construction, devices
Medical Center San Bernardino Total: 184 used to enhance energy

5 steel-frame buildings 1,400 kN, ± 600mm dissipation in rubber
stroke bearing isolation system

Woodland Hotel CAl Taylor Fluid Dampers 1996 Seismic Seismic upgrade of historic
4-story Non-Ductile RC Woodland Total: 16 structure

frame/shear wall 450 kN, ± 50mm stroke
Constructed in 1927

San Francisco Opera CAl Enidine Fluid Dampers 1996 Seismic Retrofit
House San Francisco Total: 16

400 kip, ±3 in stroke



Name and Type Location Type and Number Date of Load Additional Information
of Structure of Dampers Installation

Science Building II CN Taylor Fluid Dampers 1996 Seismic New construction
Sacramento Total: 40

200 kN, ±50mm stroke

Langenbach House CNOakland Taylor Fluid Dampers 1996 Seismic New construction, included in
Total: 4 base isolation
130 kN, ±150mm

stroke

Gerald Desmond Bridge CNLong Beach Enidine Fluid Dampers 1996 Seismic Retrofit
Total: 258
50 kip, ±6 in stroke

28 State Street MNBoston Taylor Fluid Dampers 1996 Wind Retrofit
35-story steel frame Total: 40

670 kN, ±25 mm stroke

The Money Store CNSacramento Taylor Fluid Dampers 1996 Seismic New construction
11-story steel frame Total: 120

1,290 kN, ±64 mm stroke
710 kN, ±64 mm stroke

Kaiser Data Center CN Corona Taylor Fluid Dampers 1996 Seismic Seismic retrofit with dampers used
Total: 16 to add energy disspation to
425 kN, ±560 mm stroke rubber bearing isolation system

Civic Center Building CN Taylor Fluid Dampers 1997 Seismic New construction
San Francisco Total: 292

1,000 kN, ±100 mm stroke
550 kN, ±100 mm stroke



• Table A.4 Viscoelastic Fluid Dampers (continued)

Name and Type Location Type and Number Date of Load Additional Information
of Structure of Dampers Installation

Hayward City Hall CNHayward Taylor Fluid Dampers 1997 Seismic New construction; devices used to
Total: 15 enhance energy dissipation in
1,400 kN, ±600 mm stroke Friction Pendulum isolation system.

Quebec Iron and Titanium Canada/ Taylor Spring Dampers 1997 5eismid Dual purpose spring dampers used
Smelter Tracy and Taylor Dampers Wind for seismic and wind protection of

Total: 22 two smelter buildings. Dampers
450 kN, ±64 mm stroke used to prevent buildings from
225 kN, ±100 mm stroke impacting during a seismic event.
130 kN, ±100 mm stroke

CSULA Administration CAlLos Angeles Taylor Fluid Dampers 1997 Seismic Seismic upgrade to office building.
Building Total: 14 Dampers used in chevron bracing

1,100 kN, ±75 mm stroke elements to dissipate seismic energy.

First Avenue South Bridge WNSeattle Taylor Fluid Dampers 1997 Kinetic Energy Retrofit of a bascule bridge to protect
Total: 4 of Moving the bascule leafs from runaway
600 kN, ±635 mm stroke Bridge motors and brake failures.

Alaska Commercial Alaska Taylor Fluid Dampers 1997 Seismic Retrofit of a timber frame structure.
Building Total: 2 Dampers used in diagonal bracing to

445 kN, ±64 mm stroke dissipate earthquake energy.

Studio Parking Garage CAlLos Angeles Taylor Fluid Dampers 1997 Seismic Dampers used to allow thermal motion,
Total: 2 concrete expansion/contraction and
150 kN, ±50 mm stroke creep, while controlling earthquake

movement.



Name and Type location Type and Number Date of load Additional Information
of Structure of Dampers Installation

Rockwell BUilding 505 CN Taylor Fluid Dampers 1997 Seismic Retrofit of a long building with multiple
Newport Beach Total: 6 expansion gaps. Dampers restrict

320 kN, ±64 mm stroke relative movement between building
sections.

Santiago Creek Bridge CA Enidine Fluid Dampers 1998 Seismic New construction

3COM Corp. Data Center CA Enidine Fluid Dampers 1998 Seismic New construction
4-story Total: 63

300 kips, ±2 in stroke

Los Angeles City Hall CNLos Angeles Taylor Fluid Dampers Sched. 1998 Seismic Retrofit; dampers used to enhance
28-story steel frame Total: 68 energy dissipation in elastomeric
Constructed in 1927 1,400 kN, ±600 mm stroke isolation system and as energy

1,000 kN, ± 115 mm stroke dissipation elements in the upper
structure.

The Golden Gate Bridge CN Fluid Dampers To be Seismic Retrofit
San Francisco Total: approx. 40 determined

650 kips, ±24 in stroke

Vincent Thomas Bridge CN Enidine Fluid Dampers 1998-1999 Seismic Retrofit
Long Beach Total: 48

160-250 kips
±30 in, ±40 in stroke

1-5/91 HOV Bridge USNAnaheim, Taylor Fluid Dampers To be Seismic New bridge uses dampers to dissipate
CA Total: 8 installed earthquake energy for reduced

1,110 kN, ±200 mm stroke 1998 demands on the structure.



• Table A.4 Viscoelastic Fluid Dampers (continued)

Name and Type Location Type and Number Date of Load Additional Information
of Structure of Dampers Installation

Sidney Lanier Bridge GN Taylor Fluid Dampers To be Seismic New bridge utilizes dampers to control
Glynn County Total: 4 installed earthquake movement and distribute

2,200 kN, ±203 mm stroke 1998 forces while allowing free thermal
movement.

Maysville Bridge KYI Taylor Fluid Dampers To be Seismic New bridge utilizes dampers to control
Maysville Total: 8 installed earthquake movement and distribute

1,300 kN, ±305 mm stroke 1998 forces while allowing free thermal
movement.

Cape Girardeau Bridge MOl Taylor Fluid Dampers To be Seismic New construction of a cable-stayed
Cape Girardeau Total: 16 installed bridge. Dampers used to control

6,700 kN, ±180 mm stroke 1998 longitudinal earthquake movement
while allowing free thermal
movement.

Ferry Street Bridge OR! Taylor Fluid Dampers To be Seismic Retrofit of a bridge over the Willamette
Eugene Total: 4 installed River. Dampers used to control

500 kN, ±40 mm stroke 1998 earthquake movement while allowing
free thermal movement.

UCLA-Knudsen Hall CAl Taylor Dampers To be Seismic Seismic upgrade of a University
Los Angeles Total: 84 installed building. Dampers used in chevron

355 kN, ±100 mm stroke 1998 bracing elements to dissipate
245 kN, ±100 mm stroke earthquake energy.

San Francisco-Oakland Bay CN Taylor Dampers To be Seismic Interim retrofit of East Bay 504 truss
Bridge, East Span San Francisco Total: 6 installed sections. Dampers used to dissipate

890 kN, ±406 mm stroke 1998 seismic energy.



Name and Type location Type and Number Date of load Additional Information
of Structure of Dampers Installation

Tillamook Hospital OR! Taylor Fluid Dampers To be Seismic Retrofit of an existing hospital to meet
Tillamook Total: 30 installed current seismic protection code levels.

135 kN, ±50 mm stroke 1998 Dampers used in chevron braces to
dissipate earthquake energy.

New Pacific Northwest WN Taylor Fluid Dampers To be Seismic New baseball stadium utilizes dampers
Baseball Park Seattle Total: 8 installed to dissipate earthquake energy in each

3,600 kN, ±381 mm stroke 1998 of three movable roof sections.

New Pacific Northwest WN Taylor Fluid Dampers To be Wind/ Dampers installed between three roof
Baseball Park Seattle Total: 36 installed Kinetic sections and at end stops to absorb

1,780 kN, 100 mm stroke 1998 Energy energy from impact due to wind,
890 kN, 400 mm stroke kinetic energy, and motor drive.

Rio Vista Bridge CAl Taylor Fluid Dampers To be Seismic Retrofit of a highway bridge to reduce
Rio Vista Total: 8 installed forces and deflections by dissipating

685 kN, ±254 mm stroke 1999 earthquake energy.

San Francisco International CAl Taylor Fluid Dampers To be Seismic New Airport Rail Transit (ART) and Bay
Airport - Rail Transit San Francisco Total: 10 installed Area Rapid Transit (BART) structure
System Westside 4,225 kN, ±508 mm stroke 1999 implement dampers for earthquake
Guideway 3,115 kN, ±508 mm stroke energy dissipation.

San Francisco International CAl Taylor Fluid Dampers To be Seismic New pedestrian bridge utilizes dampers
Airport - South San Francisco Total: 20 installed to dissipate earthquake energy and
International Parking 445 kN, ±254 mm stroke 1999 reduce movement.
Garage Pedestrian Bridge



• Table A.S Tuned Mass Dampers

Name and Type Location Type and Number Date of Load Additional Information
of Structure of Dampers Installation

CN Tower Canada/Toronto Tuned Mass Damper 1973 Wind New construction
TV antenna
Height: SS3m

John Hancock Tower MNBoston MTS Tuned Mass 1977 Wind Retrofit
Office building Damper Natural freq: 0.14 Hz

Height: 244m Two 300-ton lead! Damping ratio with TMD: 4%
Plan: 3600m' steel blocks
58-stories

Citicorp Center NY/ MTS Tuned Mass 1978 Wind New construction
Office building New York City Damper Natural freq: 0.16 Hz

Height: 280m 400-ton concrete block Damping ratios:
Plan: 2600m' Original: 1%

w/TMD: 4%



ApPENDIX B

STRUCTURAL ApPLICATIONS

OF ACTIVE AND SEMI-ACTIVE

SYSTEMS IN WAPAN



• Table B.1 Active and Semi-active Systems Installed in Buildings in Japan

Building Number/ Building Type\ Manufacturer Mass Support Driver Direction
NamelYear Scale and Number

1. Kyobash Seiwa 33m, AMO 5 ton Pendulum Hydraulic S&T
Bldg. 400 ton, Kajima
1989 11 stories 2

2. Kajima Research 12m, AVS -- -- Hydraulic S
Inst. Bldg. #21 400 ton, Kajima

1990 3 stories 6

3. Sendagaya INTES 58m, HMO 72 ton Rubber Hydraulic S&T
Bldg. 3280 ton, Kayaba Bearing
1992 11 stories 2

4. Hankyu 161m, HMO 480 ton Rubber Hydraulic S&L
Chayamachi Bldg. 13943 ton, Takenaka Bearing

1992 34 stories 1

5. Kansai Int. Airport 86m, HMO 5 ton Pendulum Servo S&L
Control Tower 2570 ton, Mitsubishi H.1. Motor

1992 7 stories 1

6. Osaka ORC 2000 200m, HMO 200 ton Rubber Servo S&T
1992 56680 ton, Shimizu Bearing Motor

50 stories 2



Building Number/ Building Type", Manufacturer Mass Support Driver Direction
Name/Year Scale and Number

7. Ando Nishikicho Bldg. 54m, HMD 22 ton Linear Servo S&L
1993 2600 ton, Kajima Spring Motor

14 stories 1

8. Yokohama Land 296m, HMD 340 ton Pendulum Servo S&L&T
Mark Tower 260610 ton, Mitsubishi H.I. Motor

1993 70 stories 2

9. Long Term Credit 30m, HMD 195 ton Rubber Hydraulic S&L
Bank of Japan 40000 ton, Takenaka Bearing

1993 21 stories 1

10. Hotel Nikko 131m, HMD 100 ton Rubber Hydraulic S&T
Kanazawa 10150 ton, Takenaka Bearing

1993 30 stories 2

11. Shinjyuku Park 227m, HMD 330 ton Pendulum Servo 5
Tower 130000 ton, Ishikawajima H.I. Motor
1994 52 stories 3

12. Hikarigaoka 100m, HMD Ishikawajima 44 ton Pendulum Servo S&L
J. City Bldg. 9360 ton, H.I. Motor

1994 24 stories 2



• Table B.1 Active and Semi-active Systems Installed in Buildings in Japan (continued)

Building Number/ Building Type\ Manufacturer Mass Support Driver Direction
Name/Year Scale and Number

13. Hamamatsu 212m, HMO 180 ton Pendulum Servo S&L&T
Act City 107500 ton, Mitsubishi H.I. Motor

1994 45 stories 1

14. Riverside Sumida 134m, AMO 30 ton -- Servo S&T
1994 S2000 ton, Tokiko Motor

33 stories 2

15. Osaka World 256m, HMO 100 ton Pendulum Servo S&L&T
Trade Or. Bldg. 80000 ton, Mitsubishi H.I. Motor

1994 55 stories 2

16. Miyazaki Phoenix 154m, HMO 240 ton Rubber Servo S&T
Hotel Ocean 45 83650 ton, Shimizu Bearing Motor

1994 43 stories 2

17. MHI Yokomama 152m, HMO 60 ton Pendulum Servo S&L
Bldg. 61800 ton Mitsubishi H.I. Motor
1994 1

18. NTICRED 150m, HMO 80 ton Pendulum Servo S&L
Motomachi Bldg. 83000 ton Mitsubishi H.I. Motor

1994 1



Building Number/ Building Type1" Manufacturer Mass Support Driver Direction
Name/Year Scale and Number

19. Oowa Kasai 145m, HMO 84 ton linear Servo S&l
Phoenix Tower 26000 ton, Kajima Spring Motor

1995 29 stories 2

20. Rinku Gate 255m, HMO 160 ton Pendulum Servo S&l
Tower North Bldg. Mitsubishi H.1. Motor

1995 56 stories 2

21. Hirobe Miyake 31m, HMO 2.1 ton linear Servo S&l
Bldg. 273 ton, Mitsubishi Steel Spring Motor
1995 9 stories 1

22. Plaza Ichihara 61m, HMO 14 ton Pendulum Servo S&T
1995 5760 ton, Ishikawajima H.I. Motor

12 stories 2

Yoshida, 1996
1. AMD: Active Mass Damper
2. AVS: ActiveVariable Stiffness
3. HMD: Hybrid Mass Damper
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Applications of, 131, 246-247



Metallic dampers, continued
Early applications of, 183
Exceptions for use, 129
Finite element method, 130-131
Force-displacement model, 70
Force-displacement relationship,

128-129
Hysteretic behavior, 128
Inelastic constitutive model, 129
Newton-Raphson approach, 130-131
Ozdemir rate-independe(1t model,

70-72
Ramberg-Osgood model, 74
Response behavior ofstructure,

129-130
Runge-Kutta formula, 71
Triangular plate dampers, 68-69
Two-surface plasticity models, 73-74
X-shaped dampers, 68-69, 128

Mexican Institute for Social Security, see
IMSS Reforma #476 BUilding

Modal superposition method
Mathematical formulations, 117-120

Model codes, 219
Motion control systems

Definition, 4

N
National Earthquake Hazard Reduction

Program (NEHRPJ
Guidelines for the Seismic Rehabilita

tion of Buildings, 219, 221-222
Recommended provisions, 23, 36, 47
Recommended Provisions for Seismic

Regulations for New Buildings,
219-221

Naval Supply Facility, 200-203, 253
NEHRp, see National Earthquake Hazard

Reduction Program

fit
Pacific Bell North Area Operations

Center, 205-206, 254
Pall friction dampers,190-191
Particle dampers, 181
Passive control

Definition, 5-6
Passive energy dissipation systems

Classification of, 9
Experimental work, 13, 17
Need for, 1

Phase transformation dampers
CU-Zn-AL, 178-180

Experimental studies, 178-180
Nitinol, 175-177
Ozdemir hysteretic model, 100
Shape memory alloys, 98-101,

174-180
Force-displacement response,

100-101
Preloaded spring-friction dampers, 93,

98-99
Pressurized fluid dampers

Elastomeric spring damper, 96-97
Pre-loading, 94-95
Pressurized fluid restoring device, 94

Pushover curves, 11-12, 15, 33,48-49,52

R
Rangitikei bridge

Torsion beam steel damper, 183
Re~centering systems, 65-66, 93

Definition, 65
Phase transformation devices, 65

Residential buildings with friction
dampers, 203-204, 248, 251

Response modification factors, 24, 38
Comparison of pseudo and maximum

acceleration, 25
Rubber composite damper, 181

S
San Bernardino County Medical Center,

6,204-205, 254
Application of viscous dampers, 60-61

Santa Clara County Building, 197-201,
2S2

SAP90, 188
SEAONC, see Structural Engineers

Association of Northern California
Semi-active control systems

Applications of, 262-265
Definition, 223-225
Types of

Electrorheological fluid dampers,
223

Friction devices with controllable
friction, 223

Magnetorheological fluid dampers,
223

Piezoelectric materials, 223
Semi-active fluid dampers, 223



Semi-active control systems, continued
Semi-active mass dampers, 223
Shape memory alloys, 223

Semi-active fluid dampers, 232-243
Effectiveness of, 235-237
Experimental/analytical studies, 240
For use on bridges, 241-243
Mechanical properties, 233-235
Shaking table tests, 236-237

Semi-active mass dampers, 225-232
Sendagaya INTES Building, 225-227, 262

Control system, 226-227
Performance characteristics, 226-228

Simplified nonlinear analysis, 30-58
Analytical results, 40-45
Approach, 31
Design demand spectra, 34-35
Examples, 46-56

Modal properties, 50-52
Pushover curves, 48-49
Response calculations, 52-56
Three-story, three-bay frame, 46-48

Procedure, 32-34
Response modification factors, 38
Single-degree-of-freedom system, 35,

45
Time histories, 38-39

Smart materials, 175
Sonic Office Building, 190
Standard Building Code (SBC), 219
State space methods, 125-126
Structural Engineers Association of

Northern California (SEAONC), 220
Sumitomo friction dampers, 190

Experimental program, 140
SUT Building, 207-208

T
Taylor fluid dampers, 204-207
3M viscoelastic dampers, 196-197
Tokyo International Airport Tower,

216-218
Tuned liquid dampers, see also Tokyo

International Airport Tower
Geometric definition, 111
Hardware requirements, 174
Mathematical models, 110-112
Secondary mass, 110
Shaking table tests, 173
Tuned liqUid column damper, 172

Tuned mass dampers, see also
Centerpoint Tower, Chiba Port Tower,
Citicorp Center, Funade Bridge Tower

Applications of, 260
Doubly-tuned mass dampers, 170
Frahm's absorber, 102
Hybrid mass damper, 171
Inelastic structures, 170
Mathematical models, 104-107
Multiple tuned mass dampers, 170
Nonlinear TMDs, 170-171
Secondary mass, 102-103
Semi-active control concept, 171
Single-degree-of-freedom structures,

103,108-109
Two Union Square Building, 197, 199,

252

U
Uniform Building Code (UBC), 59,

219

V
Variable damping system, 239-240
Viscoelastic dampers, see also Columbia

SeaFirst Building, Naval Supply
Facility, Santa Clara County BUilding,
World Trade Center

Applications of, 252-253
Concrete frame structures, 152-158

Experimental test set up, 153
Results, 156-158
Shaking table tests, 153-155

Steel frame structures,148-152
Experimental test set up, 148-149
Resu Its, 152
Shaking table tests, 150-151

Use in reducing wind vibration, 147
Viscoelastic fluid dampers, see also

Pacific Bell North Area Operations,
San Bernardino County Medical
Center, SUT Building, Woodland
Hotel

Applications of, 254-259
Force-deformation response model,

88-93
Maxwell model, 89-90, 92
Military and heavy industry, 87
Orificed fluid damper, 87-88, 92-93
Seismic hazard mitigation, 159



Viscoelastic fluid dampers, continued
Shaking table test, 164-167
Simulation tests, 161-164
Viscous damping wall, 87-88

Viscoelastic solid dampers
Copolymers, 82
Force-deformation model, 85-86
Kelvin model, 82, 86
Maxwell model, 82

Viscoelastic systems
Definition of, 65
Devices, 10, 65-66
Force-displacement loops, 10, 26
Kelvin model, 17
Mechanical properties, 17, 21-22
Modal properties, 22-23

W
Wells Fargo Bank Building, 187-190, 247

Damage during Loma Prieta earth
quake, 187

Woodland Hotel, 206-207, 254
World Trade Center, 196-197, 252

Hurricane Gloria, 197

y
Yokohama LandMark Tower, 230-232,

263
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